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"It is no linguistic accidentthat "building", "construction", "work", designate
both a processand its finished product. Without the meaningof the verb that
of the noun remainsblank".
(John Dewey, Art as Experience,1934,p. 5 1, quoted in Straussand Corbin, 1990,p. 258)

To this we may add "design".
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rich, holistic picture of software design. It is descriptive rather than prescriptive,
concernedto capturehow software design is done rather than advocatehow it ought
to be done. The theory is a developmentof the model and is presentedinitially as a
theoretical framework and then as a seriesof propositions.The theoretical framework
is a function of the juxtaposition of specific properties or attributes of the "core
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but two scenarioswherein such practice doesnot "fit" the design context are of most
interest. It is arguedthat thesescenarioscan be usedto identify and explain design
breakdowns.Finally, the thesispurports to explicate the "Meta-process" - the process
through which the inductive model and theory was developed.This is an unusual
objective for a piece of IS researchbut valid nonethelessand significant, given the
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complexity of
researchmethod used
the IS literature and elsewhere.
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Chapter One: Introduction

to the thesis

1.1 Introduction and overview
Action in context- context in action: towards a grounded theory ofsoftivare
design

Inasmuchas a title can convey content,the title of this thesis attemptsto capturethe
is
follow.
field
The
the
that
the
of
study
on
pages
researchstudy reported
essenceof
field
for
design
that
much
our understanding
promises
softivare
-a comparatively new
is
design
development
develop
Software
the
a
use
software.
out of the
of
and
way we
human
disciplines
software
computercomputer
science,
engineering,
referent
of

interaction and graphic design,and thesetoo fall tangentially within the study'sscope.
Specifically however, the study is interestedin how professionaldesignersdesign
focused
field,
is
the
those
the
end
on
at
sharp
of
where, as Winograd
software, and
(1996:vi) points out, "the rubber meetsthe road"

A grounded theory of software design is proposedbasedon the inductive analysisof
interviews with such practitioners. The theory is presentedin its final form as a series
of propositions but is given specificity through a theoretical framework identifying
four design scenarios. Each scenariois explanatoryof software design practice but
those scenarioswithin which design practice doesnot "fit" design context are of most
interest. It is arguedthat such scenarioscan help explain when and how design
breakdownsoccur.

Yet this is not a 'final' theory. No presumptionis madeon the basis of the analysisof
thirty-two interviews with practitioners in specific domains of software design to have
developeda generalor formal theory of the field. Ratherthe theory that is presentedis
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basedupon the analysisof available empirical data but subsequently"grounded" in
the literature. "Towards" is an important qualification. It also reflects somethingof
the nature of the researcheffort and its outcomes.A claimed contribution of this thesis
is to have explicated the "Meta-process"through which the theory, and underlying
model, was developed.

The theory is a developmentfrom an inductive model of software design. This is not
a normative model advocatinghow design ought to be done but a descriptive model
documentinghow design is done - or at least how it was observedto be done during
this study. It is arguedthat the discipline of software designneedsmore and better
descriptive models of designpractice to better inform the developmentof appropriate
methods,tools and languagesto support that practice.

The constructionaction in context- context in action embodiesthe essenceof the
software design processas it was observed.Software design consistsof a seriesof
actions and interactionstaken in a specific context. Context explains actions and
interactionsand their outcomes.It is suggestedthat interventionsto improve the
software design processare best directed at assistingdesignersto manageor control
the context, or at least to mitigate the worst negativeaspectsof it.

1.2 Setting the scene
Through supervisionof a researchprogrammethat identified two distinct design
1999)
in
field
DIMM
(Gallagher,
Digital
Interactive
Multimedia
the
paradigms
of
and the developmentof papersbasedon this research(Gallagher and Webb, 1997,
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Gallagher and Webb, 2000) 1becameinterestedin the super-ordinatediscipline of
in
interested
following
I
became
design.
In
the
questions
particular
software
1. What is software design?
2. How do software designers design? (What do software designers do when they

design and why?)
3. How may such knowledge inform interventionsto improve software design
practice?

WhereasGallagher's work was concerned,primarily, to identify differences between
Software Engineering and Graphic Design approachesto Multimedia development,I
description
I
believed
that
to
their
of the common
commonality.
a
rich
wished study
design process,from the point of view of the practitioners themselves,could make a
field.
The current situation within DIMM, and within
to
the
significant contribution
its super-ordinatediscipline of software design suggestedthat basic researchat a
higher level of abstractionwould be beneficial. For problems and issuesin the sub
field of DIMM see,inter alia, (Latchem et al 1993;Dospisil and Polgar, 1994; Fisher,
1994; Garzotto et al, 1995; Mulhauser and Effelsberg, 1996; Powell, 1998) and in the
broader field of software design see(Kapor, 1991;Nielsen, 1993; Wiklund, 1994;
Brown and Duguid, 1994; Brooks, 1995, Shneiderman,1997).

In the chaptersthat follow a caseis made for the developmentof models and theories
in
deficiency
(2.4)
important,
Chapter
Two
to
this
notes
a
situation.
as one,
response
traditional approachesto the design and developmentof software and increasingcalls
for new approaches(Blum, 1996; Carroll, 1997,Winograd and Flores, 1987;
Winograd et al, 1996). A taxonomy of inquiring systems(Van Gigsch and Pipino,
1986) is usedto set out the role and contributions of models and theories in IS
17

research(2.2.1). In addition the special value of descriptive models is highlighted
(2.2.4). In ChapterThree a generalcasefor theory generationover theory testing is
madethrough a discussionof the GroundedTheory method. Finally, in ChapterEight,
the outcomesof this researchare themselves"grounded" in existing theories and
models of design and problem solving (8.3), and the contribution of this work
evaluated(8.4 - 8.5).

A small but relatedpiece of researchmotivated and informed the main study. Arising
out of an early investigation into software engineering, four interviews were

conducted,transcribedand analysedusing the groundedtheory method. Theseserved
as a pilot to the main study (ChapterFour, 4.4.1.6) and as a personalbenchmark
againstwhich recommendationsfor further researchinto inter-disciplinary
comparisonscould be made (ChapterEight, 8.6).

1.3 Scope of the thesis
Following Dasgupta(1991), Digital Interactive Multimedia is considereda sub-field
of software design,which itself is considereda sub-field of design. In this thesisa
hierarchical view of the designdisciplines provides a theoretical and practical basis

for
(A) Limiting the scopeof the investigation to a small but defined areaof a much
larger field of investigation.
(B) Comparing design activity at different levels of granularity. For example, an

inductive model of designbasedon the common activities of Software Engineers
and Graphic Designerswithin the field of DIMM is developed(ChaptersFive and
Six) and then applied to the broader field of software design (Chapter Seven).
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(C) Comparing disciplines within a sub field. Thus, although the focus of this thesis
was to identify a common practice in software design,differenceswithin and
betweendisciplines can be accommodatedas instantiationsof a generalclass.
(D) Tracing the impact of paradigmon method. Although the actual interrelationships
betweenlevels in the designhierarchy may be quite complex (Wemick and
Winder, 1994),for the purposesof this thesis,it is assumedthat a paradigm is
associatedwith particular methodsand vice versa.
(E) Explicating the process,or Meta-process,which lies behind the developmentof
the paradigm model. In this sense,the processbehind the process,at the object
level of inquiry as defined by Van Gigsch and Pipino (1986) and as describedin
ChapterTwo (2.2).

The scopeof the thesis is further limited becausethe objective of the study is to
develop a substantivenot aformal theory. A substantivetheory "evolves from a study
of a phenomenonsituated in one particular situational context" (such as the study of
executivesin an organisation).On the other hand, a formal theory "emergesfrom a
study of a phenomenonexaminedunder many different types of situations" (such as a
study of statusin the family, work and in society) (Straussand Corbin, 1990:174).

This thesis doesnot presenta formal theory of design but investigatesdesign as it is
practisedin a particular situational context - the field of software. In doing so many
different casesof software design are examined- design in the small, design in the
large, software engineering, graphic design, in different types of organisations, by

different types of designer(age,education,experience),acrossdifferent geographical
locations and cultures. But the focus of the study remains,and is embeddedwithin,
software design.The generali sability of the theory is increasedthe greaterthe rangeof
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has
limitations
but
This
theory
the
substantive.
studied
remains
practical
not
cases
for
but
contribution
also for the scopeof data collection and analysis
any claimed
only
(seeChapterFour).

1.4 Claims made of the thesis
Three principal claims are madeof this work
1.4.1 Claims to have developed an inductive model of software design
The processof model developmentis discussedin ChapterFour and the model is
presentedin ChapterFive. The model is "inductive" on two counts (a) its is derived
from the inductive processesof the GroundedTheory method and (b) it may be used
to analyseother designpractice, within DIMM, or any other field of software design,
or in other fields of design.This is discussedas further researchin Chapter Eight (8.
6.3). It is arguedthat this model permits considerationof a wide range of factors
acting and interacting upon designpractice, and not nonnally included in traditional
models and theoriesof software design, for examplethe importanceof individual
conditions and of the "pulls" of the design itself (ChapterFive, 5.5). In summary a
rich, holistic picture of software designpractice is presented.The model is adaptiveit can be usedto describedesign activity in a number of different contexts, and
predictive, in that within a specified context it is possibleto predict design strategies
and their consequences.
1.4.2 Claims to have developed a theory of software design
A theoretical framework is developedfrom the model that identifies four design
contexts or scenarios.Each scenariois of interest in explaining design practice but
two in which design strategiesdo not match the context are particularly interesting. It
is arguedthat thesecan be usedto identify and explain design breakdowns.The
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theoretical framework is summarisedas a set of propositionsthat encapsulatethe
theory that has beendeveloped(Chapter Six, 6.6). In ChapterSeventhe model (and
by implication the theoretical developmentof that model) is validated using another
data set. However this doesnot constitute theory testing and this is left to other
researchers.
1.4.3 Claims to have explicated the Meta-process
In this thesis a "Meta-process" is defined as the processbehind the process.Taking as
its starting point the dearthof processinformation in many good design studiesand
the needfor such information to encouragemore and better studiesof software
design,the thesis setsout to explicate the processusedto generatethe reported
results.To the extent that this hasbeensuccessful,other researcherswill be able to
replicate the researchor at least to make an informed assessmentof its value. Whilst
no measurecan be given here of either of thesepossibleoutcomes,a contribution to
the literature is claimed in (a) making the intention to map out the processclear at the
outset of the thesis (b) making the framework explicit throughout - and doing so a
virtue' and (c) evaluating the results (ChapterEight, 8.5.3).
In additions a number of secondaryclaims are madeof the thesis
1.4.4 Claims to have contributed to a paradigm model of software design
Basedon Kuhn's (1970) and Dasgupta's(1991) definition of the term 'paradigm' and
on common usageof the term within the fields of computerscienceand information
systems,two subsidiary claims are made.
(a) The model contributesto our understandingof a Disciplinary Matrix of software
design
(b) The model is a basis for developing software design languages,methodsand tools.

An analog may be made with Sir Richard Ro-er's PompidouCentre wherein the design
0
"y
infrastructure is exposedand exploited as a virtue so that the designexhibits an inside out aesthetic.
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1.4.4.1 The Model as a Disciplinary

Matrix

Of the many definitions of'paradigm' found in Kuhn's work, the concept of the
Disciplinary Matrix is probably the most accepted.A Disciplinary Matrix is a set of
beliefs and values sharedby a scientific community. Thesebeliefs and values
comprise an epistemologyand languagethat delineatesthe community from other
communities.The Disciplinary Matrix includes a belief in metaphysicaland heuristic
models.
Whilst the model advancedin this thesis is not the result of an explicit identification
of elementsof the DM (as Gallagher(1999) and Wernick (1995) have done) it does
touch upon many of the (same)elementstangentially. For example,the conceptof
design context includes the influencesof personaland professionalexperiencesand
organisationalenvironment. In this sensethen, it is claimed that the model advanced
in this thesis makesa contribution to the establishmentof a Disciplinary Matrix for
software design.
1.4.4.2 The Model as a heuristic model

Dasgupta(1991:142) likened a design paradigm to a heuristic or metaphysicalmodel
in the sciences.It was not a full Kuhnian paradigm (as defined by a DM) but a subset
of it. He did however acknowledgethat membersof the design community may
"come to believe in or becomecommitted to" a particular model and that such a
model "may becomethe reasonfor an identifiable or distinct community to form".
Wernick and Winder (1994:5) point out similarities betweenthe Kuhnian Disciplinary
Matrix and Dasgupta'sDesign Paradigmbut "agreewith Dasguptathat the connection
betweenthe two conceptsis that a design paradigm will often form part of the
disciplinary matrix of a particular discipline."
In this more limited sense,Dasgupta'sdesign paradigm is "an abstractprescriptive
model of the design processthat servesas a useful schemafor constructing practical
design methods,procedures,and tools for conducting design" (1991:141). It is this
interpretation - as a generalframework informing and underpinning the development
of real world software products- that is most often encounteredin the literature (see
for example,Jayaratna,1994).The model advancedin this thesis is consistentwith
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this interpretation savefor one crucial aspect- the model advancedhere is purely
desci-iptive seeking only to document design practice, not to advocate it.
1.5 The main argument: action in context and context in action

Software design is describedas a transactionalsystem-a systemof causal
relationships,conditions and consequences.At the heart of this system lies action and
interaction - strategiesthat designersuse to manage,handle,carry out, or respondto
design under a specific set of perceivedconditions. The designcontext is often
complex and much of what designersdo when they design can be seenas a response
to that complexity. Yet this is not software complexity, or not only software
complexity (Brooks, 1975) but complexity in the entire design context including the
personality of individual designers,communicationsbetweendesignerand usersand
betweendesignersand designers,organisationalculture and methods,and the
complex interaction of thesethings. A holistic picture of software design is presented
is
difficult
define
develop
but
is
design
that
to
that
to
one
and
one
close
practice.
-

1.6 Structure of the thesis
ChapterTwo: Backgroundto the Stud
Two sourcesof backgroundare given to the research.Firstly, a brief literature review
identifies paradigmsin software design. It is noted that the term paradigm is used
inconsistently in the literature, in particular the distinction betweena paradigm and
processmodel is not clearly held. This chapterattemptsto clarify the use of these
terms and to establisha relationship betweenparadigm,processand software design
environments,and to position the model developedhere in a broader context. In
addition, the value of description over enactmentin processmodelling is emphasised.
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Cha ter Three: The ResearchMethod
In theory the researchmethod should follow the researchquestion (s). In this casethe
nature of the questionsposedabout the phenomenon- what is software design?what
do software designersdo when they design,and why? -suggesteda qualitative
approachto its study. In practice, although the researcherin his or her selection of
researchmethod may discriminate betweenalternativesaccordingto Pragmatic
criteria (fitness for purpose,easeof use, social acceptability etc.) this processis not
free of personalbias and prejudice. It is as well then for the researcherto stateat the
outsetas much of his or her personalbeliefs as are relevant in order that the readeris
informed of the thinking that lies behind the choice of method.

The increaseduse of qualitative approachesin IS researchis cited in justification of
the method chosen.The groundedtheory method (Glaserand Straus, 1967) is
introduced and its processexplained.Despite, or even becauseof, affording powerful
data analysistechniquesthe method is not without its weaknesses.Some of theseare
reviewed and the case is made for a prescriptive application of the method. One such
approach utilises a technique for data analysis called the paradigm model (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990) and the chapter concludes with an explanation of this data analysis tool
2
its
and enhancement,the conditional matrix . In this thesis,this combination of

researchtools is usednot only to analysethe data but also to structureits presentation.

2 Straussand Corbin's description of their researchtool as a paradigm model should
be confused
not
C,
with discussionsof paradiagms
of software design elsewherein this thesis or with the model developed
as a result of this work.
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Chapter Four: The Research Design
Bryman and Burgess (1994: 3) note that the literature on qualitative research methods
tends to focus on data collection over analysis. They advocate more and better
how
data
the
accounts
of
analysis,
particularly
autobiographical
expositions of

analysiswas carried out in practice. Though this thesis goessomeway along this path
(primarily but not exclusively in its account of the Meta-process), it is not an easy

in
in
follow.
In
theory
to
general,
and
grounded
particular,
path
qualitative research
data collection and analysis are so interdependentthat it is almost impossible to write
about one without also writing about the other. Notwithstanding this difficulty, a
in
literature
is
to
the
claimed this respect.
contribution

Although the data collection processis describedin somedetail, greatestattention is
given to data analysisand especiallyto the use of the paradigmmodel / conditional
matrix. The questionof validity and reliability of qualitative researchis considered
both in generaland as it relatesto this thesis.This servesto introduce a set of
included
in
Chapter
Seven.
The
the
measures
qualitative and quantitative reliability
chapteralso includes a discussionof the personalapproachto data managementtaken
during this phaseof the research.

Chapter Five: Action in context - an inductive model of software design

An inductive model of software design is developedbasedon an analysis of sixteen
interviews with Software Engineersand Graphic Designersactive in the field of
Digital Interactive Multimedia. Each of the essentialelementsof Straussand Corbin's
(1990) paradigm model - causalconditions, context, strategies,consequencesand
intervening conditions is describedand then integratedinto a holistic explanation of
the observedphenomenon.This chapteris the kernel of the thesis.The description of
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software design advancedhere is the basis for the claim to have developedan
inductive model of software design,first put forward in ChapterOne and
underpinning the theoretical development in Chapter Six.

ChapterSix: Context in action: towards a theory of software design
WhereasChapterFive followed the method closely- indexing the data and presenting
it in narrative form- this chaptercuts loose in an attemptto exploit the power of the
generativemethod. The chapLerdiscussesthe core categoryof context-coinplexitythat
is significant in its explanatorypower over the phenomenon.The analysis follows a
different, and more difficult direction, slicing acrossthe data set to build a composite
picture of the categorywhilst also seekingto minimise the loss of contextual detail
that such an approachusually entails. The outcomeof this chapteris a set of
theoretical propositions given specificity earlier in the theoretical framework.

The Conditional Matrix introducedin ChapterThree is usedto build a more detailed
description of software design,and to develop the theory. According to Straussand
Corbin, (1990) the conditional matrix is a "framework that denotesa complex web of
interrelatedconditions, action/interactionand consequences"(: 161) and is predicated
on the notion that groundedtheory is a transactionalsystem-"a systemof analysis
that examinesaction/interaction in relationship to their conditions and consequences"
(: 158) Here, a simplified matrix is presentedas the number of levels within the
framework is reducedfrom eight to four. At eachlevel -action, interaction, individual
conditions and organisationalconditions - the strategiesusedto design are described
and the important conditions shapingthose strategiesexplained.The Conditional
Matrix is enactedthrough the tracing of conditional paths and this is done in data
collected on a medium sized Multimedia developmentproject.
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Chapter Seven:Further validation of the model and theor
In this chapterboth the model and theoretical framework are validated in the analysis
of anotherdataset.This is comprisedof sixteen interviews sampledfrom those
reportedby Lammers in 1989.Two types of validation are sought. Internal validation
it
in
data
(does
is
to
the
the
going
refers
accuracyof
reflect what really
on software
design practice?). External validity, or generalisability, seeksto establishwhether the
results are applicable to another,different, dataset.With this analysisthe study moves
from design in the small to design in the large specifically focussing on the core
category of context-complexity.

ChapterEight: Conclusionsand recommendationsfor further research
Glaser and Strauss(1967) encouragethe integration of emergingtheory with existing
theory found in the literature. At this juncture, the researchfindings are consideredin
the context of Newell and Simon's (1972) generalproblem solving theory and in the
context of other theories of design.The purposeof this comparisonis to ground the
inductive model in the generalliterature and thereby increaseits relevance.The
chapterincludes an evaluation of the work basedon criteria set out by Straussand
Corbin (1990) and concludeswith somerecommendationsfor further research.

Appendices
The Appendicesafford further insight into the researchprocessthat resulted in the
f
model and theory. These neednot be listed here but are readily appraisedby their
listing in the Table of Contents.
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1.7 A note on thesis presentation
Straussand Corbin (1990) point out the value of analogy in presentinga grounded
theory study. Theseinclude looking at a statute(Glasser 1978)and walking around a
house(Strauss,1987). It may assistthe readerof this thesisto consider the thesisas
itself a design,its outcomesstructuredaccordingto a genericproblem solving
paradigm that describesits production. ChaptersI-4

identify and scopethe problem

and set out the meansof its resolution [Analysis phase]; Chapters5 and 6 develop the
inductive model and the theoretical framework [Design build phase]; Chapter Seven
validates the model and theory in anotherset of interviews [Design test phase]and
ChapterEight considersthe implications of the work [Implementation phase].Indeed
the value of this analogy is greaterthan simple processcomparisonssuggest.As in the
design it describes,the actual processwas much more complex than that readily
apparentin theories or modelsof that process.

The structureof the thesis permits multiple user or readerviews, and need not be read
in its entirety. Those readersinterestedonly in the method are directed to Chapters
One, Three, Four and Seven.Thosereadersconcernedonly with the implications of
this thesis for the field of software design are directed to ChaptersOne, Two, Five,
Six, and Eight. Table I (on the next page) surnmarisesthe inputs, processesand
outputs of eachchapter and thesetwo routes through the thesis are identified by the
use of shading.
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1.8 Chapter Conclusion

This chapteris a synopsisof the entire thesis.The origins, nature and purposeof the
investigation have been set out, including an outline of the researchmethod. The
major outcomesof the researchhave been identified explicitly as claims made of the
thesis. In ChapterEight theseclaims will be reconsideredin light of the presentation
of processand outcomes,as thesis contributions.
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Chapter Two: Background

to the main study

2.1 Introduction

Since this thesis purports to develop both a model and theory of software design some
definition and description of theseterms is necessaryat the outset. In particular it is
necessaryto reflect upon the relationshipsbetweenthe two, to distinguish between
paradigm and processmodels and to establisha relationship betweensuch modelsand
practice. A citation driven review of literature then identifies some models and
theories in the field of software design. In particular, the conceptof design
breakdownsis identified as one potential contribution of the thesis,and this is
returnedto in ChapterEight (8.3 -8.4) in the discussionof the outcomesof this
research.

2.2 On Paradigms, Processes, Models and Methods

2.2.1 A taxonomy
Van Gigsch and Pipino (1986:73) developeda hierarchical framework to investigate
the discipline of information systems,basedon the theory of multi-level systems
(Mesarovic, Macko and Takahara1970) and on the metasystemsapproach(Kickert
and van Gigsch, 1979). The framework consistsof "three basic levels which represent
the discipline of IS and its respectiveinquiring systems"
The practice of IS "involves all those activities by which the theory, models,
technology, in short, the stateof the art of the IS discipline, are applied to the real
world of organisationsand systems".The scienceof IS is defined as "those activities
by which the theory and models usedto describe,explain and predict the behaviour of
IS are developed".The epistemologyof IS "involves the activities of inquiry which
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seekto define the origin of knowledge of the discipline, to justify its methodsof
reasoningand to enunciateits methodology" (1986:72-73). Theselevels have been
organised by type of inquiring system, respectively, the lower level of inquiry, the

object level and the metalevel.
Level of inquiry
Metalevel
Object level

Lower level

Inputs
Philosop y of science
Paradigm from
Metalevel and evidence
from lower level
Models and Methods
from object level and
problems from lower
level

Inquiring system
Epistemology of IS
Science of IS

Outputs
Paradigm
Theories and models of
is

Practice of IS

Solution to IS problems

Table 2: Van Gigeh and Pipino's (1986) hierarchy of inquiring systems

Paradigmsoriginate at the metalevel (Epistemology of IS), basedon philosophical
beliefs which embody the commitment sharedby a particular community to accepta
specific approachto scientific inquiry. Theseparadigmsinform the object level
(Scienceof IS) where along with evidencefrom the lower level (Practice of IS),
theories and models are formulated and developed.Finally, at the lower level
(Practice of IS) models and methodsare applied to organisationalproblems.
Van Gigch and Pipino (1986:74-76) usedtheir framework to classify paperspublished
in academicjournals "as indicators of the researchemphasisand interests" of the IS
discipline. They found that "the largestproportion of papersreflects work in the
Practice and in the Scienceof 18,with a relatively smaller proportion classified at the
epistemologylevel", agreeingwith an earlier survey by Le Moigne (1985). They call
for more work concerning the Epistemology and Science of IS.

However their framework is itself a theory, a meta theory of the role of theory, models
and methodsin the developmentof a d1scipline.What evidenceis there that theories,
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way
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Gigch
suggestthat too many models and
van
and
of
methodsare conceivedof at too low a level of abstraction,the generality of most new
models is suspect,hypotheseshave limited scopeand casestudieshave limited
generality. It is not the purposeof this chapterto replicate van Gigch and Pipino's
study in the field of software design.Rather, at the object or sciencelevel of inquiry,
to consider "those activities by which the theoriesand modelsusedto describe,
explain and predict the behaviourof [Information] systemsare developed" (ibid: 72)
and to evaluatethe outcomesof such activities - in the context of software design.
Before doing so, it is worth pointing out that it is not necessaryfor software designto
be considereda discipline (defined here in the Kuhnian sense.of a community united
by a common paradigm) in order to identify modelswithin the field. Indeed, it is the
casethat any field that exists in a pre-scientific state- where there is no single
unifying paradigm but the field is divided into a numberof competing schools of
thought - will exhibit more, theories,models and methodsthan a field consideredto
be in a normal sciencestate. Thesewill be lessdevelopedand will be distributed
amongstthe various schoolsof thought, eachcoalescingaround their own paradigm.
This thesis makesno claim basedon empirical data for or againstsoftware design
being a scientific discipline but observesthat a single unifying paradigm is highly
unlikely given the immaturity of the field. In addition it is noted that referent fields
that inform software design are themselvesthe subject of debateconcerning their
claims to be 'scientific' disciplines (Gallagher, 1999provides a useful summary of the
relevant literature).
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Nor doesthe probablepre-sciencestateof the field rule out the identification of a
community of software design.Although Kuhn equatedcommunity with paradigmhis
thoughts on this are ambivalent and he doesrecommendlooking for a community first
(Kuhn, 1970:176). Therefore it is not inconsistentto say on the one hand that it is
highly unlikely that the field of software design could be considereda scientific
discipline and on the other to searchfor theories,models and methodswithin the field
basedon an identifiable community.
Kuhn is quite specific on what constitutesa scientific community and how it may be
identified. A scientific community is a distinct group of people united by similar
educationalexperiences(Kuhn, 1970:177). The community tends to be small (25-100
people), and where larger groupsexist, thesenaturally sub-divide into smaller groups.
Communities can exist at numerouslevels (Kuhn, 1970:177,1977:296). Thus
software design could be consideredas part of a larger global community of design,
which itself containsmany sub-communitiesincluding software engineering and
design.
be
identified
Communities
by the existenceof scientific journals,
may
graphic
conferences,textbooks and professionalsocietiesbut also by formal and informal
communication networks and citations. Of thesetextbooks are of key importance
since "they expoundthe body of acceptedtheory" and form "the basis of a new
tradition of normal science"(Kuhn, 1970:10,144).

2.2.2 Paradigm and Process Models

Van Gigsh and Pipino's framework provides a mechanismto identify and classify
approacheswithin software design.Although paradigmscan be identified in the
literature (section 2.3 below) the boundariesbetweenparadigm and processmodels
are often blurred.

The predominant approachto software developmentis the life cycle model, or
variations of it (Pressman,1982).This model is basedon a phasedrefinement
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the systemdevelopmentlife cycle model underpinsmost of the more popular software
developmentapproachesincluding the waterfall, spiral, evolutionary and prototyping
approaches.

But is the SDLC a paradigm or processor both? Pressmanidentified the generic
development
definition,
development
to
and maintenance.
software
process consist of
The systemsdevelopmentlife cycle (and variations of it, noted above) is then a
is
A
taken by Agresti
to
this
position
generic process. similar
specific approach
(1986:12) who makesa distinction betweenlife cycle models and a "base
developmentprocessfor software development". Life Cycle models should be
interpretedas only one classof responseto a more fundamentalconcern- the
developmentof an effective (flexible) processmodel for software development.

Elsewherea processmodel is more specific and detailed. "A processmodel is a
describing
A
specification
aimed
at
specification of a real world software process.
design
the
the
and the implementation of
requirements,
precisely and unambiguously,
a software system"(Jaccheri,Pico and Lago,1998:369). "A processmodel represents
the knowledge of a specific process,including the processsteps,their prerequisites
and consequencesand any synchronisationamongconcurrentstepsdefined in some
processmodelling language" (Israel Ben-Shaul, 1995:xii -3). It is "the orderly
includes
development"
to
tools
to
and
and
software
applying
methods
approach
activities carried out during development(both high and low level), local and global
constraintson activities, partial ordering amongtasks and synchronisationamong
current tasks.
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processmodel describeswhat will be done, how it will be accomplished,when it
will be finished and who will usewhat to implement it (Charette(1986:38-40). A
processis "the basic function to describethe chain of eventsrequired to createa
particular software products" and a software engineeringenvironment is "the process,
methodsand automationrequiredto produce a software system".

Thus, in the literature a processmodel is usedto describethe generic processof
software developmentor to describea real software processin some detail. Here van
Gigsch and Pipino's framework is of some assistance.At the highest level of
abstractionthe generic software processdescribesthe fundamentalstepsin the
developmentof software. This model reflects basic beliefs and assumptionsabout the
developmentof software but is non-prescriptivein that it doesnot advocatea
particular approachto development.At the lower level, other processmodels
(including the waterfall, prototyping and evolutionary) are prescriptive and detailed,
but in varying degrees.

The model advancedin this thesis,developedat the object level of inquiry, is closer to
the model at the higher level of abstraction.It seeksto describethe basic software
design processand reflects the beliefs and valuesof practitioners in doing so. As such
it reflects a Kuhnian paradigm. It makesno attemptto advocatea particular approach
to software design (unlike Dasgupta'smodel) and doesnot map out in any detail the
implications for particular approachesin particular instances(although a causal
is
further explored below and in
between
methods
paradigm, processand
relationship
ChapterEight).
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2.2.3 Beyond process models to Software Development Environments

(SDEs)

Goedicke (1990:1-2) takes as his starting point the original Greek meaning of the
word paradigm- pattern, typical event or archetype- and goeson to set out the
criteria for a software developmentparadigm. It must define a few basic steps(he
identifies divide and conquer and separationof concerns),provide adequate
descriptive meansfor defining the propertiesof a particular systemin terms of the
basic concepts(ie a language),provide guidelines which help to carry through certain
developmentstepsto yield the desiredrunning system [methods], and provide
(hopefully automated)tools to support the chosenmethod. This definition of
paradigm goesmuch further than Dasgupta's(1991), to include elementsof a process
model and a software developmentenvironment.

According to Humphrey, (1989) Software DevelopmentEnvironments (SDEs) is a
field of software engineeringconcernedwith providing frameworks or infrastructures
for supporting the developmentof software products. Within this field Software
ProcessingModelling (SPM) is concernedto understandthe developmentprocess-a
"way to representthe processwith a formal notation in order to arrangeand or
partially automatesupport for it" (Ng and Yeh, 1990:3).
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Figure 1: Elements of a software development environment
(Ng and Yeh, 1990:13)

The processmodel informs methods,languagesand tools. A method is a set of
guidelines usedto assistthe developmentprocess.A method may act as a learning aid
and facilitate communication and understandingwithin the developmentenvironment
(Longren and Stolterman, 1999).Languagesdescribethe functionality or specification
of a systemand include graphic languages,procedurallanguages,non procedural
languages,functional languages,and object oriented languages.A software tool is any
"program employed in the development,repair or enhancementof anotherprogram"
(Dictionary of Computing, Oxford University Press,Third Edition, 1990) and
therefore may be (inter alia) a text editor, a de-bugger,a user interface tool, a data
managementtool or a configuration managementtool. In turn, the processmodel is
languages
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by
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supportedand promulgated particular
follows
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inherent
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betweenall the elementsof the software developmentenvironment is illustrated in the
following comment about tools
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"the effectivenessof a computer-aidedtool is dependentupon the environment of the user, in
particular, the processmodel, the language,and the methodolog that the user is using or with
which the user is familiar" (Ng, 1990:1)

It is beyond the scopeof this thesisto trace theserelationshipsin any detail but ipso
facto, their existenceis significant to the relevanceand contribution of the work.
ChapterEight will therefore discusshow the findings of this thesis may inform
method development.
2.2.4 The value of descriptive models

Jaccheriet al, (1998) note that whilst the main goals of software processmodelling
are understanding,improvement and enactment,the software community has
traditionally concentratedon improvement and enactmentrather than description.
They give as an example ProcessCentred Software EngineeringEnvironments
(PSEEs).A preoccupationwith improvement and enactmentis epitomised in
managementby BusinessProcessEngineering (Hammer, 1995) and by quality
improvementsprocessessuch as CMM and Bootstrap.Within Computer Science,the
fields of requirementsengineeringand expert systemsseekimprovement, although in
these,there is much greaterattention paid to elicitation.

Jaccheriet al (1998:370) point out that the importanceof processmodelling for
elicitation rather than enactmenthas beenrecognisedand that
"casestudies have arguedthat the elicitation of a processmodel can be useful per se, even
when the goal is not an enactablemodel but rather the creation of a process description to be
usedin the context of an improvementstrategy". [my emphasis]

One goal of this thesis is a descriptive model of software design.No attempt is made
to prescribe a particular processor to advocatethe use of specific methods or tools.
2.3 The Meta-process

A Meta-processis the processof creating processmodels and processmodels will
have different purposesdependingon the Meta-processthat producesit. Moreover
"the elicitation of the software processmodel of an organisationis often the very first attempt
to define it, trying to build a description that is as close as possibleto how the real processis
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carried out" and that "consequently,during this activity, processinformation is gatheredfrom
severalsourceswhich is often incomplete, inconsistentand ambiguous" (Jacberi et
al: 1998:370-371)

Bandinelli, Fuggetta,Lavazza,Loi and Picco (1995) describethe key stagesof such a
process
(1) modeller describesinformation gatheredby meansof model fragments (data
extracts)
(2) fragmentsare refined gradually - verified by modeller with model user
(3) model fragmentsare integratedto derive formalised model of process.
This is a reasonabledescription of the meta processfollowed in this researchand
reported in detail in ChapterFour, with the exception that verification was limited to
the data collection phasein the first instance.However the model was subsequently
testedwith a seconddata set (ChapterFour, 4.3.6,4.4 and Chapter Seven).

Whilst the primary goal of this thesis is to say somethingsubstantial(original and
relevant) about the field of study, an important secondarygoal is to explicate the
researchmethod used so that it may becomemore accessibleto other IS researchers.
This objective profoundly influencesthe structureand presentationof the thesis
becauseit requires discussionof the researchmethod to be thorough, transparentand
pervasive.When the chosenmethod is groundedtheory this becomesa significant
challenge.Bryman and Burgess (1994) observethat
"very often, the term [groundedtheory] is employed in researchpublications to denotean
approachto data analysis in which theory has emergedfrom data. Rarely is there a genuine
interweaving of data collection and theorising,of the kind advocatedby Glaser and Strauss.As
a result groundedtheory is probably given lip serviceto a greaterdegreethan is appreciated.
Richardsand Richards(1991:43) make a similar point when they observethat grounded
theory'is widely adoptedas an approving bumper sticker in qualitative studies'.Moreover the
precise process wherebya grounded theory analysis was undertakenis often imprecise" (6)
[my emphasis]

Yet it is unlikely that researchershave beendeliberately evasivein this respect.
Although somehave undoubtedly usedthe method loosely, most researchershave
sought to apply it diligently. That they have not beenable to describetheir methodsin
be
due
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lack
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others
a
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clarity
makes
may
a way
accessible
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shortcomingson
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qualitative researchis carried out (indeed
personal
of
note
this was the motivation for their collection of essays).Unlike quantitative research,
qualitative researchremainshighly idiosyncratic. The coding of interview transcripts
for example cannotitself be codified in the mannerof quantitative techniquesbut
must remain flexible in order to handlethe nuancesof the data as it unfurls. Despite
attemptsto make the 'doing' of groundedtheory researchmore explicit (most notably
by Straussand Corbin, 1990,1997) the actual processremainssomewhatof a black
art. Personalaccountsof its application help but are currently too few and isolated to
allow any generalprinciples to be developed.
It remainsa paradox of the groundedtheory literature that thoseaccountsthat seekto
lay bare the application of the method are, with a few exceptions,disappointing in
their analysis(seefor example,Konechi's accountin Straussand Corbin's (1997:131146) book of 'exemplars'). While those that that presenttightly interwoven data and
conceptualdepth in their analysisare not good at explaining how this was done. It is
as if in the very act of documentingthe application of the method its essentialvalue is
lost. At the very least this indicatesthat there are real problems in making transparent
the myriad cognitive and reflective processesthat take place during a groundedtheory
study.
The analogy with design is striking. The designercannot easily convey or document
how they design. Aside from obvious time limitations, they have no mechanism,no
languageeven, to expressthe detail of the activity they are engagedin. It is left to
is
inevitably,
try
theseaccountsare second
to
and
others
and explain what going on
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hand and secondbest. There are a few good accountsof the design process(Schon
(1983) is an outstandingexample)but even thesedo not make known the precise
method of data collection and analysis.As with many good groundedtheory studies,
the readeris given little insight into the mechanicsof the researchprocessand left
3.
few
how
be
with
clues as to
suchresearchmay replicated

No particular claim is madeof this thesis to succeedin the challengeof making the
method accessiblewhere many other, more competent,researchershave failed. A
contribution to the literature is claimed however by making the intention to do so
clear at the outsetand by accountingfor the successor otherwiseof the attempt at the
conclusion of the thesis (ChapterEight, 8.5.3). Bryman and Burgess(1994:5) note the
increasingpopularity of autobiographicalaccountsof researchpractice wherein the
authorsdiscuss"the ways in which they actually conductedtheir research,in contrast
to the ways they inight be supposedto conduct it" (my emphasiS)4.

2.4 Identifying models and theories in software design -a brief review of the
literature
A simple chronology of the developmentof the field of software design (seeTable 3)
indicatesthat whilst it cameto prominenceas an aspectof software in the 1990's,it
antecedentscan be found as far back as the mid-seventies.However, although the
twenty year period betweenthe publication of Fred Brook's Mythical Man Month in
1975and its re-publication in 1995neatly encapsulatesthe conception and birth of the
discipline, the characterof the discipline today is not shapedonly by events during

3 Protocol Analysis (discussedin ChapterThree)
remainsa generalexception to this rule.
' Since beginning this researchI have becomeaware of more and better studies in IS
research.These
are discussedin Chapter Eight (8.4.3)
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that time. Indeed,the origins of "software design" may be traced back to the nineteen
fifties.

1975: The Mythical Man Month is published
1990: Mitch Kapor delivers his Software Design Manifesto
1992:The Association of Soffivare Design is formed
1992: Workshop on software designheld at Stanford University
1993:ACM publish Interactions
1994: Special issueof Human ComputerInteraction devotedto context in design
1994: SIGCHI devotesunprecedentedattention to software design issues
1995: The Mythical Man Month is re-published
1996: Publication of Bringing Design to Software
Table 3: A chronology in the evolution of the discipline (adapted from Winograd, 1996)

2.4.1 A starting point (Winograd,

1996)

Here the theoretical developmentof the discipline is traced using the citations in
Winograd's 1996text to discover and discussother key contributions. This approach
to literature searchingis most appropriateto a new, emerging field where the
literature is evolving rapidly (Howard and Sharp, 1983).

Winograd (I 996:xvii) links software design to software engineeringciting "the
substantialbody of literature on software design as an engineeringactivity" including
Brooks, 1975;Pfleeger, 1987; Rumbaugh, 1991; Blum, 1992; Brooks, 1995; and
Blum, 1996.Of these,Blum (1996) in particular "addressessoftware engineering
concernsfrom a design perspective".

2.4.2 Adaptive design (Blum, 1996)
In fact, Blum explicitly rejects software engineeringas a paradigm for software
design. "The presentapproachto software developmentis basedon a faulty model of
reality; it ignores the special propertiesthat software affords" (Blum: 1996:4) because
"we view the program as a product and not as its design" (: 12). He calls for a
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The essentialdifference betweenadaptive design and the traditional software
engineeringapproachis that whereassoftware engineeringis concernedwith models
'in-the-computer',adaptive design is concernedwith models 'in-the-world'. That is, in
software engineering"we perform an analysison the world and then specify an
fabricate
then
or code a product that satisfiesthe specification....the
artifact...we
be
in
behaviour
defines
the computer, and the process
the
of
what
should
specification
terminateswhen a correct realisation of the specification exists in the computer"
(Blum, 1996:16). On the other hand in adaptive designthis two step processis
replacedwith a one step processthat models what goeson in the computer as it
between
have
"Thus,
in
the careful analysisof
the
a
contrast
we
real
ivorld.
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design)
its
(ie.
followed
by
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Blum refers to the 'underlying tension in the designprocess. Technological design
formally
be
but
in
this
the
that
expressed
need
must
exists
real world
addressesa need
in a model in the computer. This tension, "cannot be avoided, we must live with it and
it"
understand (: 102).
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2.4.3 A design rationale (Carroll,

1997)

Winograd (I 996:xix) also recognisesthe contribution literature in the field of humancomputer interaction (HCI) has madeto software design (Card et al, 1983; Norman
and Draper, 1986; Helander, 1988, Caroll, 1991) and in particular the value of the
"cognitive analysisof human-computerinteraction".
In a later account,Carroll reviews the history of HCI "as a steptoward a scienceof
design" (Carroll, 1997:501) Using Simon's (1969) TheSciencesof the Artificial as a
'touchstone',he arguesthat HCI is not merely applied psychology but that it has
"guided and developedthe basic scienceas much as it has taken direction from it"
(Carroll, 1997:502). He identifies software psychology (Shneiden-nan,1980) as "the
work that constitutesthe historical foundationsof HCP (ibid: 502).

According to Carroll, software psychology, the goal of which was to understand
software design from a behaviouristpoint of view, was predicatedon two - ultimately
fallacious - assumptions.Firstly the waterfall model was acceptedas the received
view of software development.Secondly it was believed that psychological research
would translatereadily into usability practice. He arguesthat by the end of the 1980's
it was clear that both theseassumptionswere problematic. The weaknessesof the
waterfall method (Brooks, 1975)were cruelly exposedby the spreadof smaller,
distributed and user-centredsystemsrequiring iterative developmentto meet
considerablycompresseddevelopmentcycles. Researchthat producedgeneral
descriptionsof users,basedon artificial and unrepresentativelaboratory experiments,
proved to be of limited value in the real world. Nevertheless,Carroll claims that
during the 1980'sthe origins of HCI in software psychology posedtwo central
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problems for the field "to describedesign and developmentbetter, and to understand
how it can be supported' (Carroll: 1997:503).
At the sametime there was an increasein the number of empirical studiesundertaken.
This addressedboth weaknessesin the software psychology approach.The waterfall
method was further underminedsince it was now clear that designersoften needto do
design in order to understandit; Brooks' maxim of "plan one to throw away" had been
"a striking lessonto draw and carried with it many implications" (ibid: 503). More
researchbasedon studiesof practitioners in the field, helpedbridge the gap between
academicresearchand usability specialists,providing a more realistic foundation for
design guide lines. Carroll concludes"through the decadeof the 1980's,the
inevitability of an empirical orientation towards systemand software design rapidly
evolved from a somewhatrevolutionary perspectiveto the establishmentview"
(Carroll: 1997:504).
In arguing for HCI as a scienceof design, Carroll advocatesthe developmentof a
design rationale. This embodiesa broaderview of the design and the design process
by explicitly identifying the issuesthat arise during the design,the alternatives
consideredin responseto theseissues,the reasonsfor chosing a particular alternative,
the weighing of trade-offs and so forth. This has lead, variously, to the explication of
a design space(MacLean, Young, Belloti and Moran: 1991), the articulation of the
social and behavioural theory implicit in a design (Carroll and Rosson, 1991) and the
application of the notion of issuebasedinformation systems(Rittel and Weber, 1973;
Conklin and Yakemovic (1991) and Carroll, Alpert, Karat, Van Deusenand Rosson,
1994).
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A design rationale is "a tool for managingthe complexity of a processin which
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he cites as evidencethat in 1990and 1991the major international conferencesin HCI
featuredpanelsaddressedto the failure of theory. At the sametime "many voices
suggestedthat a more socially or organisationally oriented approachwas required to
supplementor replacethe cognitive paradigm" (1997:511). Theseincluded
anthropologistsand sociologists,conceptsfrom work psychology, and activity theory,
which focuseson how people can negotiatewith the social and technological
Nardi,
learn
1985;
Engestrom,
1993:
(Wertsch,
to
environment solve problems and
1995). "All this should be seenas part of a larger paradigmaticrestructuring of social
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from their contexts and social phenomenain isolation from individuals were
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2.4.4 A communications
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Winograd and Flores proposean alternative designparadigm to that basedon
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domainswith well-defined problem spaces)arguing that it fails to take sufficient
accountof context (even the conceptof boundedrationality is deficient in this
respect).Actual decision making is frequently irrational. One cannot avoid actions,
one is thrown into them and even doing nothing has consequences(their conceptof
"throwness" is derived from the Heidiggerian view of "being in the world" and entails
a 'transparency' or 'readinessto hand' that determinesdesign activity); context makes
structureand rationality less relevant.The crucial part of problem solving lies in the
formulation of the problem and
"much of what is called problem solving doesnot deal with situationsof irresolution but takes
place within a normal stateof resolution... resolution concernsthe exploitation of the situation,
not the application of habitual means" (Winograd and Flores, 1987:150)

Design is not the result of individual cognitive operationsin an objective world but
participation in mutual behaviourin which languageis essential.Here languageis
much more than description, it is a social act in which commitmentsare sought and
given and is therefore essentialto human discourse(1987:176). Language- and
thought - are built on social interaction and knowledge is socially constructed.
(1987:78);
"every manager(designer) is primarily concernedwith generatingand maintaining a network
of conversationsfor action, conversationsin which requestsand commitments lead to the
successfulcompletion of work" (Winograd and Flores, 1987:144)

However breakdownsin communicationare inevitable, designersneed to understand
breakdowns,try to anticipate them and benefit from them in the form of self
reflection. Breakdowns-along with language(sharedcommitments)predesign
knowledge,
interpretation
the
shape
context
understanding,
experienceand
"The analysis of a humancontext of activity can begin with an analysis of the domainsof
breakdowns,and that in turn can be usedto generatethe objects, propertiesand actionsthat
make up the domain" (Winograd and Flores, 1987:17)

But designersare also concernedto shapethe context in which future action takes
place, this they refer to as convusationsfor possibilities (1987:151). Chapter Eight
(8.3) retums to this text to discussthe outcomesof this researchstudy.
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2.4.5 Discussion
Software design sits at the confluenceof software engineering,HCI and design. Flows
disciplines
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the
changethe shapeand characterof the
referent
within and
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None of this is unique to software design. On the contrary, even a limited review of
the generalliterature on design quickly suggeststhat such issueshave much wider
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Indeed
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that
their
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resonance.
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of a generalclassof design problem. For example,the paradigm models put forward
by Blum (1996) and Winograd and Flores (1987) are basedon the philosophy of
Martin Heiddegerthat underpinsSchon's (1983) seminal observationsof design
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and
error
can
practice.
process
the work of, for example,Petroski, 1985; Rowe, 1987;and Lawson, 1997.
The relevanceof such themesfor this thesis is significant. The model of software
design advancedhere is predicatedon the natureand role of design context and its
impact on design strategiesand their outcomes. Although no attempt was madeto
comprehensivelycover the literature prior to this study (see ChapterThree, 3.3.2.1
the outcomesof this work prove to be consistentwith existing theories and models of
design. The relationship betweenthe outcomesof this researchand underlying
theoriesof design and problem solving is explored in ChapterEight. However no
specific associationswere planned,nor are now claimed, a priori.

2.5 The sampled sub discipline
Gallagher (1999) identified two major paradigmsin Digital Interactive Multimedia
(DIMM) - Software Engineering and Graphic Design - but acknowledgedthat others
such as book production and film production are also significant (Webb, 1996).
Within and betweenthesemajor paradigms,and amongstothers in the field, it is
identified
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to
at
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approachesalso
possible
discipline. Multimedia developmentconsistsof a small number of generic stepsdesign
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proposal,
-
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software developmentlife cycle (Bunzel and Morris, 1992,Vaughan, 1994); it
involves iterative development(Ambron, 1990; Luther, 1994);prototyping (Cotton
and Oliver, 1993; Fisher, 1994);and top down and bottom up design (Bunzel and
Morris, 1992).
Since the purposeof this researchwas to generatean inductive model of software
design,basednot on existing theoriesbut on an analysisof interviews with software
engineersand graphic designersin the field of DIMM, it would be inconsistentto
include a detailed accountof theseapproachesat this juncture. The interestedreaderis
referred to the generalliterature sampledaboveor to Gallagher's thesis or to two
papersbasedon that research(Gallagher and Webb, 1997,Gallagher and Webb,
2000). ChapterEight comparesthe outcomesof this inductive analysis with general
theoriesof problem solving and of design.

2.6 Chapter Conclusion
Notwithstanding the nature of the researchmethod, sometheoretical backgroundto
the main study has been given. The relationship betweentheory, models and practice
has beenhighlighted, as has the value of descriptive models and of the explication of
the Meta-process.A brief review of the literature has identified some relevant models
and theories of software design.In particular the conceptof design breakdownshas
beenflagged as one potential contribution of the thesis.This is returned to in Chapter
Eight (8.3 and 8.4).
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Chapter Three: The Research Method
3.1 Introduction

Before setting out in detail the researchprocessthrough which the data are further
hypotheses
initial
and
are proved or disproved,confirmed or unconfirmed, a
analysed
rationale and backgroundto the chosenresearchmethod is given. The personalbeliefs
of the researcherthat informed the choice and deploymentof the method are given
(consistentwith a claimed contribution of the thesis) and a caseis made for the use of
in
qualitative methods IS research.The chosenresearchmethod- Grounded Theory is introduced and one data analysistechnique- the ParadigmModel - is discussedin
is
detail.
Finally
the
some
method evaluatedand an alternative approach- protocol
analysis- considered.

3.2 An epistemological starting point
"Behind every method lies a belief. Researchersmust have a theory of reality and of how that
reality might surrenderitself to their knowledge-seekingefforts. Theseepistemological
fundamentalsare subject to debatebut not to ultimate proof. Eachepistemology implies a set
of methodsuniquely suited to it, and thesemethodswill renderthe qualities of data that reflect
a researcher'sassessmentof what is vital. I believe that researchersought to indicate
somethingabout their beliefs, so that readerscan have accessto the intellectual choicesthat
are embeddedin the researcheffort" (Zuboff, 1988:423)

Zuboff's belief, her epistemologicalperspective,was that "feelings are the body's
version of the situation". Sheusedthis belief, temperedby the "rigorous and
systematicapproachof a social scientist", to researchhumanexperiencein dealing
influenced
beliefs
have
I
that
technology.
then
the
to
my choice
with new
wish
state
of researchmethod.
0

It is possible (and often, productive) to adopt a pragmatic approach to the

selection of researchmethod.The purposeof researchis to study a phenomenon,
gather somedata and make senseof it. This activity permits a variety of
from
different
techniques
and
epistemologicaland
approaches,methods
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ontological traditions. A method or set of methodsmay be associatedwith a given
epistemologicalposition but should not be tied to it; I do not needto be a
phenomenologistto engagein social observation,nor an inductivist to use
grounded theory.

0 One can adopt and use a researchmethod without necessarilysigning up to the
epistemologicaland ontological baggagethat comesalong with it I have chosen
the groundedtheory method becauseof its intensive data collection and analysis
techniques.I do not have to be an anti-positivist or a nominalist to support this
position. Although a given epistemologymay have certain methodsmore suited to
it than others,method and epistemologyare independent.Thus nomothetic
methodscan be associatedwith positivist epistemologyand ideographic methods
with an anti-positivistic epistemology.

is
believe
It
in pluralism of method but not of outcomes.In research
to
possible
0
'there are many ways to skin the cat' and one of a number of researchmethods
can be chosendependingon the values of the researcherand the nature of the
phenomenonto be studied.One can acceptthis without taking the relativist
position that all researchis unique due to the subjectivity of researcherand
subject. This anti-positivist position has nothing to do with plurality of method.
The
here
be
i.
views
could
expressed
a
post
positivist
position,
e. a rejection
called
0
of scientific method for the conceptof socially constructedknowledge and the
notion that there is no one correct method but many dependentupon the problem
being studied and the information sought. But I do not wish to embracepluralism
at the expenseof positivism. It is perhapsbetter to seeall methodson a
epistemological continuum ranging from positivism to anti-positivism. Apart

from the extremes,most methodswill be a mixture of different traditions
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inconsistently
The
terms
are
often
qualitative
and
quantitative
research
applied
a
and incorrectly with eachdefined as the antithesisof the other. Thus quantitative
researchis associatedwith positivist scienceand qualitative researchwith an antipositivist or interpretative approach. But qualitative research is not unscientific de

jure, but, like quantitative methods,may becomeso defacto becauseof the way in
which it is conducted.Hencequalitative researchmay be executedin a scientific
manner(when for examplescientific rigour is applied to the data
collection/analysis/verification process)or in a non-scientific or pseudoscientific
manner(when for example,data sourcesare not checkedor the researcherdoes
not acknowledgepersonalbias).
0

Qualitative researchis not one method but many methodsfor data collection and
analysis and thesemethodsdo not exclude the quantification of data (interviews,
casestudiesand content analysismethodsfor exampleall yield valuable
quantitative data). Equally, quantitative methodsdo not exclude qualitative data
it
support
as an aid to comparisonand generalisation.The
and may even
GroundedTheory method is commonly referred to as a qualitative approachbut
its originators (Glaser and Strauss,1967) do not rule out the use of quantitative
data, stating that the generationof theory is independentof the type of data used.
Rather than view qualitative researchas an alternative to quantitative researchwe
should recognise its complementarity.Quantification is a proven method of data
collection and analysis permitting easy generalisations and cross study

comparisons.Qualitative methodscapturea rich picture of individual or social
behaviour in context and afford convincing explanationsof observedphenomena.
A good researchdesign will often include both approachesbut equally, a research
design that relies primarily, or even exclusively on one approach,is not
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necessarilybad. In this thesis qualitative data analysisis set out in Chapter Four,
and usedin ChaptersFive and Six. In ChapterSeven,quantitative analysis is
introduced to validate the outcomes.
0 In practice both the researcherand the peoplebeing studiedare objective and
subjective and data, which is termed objective or subjective,can be collected in an
objective or subjective manner.In order to better understanda social phenomenon,
we needthe actor's viewpoint (commonly, but mis-leadingly referred to as
subjective data) and the observer'sor researcher'sviewpoint (commonly, but misleadingly, referred to as objective data). The first is necessaryif a rich picture of
the phenomenais to emerge,the secondis necessaryif somesenseis to be made
of all this data through hypothesesor generalisations.Sandstromand Sandstrom
(1995) prefer the emic - etic distinction which they hail as "a key breakthroughin
social scientific researchof recent decades"(Sandstromand Sandstrom,
1995:171) The researcherin emic mode recordsinformation from the point of
view of the people engagedin social behaviour under investigation (for example
in a user satisfaction survey) while in etic mode the researcheris an.outside
observerwho decideson the conceptsand categoriesnecessaryfor descriptive
analysis (for example in a time motion study or event analysis). One perspective is

not better than the other, and one doesnot have to be an anti-positivist to conduct
emic research- for example,in linguistic analysis,emic data can be gatheredwith
scientific rigour. However, Sandstromand Sandstromalso note confusion in the
literature surrounding theseterms and a tendencyfor discussionsto degenerate
into the old objective versussubjective dichotomy.
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In this researchboth perspectivesare used.A paradigmmodel of software design
is developedbasedon the views of the software designers(emic mode). I then
develop the model further through a higher level of analysisbuilding a richer
picture of the phenomenon(etic mode). A practical difficulty is to make the reader
aware of the particular perspectivebeing discussedat any point in time. In this
thesis this is done through the explicit identification of sourcesand the use of
"context" paragraphs.
*

Pure or radical induction - such as that held by somephenomenologistsand
naturalistic inquirers, the idea that one can approacha phenomenonfree from
existing theory - is impossible. Even if we seekto avoid the literature, none of us
free
from
beliefs
the
and values that bias our work (we are subjective beings).
are
This is recognisedin natural kience, where empiricism - man's sensesare the
sourceof all his knowledge - is temperedby common sense.As Churchman
(1971) points out, empiricism was doubtedby Descartes(1596-1650) and other
rationalists of the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies,"basedon the very simple
5

idea that the sensescould tell us false things" (Churchman, 1971:38). Kuhn
(1970) believed that there was no such thing as an objective observation,that all
observationswere theory laden and that the scientist's method as well as his
history was influenced by the scientific paradigm in which he was working; and
O'Hear (1989), while defending the empirical method, acknowledgesthat our
but
be
true
and
accurate
only our "epistemological startingobservationsmay not
formed
by our sensoryselectivity to the world around us (O'Hear,
point"
1989:96). Thus observationunder "certain circumstances"and the control of those

5 Indeed,throughout this period, an empiricist, one acting without theory but relying solely on
observationor experience,was also known as a charlatanand a quack.
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circumstances to exclude extraneous causes and events is a vital element of any
empirical study.
e

Induction by itself, however many valuable insights it may offer, is not enough.

Early anthropologistsand ethnographersdiscoveredthis when they amasseddata
but couldn't do anything with them. Pure induction is incapableof building or
verifying laws or theories.The constructionof theory is a logico-deductive
processin which emergenttheory is continually testedagainstthe data. This is
what happensin the natural sciencesand (contrary to popular belief) in qualitative
methodssuch as groundedtheory.

3.2 The method in context -a brief review of the use of qualitative approaches in

IS research
Hirschheim (1985) has provided a synopsisof the growth, dominanceand partial
eclipse of positivist science,in an effort to " exposesomeof the hidden assumptions
which lie behind our conceptionof valid researchand valid researchmethods"
(Hirschheim, 1985:28). Drawing mostly upon sociological treatments,in particular
the work of Burrell and Morgan (1979) in organisationalbehaviour, Hirschheim
tracesthe developmentof positivism from the seventeenthcentury, although he
acknowledgesits origins in the works of the classicalGreek philosophers.He
identifies Positivism's key philosophical canonsas

0

Objectivism - the separationof the observerand the observedbasedon Descartes'
notion of the separationof mind/soul from the physical world.

9

Empiricism - experiencesof the sensesas the one true sourceof knowledge.
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e

Naturalism - all phenomena, including social phenomena, can be explained in

terms of natural causesand laws.

Anti-positivism, which also can be traced back to the Greek philosophers,re-emerged
in the latter part of the nineteenthcentury from a concernthat Positivist sciencedid
not reflect real life; individuals could not be treatedin isolation but understoodin a
social and cultural context. Anti-positivists rejectedthe possibility of a value free
theory emergingfrom positivist scienceand assertedthat, becauseman was a free
being, he could not be studied using the samemethodsas the natural sciences.

During the 1920's, Positivism was re-vitalised through the work of a group known as
the Vienna circle and cameto be known as Logical Positivism, Neo-Positivism or
Logical Empiricism. This was to become"the dominant epistemologyof
contemporaryscience" (Hirschheim, 1985:5 1). Logical Positivism augmented
phenomenalism(experienceas the only sourceof data) with physicalism (data can
also come from the outside world, not just private experience).Thus knowledge was
no longer regardedas individualistic but could be derived through inter-subjective
agreement.There'was also a move away from individual explanationsor laws to
"theoretical networks of knowledge statementslinked togetherthrough deductive
logic and groundedin direct observation" (ibid.: 51). The scientific model becamethe
hypothetico-deductivemodel. Malinowski and Radcliffe Browne werejust two of the
many who adoptedand applied Logical Empiricism to the social sciences.More
recently, Logical Empiricism has beencriticised becauseit doesnot deliver a value
free theory and does not resolvethe limitations of induction. Finally, Hirschheim
identifies a group whom he calls post-positivists that favour replacing positivist
sciencewith socially constructedknowledge and methodologicalpluralism.
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Hirschheim's motivation, based on dissatisfaction with positivist methods in
Information Systems, was to "provide an overview of the key epistemological issues
facing information researchers.. something which is long overdue"(Hirschheim,
1985:37) and to encourage methodological pluralism regardless of epistemological
biases.

Hirschheirn and Klein (1989) identified four paradigmsof IS developmentusing
Burrell and Morgan's (1979) framework developedin the context of organisational
and social research.A paradigm is defined as "assumptionsabout knowledge and how
it is acquired". Epistemological assumptionsare "those associatedwith the way in
which systemdevelopersacquire knowledge neededto design the system" and
ontological assumptionsare "those that relate to their view of the social and technical
world". Thesesetsof assumptionsare then given two dimensions.A subjective objective dimension and a order - conflict dimension. An objectivist applies " models
and methodsderived from the natural sciencesto the study of human affairs" and
"treats the social world as if it were the natural world". A subjectivist "seeks to
understandsocial life by delving into the subjective experienceof individuals" and is
principally concernedwith "understandinghow the individual creates,modifies and
interpretsthe world in which he or she finds himself/herself". An order or
integrationist emphasisesa social world "characterisedby order, stability, integration,
consensusand functional co-ordination" whereasa conflict or coercion view "stresses
change,conflict and coercion" (Hirschheim and Klein, 1989:1199-1217).These
dimensionsare mappedonto the two assumptionsto producefour paradigms shown in
Figure 2.
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order
conflict

Functionalism

Social Relativism

Radical Structuralism

Neo-Humanism

objective

subjective

Figure 2: Hirschheim and Klein's (1989) four paradigms of IS paradigms

Theseparadigmsmanifest themselvesin the domain of Information Systemsbut are
difficult to identify becausethey "are largely implicit and deeply rooted in the web of
common sensebeliefs which serveas implicit theoriesof action". Therefore,
Hirschheim and Klein use generic story types "derived by interpreting pools of
systemsdevelopmentliterature that sharethe assumptionof a particular paradigm" to
illustrate eachparadigm. They concludethat although different paradigmsmay coexist within a school, one paradigm will tend to dominate and that "currently most
researchis focusedonly in the functional paradigm". However " although there is a
strong orthodox approachto systemsdevelopment,there are recently developed
alternativesthat are basedon fundamentally different setsof assumptions".
(Hirschheim and Klein, 1989:1199-1217)

Iivari (1991) identified sevenmajor schoolsof thought in IS development- software
engineering,databasemanagement,managementinformation systems,decision
support systems,implementation research,the socio-technicalapproachand the
infological approach- basedon the Kuhnian conceptof the institutional isation of the
school in the scientific community, and on the existenceof foundersand followers.
His analysis is basedon a distinction betweenthe ontology, epistemology,
methodology and ethics of the research.Ontology "studies the assumptionsmade
about the phenomenato be investigated' (livari, 1989:255); epistemology "concerns
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the nature of scientific knowledge about the phenomena to be investigated" and
its
is
in
"
used
original meaningto refer to the study of research
methodology
methods' (ibid.: 257)

All sevenschoolshave similar assumptions.Theseinclude a positivistic
epistemology,(only DSS had someanti-positivist tendencies),a view of information
systemsas a technical artefact with social implications and a structural view of
organisations.livari concludesthat the study supportsHirschheim and Klein's claim
for an identifiable orthodoxy in IS development,"even though there is a certain
variation betweenschools".

Morrison and George(1995) in their survey of researchactivity in the hybrid field of
MIS/software engineering(which is defined as "all aspectsof IS developmentfrom an
organisationalperspective"), found "many researchmethodologiesused in social
scienceresearch(such as laboratory experiments,casestudiesand field studies)are
also important to MIS/SE research"(Morrison and George, 1995:90).

Davies and Myers (1994) acknowledgethat ý'despitea clear historical preferencefor
information researchersto adopt a classically scientific view of knowledge
becoming
226),
Myers,
1994:
(Davies
more
qualitative
methods
are
generation"
and
popular particularly in the field of GDSS / CSCW. They emphasisethe importanceof
in
in
the
to
and
point
growth of ethnography the study of
context qualitative research
IS in organisationsincluding studieson IS development(Orlikowski, 1991;
Orlikowski and Robey, 1991,Hirschheirn and Newman, 1991), IT management
(Davies, 1991) and transformation of organisationalwork through computer
mediation (Zuboff, 1988).
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Qualitative methodshave also beenusedto discussthe epistemologyof IS (Van
Gigch and Pipino, 1986; Farhoomand,1987;Banville and Landry, 1989; Hirschheim,
1989; Hirschheirn and Klein, 1989; livari, 1991) and to combine discussionof
epistemologywith methodologicaldevelopment.Checkland(1981) has provided both
a critique of the scientific method as applied to humanactivity systernsand, in his
Soft SystemsMethodology, a qualitative approachto systemsdesign. (Later he is
concernedto place SSM firmly in the Phenomenologicaltradition rather than in the
structural functionalism school where systems and systems thinking have traditionally

beenplaced).

A summary of theseand other approachesis found in Table 4 (on the next page).
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Author/year

Key Words

Approach

Method(s)

livari, J. (1991)

IS development,
Paradi9ms,
Epistemology
Cý
Ontology
Methodology
Ethics

Empirical,
Epistemological
t,
Sociolooical

Content analysis of
textbooks to analyse
paradigmatic
assumptions.
Details of textbook
analysis given elsewhere
livari (1991)

t,

Van Gigch, J.P Pipino,
L. L. (1986)

IS
Epistemolog
Ily
Paradigm,Kuhn

Empistemological
Empirical

Banville, C; Landry,
M. (1989)

MIS
Whitley
Kuhn (anti paradigm
model)

Sociological, nonempirical,
argumentative?

Farhoomand,AT
(1987)

MIS, (Popper),
Kuhn,

Empirical, Content
Analysis

Hirscheim, R.A. (1985)

Epistemology,
Scientific method,
Positivism
(we can study human
phenomenausing same
methodswe use in
studying
natural phen.

Anti-positivism or
Post- positivism
influenced treatment.
Non - empirical
(in positivist sense).

Hirschheim & Klein
(1989)

Paradigm
Epistemology
v Ontology Subjective v
Objective
Order v Conflict
Functionalism
Radical Structuralism
Social Relativism
Neo - Humanism

Sociological

Literature (articles)
review.
Concludesthat most
papersat practice and
sciencelevel, and that
we need more at the
epistemological level.
Use of Whitley's
(1984) model basedon
sociology of work
organisationsto
classify disciplines.
Emphasison research
rather than textbooks.
Thematic analysisof
researchstrategiesin
536 articles, 1977-1985
Uses framework from
organisational
behaviour to structure
an historical accountof
social science
epistemology

Literature review
Casestudy Analysis using
Burrell and Morgan's
(1979) framework
developed for
organisational& social
research.

Table 4: A selection of qualitative approaches to research
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3.4 Grounded Theory: introduction

and overview

3.4.1 Introduction

The GroundedTheory method was developedin the mid 1960's by two sociologistsat
the University of California (Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss)while studying the
interactionsof hospital personnelwith dying patients(Glaser and Strauss,1965). It
Strauss,
both
by
(Glaser
the
and
originators
was subsequentlyextendedand refined
1967; Glaser, 1978,1992; Strauss,1987; Straussand Corbin, 1990,1997) and their
has
been
Stern
1994).
The
Charmaz,
1983,
(for
widely used
method
example,
students
in social work and the social sciencesand more recently has beenused in the field of
Isabella,
1990;
1987;
1990;
Sutton,
Ancona
(for
example,
organisationalresearch
Kahn, 1990; Pettigrew, 1990;Elsbachand Sutton, 1992)and management(Giola and
Chittipedi, 1991; Gersick, 1994;Hunt and Ropo, 1995;Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997;
is
Systems
field
Inforination
Its
1997).
Partington,
the
research
of
use within
and
CASE
(1993)
being
Orlikowski's
documented,
less
study
of
exception
a
notable
much
adoption in two organisations.

The approachto groundedtheory developmentused in this study is basedon Strauss
highly
This
Qualitative
Resew-ch.
book
Basics
text
takes
Corbin's
(1990)
a
of
and
if
is
development
that
this
to
theory
essential novice
arguing
prescriptive approach
idiosyncratic
to
researchmethod.
and
otherwise
complex
researchersare masteran
Therefore the authorsare concernedto "spell out the proceduresand techniquesin
8).
Whilst
Corbin,
1990:
fashion"
(Strauss
by
detail"
"in
and
a step step
greatest
and
this approachhas beencriticised for departing from the original ideasput forward by
Glaser and Straussin 1967(and there is evidencefrom his subsequentwritings that
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Glaser in particular was not keen on groundedtheorists following an orthodox and
it
by
(Glaser,
1978)),
this researcher.
approach
was
readily
adopted
authorised

"A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from the study of the

is,
it
is
discovered,
developed,
it
That
represents.
and provisionally
phenomenon
verified through systematicdata collection and analysisof data pertaining to the
phenomenon"(Straussand Corbin, 1990:23) while "The groundedtheory approachis
a qualitative researchmethod that usesa systematicset of proceduresto develop an
inductively derived groundedtheory about a phenomenon".(ibid: 24). However,
although groundedtheory is usually referred to as a qualitative method, even by its
originators, the processof generatinga theory is independentof the kind of dataused.
Theory can be generatedfrom qualitative data,quantitative data or a mixture of both.
(Glaser and Strauss,1967:18).

GroundedTheory is often likened to ethnography,interpretative research,field
research,naturalistic inquiry, observation,participant-observermethod and casestudy
method. Yet, while groundedtheory sharessomeof the samephilosophical traditions,
it differs in one key respect-its emphasison theory generationrather than data
'
gathering and analysis.

A comparison with case studies is instructive. Whereas a case study will typically
seekto give an accuratedescription of a phenomenonthrough presentationof relevant
data, a groundedtheory study will seekto build theory (Straussand Corbin, 1990:21).
The distinction, without theory is harder to make. Somecasestudy researchersaim for
6 Observation,participant observationand field researchare researchtechniquescommon to a rangeof
methods- both quantitative and qualitative- rather than approaches.
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theoretical interpretationsand some groundedtheory studiesdo not produce a theory.
A theory is basedon related concepts.A casestudy is basedon themeswhich may be
conceptuali sations but are more likely to be summariesof the data with little, if any,
interpretation. So it very much comes down to the quality of the atheoretical study.
Even if no theory has emerged,we should have greater interpretation of data. Also
case studies are more likely to concentrate on a small number of cases, whereas
groundedtheory will typically examinemultiple groups.

An inability to generalise from the specific is a criticism made of case studies and
grounded theory. Walsharn (1995) gives a number of examples of generalisations
made from case studies where the generalisationshave been tendencies rather than
predictions. Orlikowski (1993) defends grounded theory on two fronts. She quotes
Eisenhardt(1989) to argue that the constantcomparativeanalysis of grounded theory
is less likely to result in researcherprejudice than a theory built from 'armchair'
induction. She notes the difference between statistical generalisationthat generalises
from a sample to a population and analYtic generationwhich is the generalisation of
theoretical conceptsand patterns.One example is Zuboff's (1988) case studies of IT
use in US organisations to develop the 'infornate' concept. Orlikowski extends her
generalisation further "by combining the inductive concepts generatedby her field
innovation
literature"
from
formal
in
insights
this
the
theory,
with
existing
case
study
(Orlikowski, 1993: 3 10).

Glaser and Strauss(1967) claim a number of specific benefits for the method
e grounded theory allows the development of an account of a phenomenonwhilst
data.
in
This
that
account
observations
or
empirical
simultaneously grounding
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inductive method is particularly valuable where no theory exists or none is
adequate.
life
for
dealing
the
theory
with
complexity
of
social
e grounded
provides a method
and making it meaningful.
e the groundedtheory approachis inherently processural- it deals with changeand
the consequenceof change.
9 grounded theory studies can have profound impact on the area studied. For
insights
into
Strauss's
Glaser
(1965)
study
contained
example,
and
radical
improving medical education,the treatmentof dying patients and their families.

However there are a number of acknowledgedproblems areas
*

producing a grounded theory can be time consuming. Glaser and Strauss's(1965)
seminal work, Aivai-eness of Dying, was the result of nearly four years of intensive

fieldwork in six urban hospitals. Orlikowski's (1993) study of the experienceof
two organisationswith the use of CASE tools involved one hundred and fifty nine
interviews each lasting an average of seventy five minutes, plus documentation,
had
data
(albeit,
to
already
some
one
organisation
review and observation.
relating
beengatheredas part of anotherresearchproject).
involving
is
difficult
theory
simultaneous collection and
e producing a grounded
analysis of data, sampling on the basis of emerging theory and the generationand
integration of abstractconcepts.
*

grounded theory is challenging to readersbecauseit is dense and its boundaries
is
it
difficult
However,
theory
that
to
one measureof a successful
are
establish.
should be readily understandableby the layman.
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3.4.2 Overview

The following overview of the researchmethod provides a backgroundcontext to the
detailed accountof its specific application given in the next Chapter.It is informed by
a glossaryof technical terms included as Appendix 1.The key stagesof the grounded
theory method are shown in Figure 3

ftT
Ikeseýrc

. iteiitilre,

Theoritipw sarliplT9.,
6ýen C,oding.
Axial'coding,
Selective codifig

iSubstantiiýeTheorvý-'f-,

FormýlTheory,

.

Figure 3: Key stagesof the Grounded Theory approach

3.4.2.1 The research question(s)
The process begins with a research question(s) or statement that identifies the
7
be
phenomenato
studied The question may originate in personal or professional
experience, it may be suggestedby the literature, or it may be recommended by
another researcher.Initially the question should be broad and flexible (within limits)

7 In theory, the

question should precedethe method, we should selectthe methodthat best answersthe research
question. In practice,we are often biased,selecting a researchquestionthat fits our preferred method.
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but become narrower and more focused as the research progresses.The question
in
be
light
findings
direction
but
of
at each stage. For
should
reviewed
provides
example, Hunt and Ropo's grounded theory study of leadership in General Motors
began with the question "How do top-level philosophies, actions, and events impact
and interact with selectedaspectsdeeperwithin the organisation?" (Hunt and Ropo,
1995: 389). They subsequentlyenumerateda number of propositions and integrated
their findings with mainstream multi-level leadership theory. Orlikowski's study of
CASE implementation in two organisations began with the question "what are the
critical elements that shape the organisational changesassociatedwith the adoption
integration
T
CASE
(Orlikowski,
19933:
310)
tools
the
of
and
ended
and use
with
of
her results with formal theory taken from the literature on innovation. In this thesis,
in
investigated
first
Chapter
One
in Chapters Five, Six
questions
are
posed
research
and Seven and "grounded" with existing theories of design and problem solving in
ChapterEight.

3.4.2.2 The use of Literature
Literature refers to primary and secondarydata. Glaserand Strausscaution againsta
comprehensiveliterature review at the beginning "to carefully cover all the literature
before commencingresearchincreasesthe probability of brutally destroying one's
1).
However,
Glaser
(Glaser
Strauss,
1967:
25
theorist"
and
a
and
potentialities as
Straussare not anti literature. They view the library as a valuable ethnographicsource.
Nor do they discount, as somebelieve (Walsham, 1995),the value of a firm
foundation in literature before field work. The literature should be used at all stagesof
the research.Categoriesshould be allowed to emergeand then checkedout againstthe
literature. Equally, literature should be groundedin data (emergentcategoriesand
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their relationshipsmust be checkedagainstprimary data).The literature can be used
as secondarysourceof data, to stimulate questions,to direct theoretical sampling, as
supplementaryvalidation, or to stimulate theoretical sensitivity.

Radical inductivists believe that if one avoids the literature, one will produce better
work. Mellon (1990) for example,proposesthat naturalistic inquiry - which attempts
to focus on a phenomenonfrom the perspectiveof its participants- should begin with
little or no awarenessof existing literature. This, it is claimed, allows researchersto
observewith no pre-conceivedideasor biases.But this view is not commonly held
(Sandstromand Sandstrom(1995) found little support for Mellon's position among
naturalistic inquirers and ethnographers)and lacks common sense.Why should the
researcherrisk repeatingpast mistakesor re-discoveringwhat is already known?
Surely, there can be no justification for approachingfield work unprepared.

Glaser and Strausshave beenlabelled inductivists and criticised for being anti
literature. This, I believe, comesfrom a selectivereading of their method and a
consequentmis-representationof their position. Whilst they are concernedthat
potential theoretical sensitivity is lost when the sociologist commits himself
"exclusively to one specific preconceivedtheory" (1967:46), they are not advocatesof
radical inductivism
"no sociologist can possibly erasefrom his mind all the theory he knows before he beginshis
research.Indeedthe trick is to line up what one takesas theoretically possible or probable with
be cultivated, though
to
what one is finding in the field. Such existing sourcesof insight
are
CI
not at the expenseof insights generatedby the qualitative research,which are still closer to the
I
data. A combination of both are definitely desirable" (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 253).

Their alleged anti literature position has to be put in context of a concern for
flexibility and theoretical sensitivity
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"some men seemto handlethe precariousbalancebetweenthe two source(existing and
theory) by avoiding the reading of much that relatesto the relevant areauntil after
emerging
g
they return from the field, they do this so as not to interfere with personalinsights. On the
other hand,someread extensively beforehand.Othersperiodically return to one or the other
sourcefor stimulation. There is no ready formula, one can only experimentto find which style
of work gives the best results.Not to experimenttowards this end but carefully to cover all the
literature before commencingresearch, increasesthe probability oftrutally destroying one's
potentialities as a theorist" (Glaser and Strauss,1967:253) [my emphasis]

They then go on to devote an entire chapterto the use of literature in groundedtheory
generation.This is basedon an analogy betweenlibrary researchand field work. The
library is "full of many voices waiting to be heard" and the desk researcherlike the
field worker needsintelligence, ingenuity and serendipityto make the most of his
sources.He must know where to position himself (which resourcesto locate) and
whom to talk to (the library is a wealth of recordedopinions, commentsand
conversationsover time). He must not becomeoverly reliant on one source (such as a
cacheof conferenceproceedings)but seekout comparativedata.

Far from ruling out the use of literature then, Glaser and Strauss(1967:163)
encouragedit, whether in the early days in order to better understandthe substantive
areabeing studied and to help formulate hypotheses,or as descriptive analysis (in the
tradition of history or political science)or as highly empirical studies(such as content
analysisor hermeneutics).For them "library materialsare as potentially valuable for
generatingtheory as are observationsand interviews."

Glaser and Straussare non prescriptive on the balancebetweenfield and desk
research,betweenprimary and secondarydata.They do note however that while a
substantivetheory may be built entirely from desk researcha formal theory will
require the integration of the fieldwork of other researchers.Nor are they specific on
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what type of literature should be selectedor how. Inevitably somedegreeof
arbitrariness is unavoidable, especially at the beginning of a research project.

In this researchthe general literature on software designand multimedia development
was purposively avoided at the outset.This is reflected in the structure of the thesis.
Some literature is called upon in ChaptersOne and Two to provide an introduction
and backgroundbut this is limited. In fact, most of ChapterTwo is basednot upon the
literature but upon an early analysisof the interview transcripts.Although relevant
literature is usedto corroborateempirical findings reportedin ChaptersFive and Six,
the thesis doesnot presenta literature review, per se. In ChapterEight, under "related
work", the outcomesof the researchare "grounded" in relevant literature on the theory
of design and generalproblem solving. In this the approachis consistentwith that
advocatedby Glasserand Strauss(1967) and with other groundedtheory studies
within the Information Systemsfield (for example,Orlikowski, 1993). Moreover the
use of a sourceof technical literature to generateData-setB is supported.

3.4.2.3 Theoretical Sampling
Straussand Corbin (1990:176) define theoretical sampling "as sampling on the basis
of conceptsthat have a proven theoretical relevanceto the existing theory" where the
term " theoretical relevanceindicatesthat certain conceptsare deemedsignificant
because(1) they are repeatedlypresentor noticeably absentwhen comparing incident
after incident and (2) through the coding proceduresthey earn the statusof
categories"8

The technical terms concept and categoryand othersare explained in the Glossary, Appendix 1.
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Sampling in groundedtheory is unlike statistical sampling, one doesnot seekto
identify and study a representative sample of a larger population and one cannot say

in advancewhat the samplesize and composition will be. Rather, one selectsgroups
for study basedon their purposeand relevanceto the emergingtheory. Relevanceand

be
the
that
substantive
area
will
andthat the research
purposeshouldensure
addressed
objectives are met. Thus Orlikowski (1993), in her study of CASE implementation,
selectedtwo organisationsthat were both similar (in the substantivearea of their
selection and use of CASE tools) and different (in size, structureand culture). The
latter to improve the applicability of the emerging theory.

In this thesis theoretical sampling was used within and acrossdata sets. It was used
within each dataset to select and order the data analysis (Chapter Four, 4.3.2) and
acrossdata sets where purposeand relevanceto the emergenttheory determined both
data collection and analysis of the seconddata set. (ChapterFour, 4.2.3 and 4.3.6).

3.4.2.4 Coding

Data collection / coding / analysis are the critical stagesthrough which a theory is
built. The processis iterative with emerging conceptsdirecting further data collection
and new data often leading to a refinement of existing concepts. We cannot say in
advancehow much data will be gathered,how many groups sampled.The selection of
groups and the collection of data is driven by the analysis itself and finishes only
when we reach theoretical saturation, that is when enough data has been collected to
explain the phenomenaor when no new data can be found which adds to the concepts
or categories(again, as is observedin the next chapter,practical constraintsapply).
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Cf

Open coding is a form of content analysis; it breaks down, examines, compares,

data
in
back
data.
Axial
the
together
again
coding
puts
categorises
conceptualisesand
hew ways by making connectionsbetweencategoriesusing the paradigm model. This
interspersed
happen
immediately
coding
are
with periods of
can
and periods of open
axial coding. Much of this happensautomatically, with a constant interplay between
deductive and inductive thinking (emerging conceptsshould be quickly verified in the
data). Following axial coding, Straussand Corbin (1990) suggestfinishing the study if
theme analysis or concept developmentis all that is required. However if one wishes
to generate a substantive theory further analysis (through what they call selective
coding) is necessary.In practice these different forms of coding are not discrete,
sequentialstepsbut rather proceed in parallel and the coder will be scarcely aware of
the subtle transitions between one form and another. The coding procedure used in
this researchis detailed in the next chapter.

3.4.2.5 Theory
The groundedtheory endgameis a substantialor formal theory. A substantivetheory
is specific to one context whereasa formal theory applies to many different situations.
For example, a study of status in one organisation may lead to a substantivetheory,
the application of this substantivetheory to different organisations- studying statusin
society for example - may lead to a formal theory. Elevating a substantivetheory to
formal theory increases generalisability but requires a great deal more work. One
alternative is to integrate an emergent grounded theory covering a substantive area
with an existing formal theory (see, Orlikowski; 1993). Of course, this should never
be a bolted on, retrospective, attempt at validating an otherwise unconvincing
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groundedtheory. As made clear in Chapter One, the objectives of this researchdo not
extend to developing a formal theory.

The grounded theory approach is inherently processural as well as comparative.
Together with its inductive and contextual nature, these are its great strengths.
Grounded theory facilitates "the generation of theories of process, sequence,and
change pertaining to organisations, positions, and social interaction" (Glaser and
Strauss,1967: 14). This is in marked contrastto static, mainstreamtheory.

3.5 The Paradigni Model
In groundedtheory the paradigmmodel has special significance. It is the meansby
is
depth
Corbin
(1990:
99)
data
Strauss
the
given
and
specificity.
and
which
analysis
it
in
"Unless you make use of this model, your
their
of
are unequivocal
advocacy
groundedtheory analysiswill lack density and precision".

This section introducesthe paradigm model by explaining its purposeand
deployment. Each of its elementsis then explained and the meansby which these
beyond
development
is
discussed.
Then
the
the
the
of
model
elementsare related
data
known
Conditional
Matrix
is
discussed
the
as
a
analysis
axial coding stage
when
is introduced.This section introducesthe processdetailed in Chapter Four and behind
ChaptersFive and Six and implicitly referred to therein.

3.5.1 Purpose and description

The paradigm model is usedto link categoriesand sub-categoriesin a set of
in
describe
terms of a
These
the
study
phenomenonunder
relationships
relationships.
intervening)
in
(causal,
terms of
and
and
contextual,
set of conditions
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actionlinteraction strategiesand their consequences.A simplified form of this model
would look like this
CAUSAL CONDITIONS
JAI --> PHENOMENON
JBI 4 CONTEXT [C] --> ACTION
INTERACTION
STRATEGIES [DI 4 CONSEQUENCES JEI; INTERVENING
CONDITIONS
IFI

Thus, causalconditions (A) lead to a phenomenon(B) which leadsto context (C)
which leadsto action / interaction strategies(D) which then lead to consequences
under intervening conditions (F). This reflects somethingof the inductive nature of
the paradigm model. Under conditions (A, C, F), which deten-ninephenomenon(B),
then strategies(D) are taken. This is quite different from a deductive model in which
strategies(D) are determinedby their relationship to the phenomenon(B) (and this
relationship acts as a rule), while conditions (A, C, F) bound the already well defined
phenomenon(B).

The purposeof the paradigm model is to enablethe researcherto think systematically
about the data and to relate them in complex (non-obvious) ways. The ability to do
this is essentialto the axial coding processwithin which the researcheris seekingto
re-constitutethe data in new and interesting ways following its decompositionduring
the open coding stage.Having identified categoriesand sub-categoriesduring the
open coding phase,the paradigm model is a mechanismto join thesetogether. In
theory this can be done for all categories,in practice this is usually impossible due to
the number of categoriesinvolved. Each of its elementswill now be explained.

3.5.1.1 Phenomenon
'the central idea or eventor happeningthat a set of actions/ interactions is directed at
managing or handling, or to which the set of actions is related'. (Straussand Corbin, 1990:96)
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Phenomenaare identified during open coding, initially as conceptsand then, perhaps,
as categories.In fact it is the naming and categorisingof phenomenathrough a
processof asking questionsand making comparisons("the constantcomparative
method of analysis", Glaser and Strauss,1967:101-116)during the open coding stage
that first gives the method its precision and specificity. The paradigm model is really

an extensionof that process.

Many phenomenaare identified during the open coding processand the researcher
must decide which are the most important. They will then seekto group other
phenomenaor conceptsaroundthese(categorizing) which significantly reducesthe
be
to
of
worked with. Thesecategorieswill be developedin terms of
number units
their proper-ties(characteristicsor attributes of the category) and dimensions
(locations of a property along a continuum). This is essentialto the identification of
relationshipsbetweencategoriesand betweencategoriesand their sub-categories.
Eventually the researcherreducesthe number of phenomenato a few major
categories.Then one core categoryor phenomenonmust chosen.
"Sometimestwo phenomenain the data strike the investigator as being equally important or of
interest.It is essentialhowever,to make a choice betweenthem in order to achievethe tight
integration and the densedevelopmentof categoriesrequired of a groundedtheory. To fully
develop two core categories,then to integratethe two, and to write about them with clarity and
t,
C,
precision is very difficult. This is so even for the experiencedwriter and researcher"(Strauss
and Corbin, 1990:121)

They offer someadvice on how to choosethe core category.The core category need
not itself be a processbut it should be capableof incorporating processfor the
groundedtheory method is action oriented and processural.(The concept of
awarenessusedin Glasserand Strauss' (1965) seminal study of the relationship
betweendying patients and hospital staff is given as an example).The core category
should fit and describethe phenomenonand must be broad enoughto encompassand
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be
"The
the
the
subsidiary
categories,
other
categories.
core
category
must
relate as
in
its
(Strauss
Corbin,
to
standing
systematic
planets"
and
orderly
relationships
sun,
1990:124).

The core categoryin this analysis- context-complexity - action-interaction is first
identified in ChapterFive and further developedin ChaptersSix and Seven.The
rationale behind this processis set out in ChapterFour (4.3.4)

3.5.1.2 Conditions
Each and every phenomenonis subject to a number of conditions. These conditions
are vital to our understandingof a phenomenon,they can explain its presence,account
for the strategiestaken to manageit and their consequences.The processof
identifying conditions, which themselvesare categoriesand phenomena,and relating
them to the core phenomenon(and to eachother) can be quite complex, in particular
becauseconditions changeover time.

Conditions can be defined by type and by level. Conceptuallyconditions can be
representedat a number of different levels, someconditions will be specific or close
to the phenomenonin question,otherswill be broad and distant from it. Levels of
conditions will be discussedfurther as the paradigmmodel is developedusing the
Conditional Matrix (seesection 3.6).

There are three types of condition defined by the impact they exert on the
intervening.
contextual
and
causal,
phenomenon-
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3.5.1.2.1 Causal Conditions
"Events, incidents, happeningsthat lead to the occurrenceor developmentof a phenomenon"

Also known as antecedents,this set of conditions can be anything that causesa
phenomenon.In reality a phenomenonis rarely producedby a single causalcondition
but by a combination of such conditions. The researchermust identify these
conditions and develop them in terms of their propertiesand dimensionsfor it is this
that gives precision and specificity to the phenomenonand which, in turn, influence
the strategiestaken to manageit. Straussand Corbin give the example of a study of
the phenomenonof pain. There are many possiblecausesof pain, one of which is
having a broken leg. It is the propertiesand their dimensionsof the broken leg that
determinestrategiestaken to managepain. For examplethe broken leg may have
multiple fracturesor a compoundfracture.

Straussand Corbin suggesttwo approachesto identifying causalconditions. The first
is to locate action verbs within the data and the secondis to focus on a phenomenon
and systematicallysearchback through the data for those events,incidents or
happeningsthat seemto precedeit. Both approacheswere usedin this study but many
of the causalconditions included in the final model were located originally within
anothercondition type but re-designatedas the logic of the model developed.This is
discussedfurther in ChapterFour (4.3.2)

3.5.1.2.2 Context
"Context represents a specific set ofproperlies that pertain to a phenomenon. That is,
properties or attributes relating to a phenomenon are located along a dimensional range.
Context is therefore also the particular set of conditions ivilhin which the action / interaction
strategies are taken to manage, or respond to, a specific phenomenon " (Strauss and Corbin,
1990: 101).
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This definition requires some clarification. A phenomenon is instantiated at any point

in time by its propertiesand the location of thesepropertiesalong a dimensional
is
It
theseproperties and their dimensionalvalue that gives the phenomenon
range.
specificity. For example, a phenomenon may be defined by its properties and their

dimensionsto be a, b, c. Thesepropertiesand their dimensionsdefine the context in
which action/interactionstrategiesare taken to managethe phenomenon.So we can
then say that under conditions of a, b, c, strategies1,2,3 are employed or under
conditions of d, e, f, strategies4,5,6 are employed.

What determinesthe context? Causalconditions lead to a phenomenonbut it is the
dimensional
the
valuesof the propertiesof the causalconditions that
propertiesand
determinethe phenomenon'scontext. There is a direct relationship betweenthose
conditions that causethe phenomenonand thoseconditions that define it. Retuming to
the example of pain causedby a broken leg, one could say that under conditions of
multiple fracturesand a compoundbreak the pain is intenseand of long duration. In
this study it was observedthat ill defined, uncertainand volatile user requirements
causeda complex design context which influenced design strategies,and in turn was
influenced by these.Theserelationshipsare developedin ChaptersFive and Six.

But it is not just causalconditions that detennine context, intervening conditions,
it.
help
strategies
action/interaction
and consequencesalso
shape

3.5.1.2.3 Intervening Conditions
"Theseare broad and general conditions bearing ziponaction / interaction strategies. They
mcT be regarded as a broader structural contextpertaining to thephenomenon.Intervening
conditions act to eitherfacilitate or constrain the action / interaction strategies taken within a
specific contew" (Straussand Corbin, 1990:103)
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Intervening conditions standbetweencontext and action/interactionstrategies.As
from
be
Intervening
those distant to the
they
too
conditions
must
such
managed.
range
situation, to thoseclose in and include such conditions astime, space,culture,
economic status,technological status,career,history, and individual biography. In the
example of a broken leg leading to pain, relevant intervening conditions would be
where the leg was broken (geographicallocation), age and health of the victim, his or
her attitude towards pain, knowledgeof first aid etc. Theseconditions, and others,
influence the strategiestaken to managethe pain. In the caseof software design
intervening conditions include (inter alia) the personality of the individual designer,
his or her educationand experience,the methodsusedby the organisation and the
organisationalculture.

The level and number of intervening conditions included in a study is determinedby
the phenomenonitself and by the researcher'sskill in recognisingwhat is relevant, but
is limited by practical considerations.To be relevant a condition must be verified by
data as having a direct or indirect effect upon the phenomenon.The researchershould
try to ensurethat all relevant conditions are included so that the phenomenonis
precise but he or she should not include so many conditions that the phenomenon
becomesvagueand specificity is lost. Intervening conditions make relating categories
to each other more difficult becausethey get in the way of simple causeleadsto
consequencelogic. They explain variations, for examplewhy one personchoosesa
is
isn't.
doesn't
one
successful
certain strategyand another
or why
person
and another
As such they are an essentialelementof the paradigm model.
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3.5.1.3 Action/Interaction
"Strategiesdevisedto manage,handle,carry out, respondto a phenomenonunder a specific
set of perceivedconditions" (Straussand Corbin, 1990:97)

Strategiesare usually, but not always, purposeful or goal oriented - they are carried
out for a specific reason - to manage or respond to a phenomenon. Sometimes a

for
be
taken
or
reasonsunrelatedto the phenomenonunder
reflexive
strategywill
study but have consequencesfor it. Strategiesare also processual, they evolve or
in
/
interaction
failure
failed
/
Also,
to
time.
action
or a
engage
action
changeover
interaction can be just as important (descriptive) as success.

Straussand Corbin comment that "Of all the paradigm features,action and /or
interaction lie at the heart of groundedtheory" (1990:159) Action and / or interaction
is the essentialactivity on which alI other conditions and consequencesare based.
First there is action "the active, expressive,perfonnanceform of self and / or other
interaction carried out to manage,respondto and so forth, a phenomenon"
(1990:164). Action is carried out through action processessuch as performing an
diagram,
drawing
E-R
thesis,
an
operation, conducting an experiment,writing a
writing a requirements specification, programming.

Interaction on the other hand means"people doing things together or with respectto
(Becker,
1986)
in
to
and the action, talk and
a
phenomenon
one another regards
thought processesthat accompanythe doing of thosethings" (Straussand
Corbin: 1990:164). Interaction is taken to include "even things done alone" which
is
form
The
in
interaction
the
examplegiven managingan
of self -reflection.
require
illness that requires interaction with others to obtain medical suppliesetc. Examples
debate.
In
domination,
include
the
teaching,
interaction
and
negotiation,
processes
of
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field of software design interaction includes communicationand collaboration, and
related use of prototypes and storyboards.

Strauss(1987) gives the exampleof the division of labour to illustrate the differences
betweenaction and interaction but also their inter-dependence.The division of labour
refers at one level to the action processfor the carrying out of the phenomenonof
work, different people doing different tasksto someend. On anotherlevel it involves
negotiations,discussionsand legitimisation of boundariesand so forth that take place
in order to arrive at and maintain a division of labour and accomplish its associated
tasks.The two levels of strategyare equally necessary,but the interaction level is
often overlooked.

A practical difficulty for the researcherin the application of Straussand Corbin's
approachto groundedtheory is that their definitions of "action" and "interaction" are
not clear, despite,or perhapsbecauseof, the examplesthey give (the division of
labour, p 164; the Head nurse,p. 169). What exactly is "action"? - the "active
expressive,performanceform of self"?. When and how doesaction become
interaction? Since self reflection is held to be one form of interaction it is clear that
is
interaction.
This
trivial
tasks
non
some
certainly the
most
will contain
elementof
casein design where the opportunities for, and the significance of, self reflection are
Moreover even if a task could be identified as action
well documented(Schon, 19833).
(only) it is always possible that through processor changeaction will become
interaction through self reflection. Therefore in this thesisthe expedient of taking
action and interaction together as a single processwas adopted,whilst also
recognising that (a) any task or strategymay consist of action and interaction and (b)
may exhibit more action than interaction or vice versa.This is significant to the
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in
developtnent
Chapter
Six
to
the
subsequently
of a theoretical
and
analysis
framework basedon identifiable levels of interaction.

3.5.1.4 Consequences
"Outcomesor results of action and interaction" (Straussand Corbin, 1990:97)

Action / Interaction strategiestaken in responseto, or to manage,a phenomenonhave
certain outcomesor consequences.Thesemight not always be predictable or what was
intended.The failure to take action / interaction also has consequences.Consequences
may affect people,placesor things, they may be eventsor happenings,or they may
take the form of a responsiveaction / interaction (for example,if someoneasksyou to
do somethingyou don't like doing, your responsemay be to do it badly or not at all).
Also, the consequencesof one set of actions may becomepart of the conditions
(causal,contextual or intervening) of the next set of actions/ interactions or of a set
of actions / interactions sometimein the future. Of interest in this study are
consequencesthat impact on the quality of the design (processand outcome) and the
processthrough which such consequencesinfluence future design strategiesand
outcomes.

3.5.1.5 Summary

Thus far the paradigm model has beenpresentedas a set of interrelated elements.
Action / Interaction is the key elementfor it is "the mannerin which any phenomenon
is expressed"(Straussand Corbin, 1990:159). But action / interaction (and its related
phenomena)is embeddedin a set of conditions and it is theseconditions (causal,
determine
lesser
intervening),
the expression
that,
to
greater
extent,
a
or
contextual or
/
has
Interaction
Action
the
certain consequencesand thesetoo may
of
phenomenon.
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becomepart of the conditions for a future set of actions/ interactions.Table 5
summaries the relationships between the elements of the paradigm model.

Causes

Context

Strategies

Consequences Intervening
Conditions

Primary
determines
throuoh
propertiesand
dimensional
valuesof these
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No direct
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Table 5: The relationships
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between elements of the paradigm model.
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The development of a paradigm model for any phenomenon is a concrete outcome of

the axial coding process.Straussand Corbin (1990:115) emphasisethat this doesnot
mean that the researchercan ignore other meansof discovery but that he or she should
11continue
to look for additional propertiesof eachcategoryand to denotethe
dimensional location of each, incident, event or happening". They then go on to

describeways in which the analysismay be mademore abstract(through selective
coding) and to define a framework that summarisesand integratesthe analysis (the
conditional matrix).

3.6 The Conditional Matrix
Straussand Corbin proposethe Conditional Matrix as a meansof more systematically
relating conditions, action/interactionand consequencesto a phenomenon.The
conditional matrix is a framework that "denotesa complex web of interrelated
conditions, action/interaction,and consequencesthat pertainsto a given phenomenon"
(1990:161) and is predicatedon their view of groundedtheory as a transactional
system- "a systemof analysis that examinesaction / interaction in relationship to
their conditions and consequences"(1990:158). This transactionalsystem is madeup
of interactive and interrelated levels of conditions, which rangefrom the broadest,or
more generalfeaturesof the world at large, to the more specific - those closestto the
phenomenonunder investigation. Central to the transactionalsystem,and located
9.
is
/
interaction
within the rangeof conditions, action

9 It should be noted that the organisationof a phenomenoninto different layers is not unusual in
qualitative research.Lofland (1971) for example,has provided a classification of social phenomena
that can be usedas a coding scheme(acts-activities-meanings-participation-relationships-settings).
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They represent the conditional matrix as a set of circles, one inside the other, each
(level) "corresponding to different aspects of the world around us" (1990: 161). The
outer rings include those conditional features most distant to the action / interaction,
features
include
inner
those
the
most closely related to the
while
rings
action/interaction sequence. At the core of the circle stands action and interaction.

13International
N National
OCommunity
0 Org
IJSub-org
13Group
N Interaction
OAction

Figure 4: The Conditional

Matrix

(Strauss and Corbin, 1990)

Straussand Corbin make three important points about this matrix
*
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Each researcherneedsto give specificity to eachlevel of the matrix by relating each
be
is
be
included
What
to
to
the
will
particular phenomenonunder study.
condition
influenced by the type and scope of the phenomenon under investigation. Ultimately

the researchermust decide what is to be included and what emphasiseach level
should receive in the overall analysis of a given phenomenon. In turn, practical

considerationsassociatedwith the pursuanceof the researchwill influence the
decision. In this study the conditional matrix was considerablysimplified with the
four.
discusses
from
The
levels
the rationale
to
eight
next
chapter
reduced
number of
for this and the outcomesof the analysis are presentedin ChapterSix.

3.7 The method evaluated
" Straussand Corbin's (1990) attempt to presentthat original approach(Glaser and Strauss,
...
1967) in a straightforward, proceduralisedform but without loosing any of its
and intellectual complexity. This uncompromisedintent has resultedin a
comprehensiveness
step by step 'method' which is difficult to follow in practice except in a loose, non-rigid, nonspeciablefashion which inevitably draws it back toward the original version. This difficulty is
borne out by published groundedtheory studies in the field of organisationand management,
which are characteristically vagueabout their interpretationof groundedtheory methodology
and method. It is supportedby the author'sexperiencewith doctoral studentswho have
abandonedthe approachbecauseof its bewildering complexity" Partington, (1998:8)

Partington arguesthat the paradigm model as advocatedby Straussand Corbin is
overly complex for researchers"seeking to build groundedtheoriesof managerial
in
"the
from
interview
data".
This
the
models
origin
stems
cognition using
"exerted
interactionism"
which
of
symbolic
assumptions
constructivist philosophical
(Partington,
development
theory
the
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approach"
of
grounded
over
a powerful sway
1998:10). He goeson to proposea simplified model consistingof just three elements
C)
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cannot
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simplified
conditional matrix, even
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particular approachto groundedtheory analysisthat informs them. In rejecting the
specific approachon the one hand but embracingthe tools of that approachon the
other, Partington is being disingenuous. In this thesis and elsewhere (see for example

Konechi 1997) simplified versionsof the paradigmmodel and the conditional matrix
are used without rejecting the overall approach.Indeed,in this case,the
"straightforward, proceduralisedform" was welcomedand, it is argued,usedprecisely
becauseit did not mean abandoningthe essentialrichnessof Glaser and Strauss's
original method.

It is beyond the scopeof this thesisto detail further criticisms of the GroundedTheory
method, or specific interpretationsof it. Much of literature degeneratesinto positivist
versusanti-positivist rhetoric wherein the particular biasesof individual researchers
are representedrather than any objective evaluation of methods.The interestedreader
is directed to generalcriticisms of inductive methods(seefor example, Bateson, 1973,
and Archer, 1998).

3.8 Why was protocol analysis not used?
In the introduction to an edited collection of essayson protocol analysis, Cross,
Christiannsand Dorst (1996) observe
"Of all the empirical observationalresearchmethodsfor the analysis of design activity,
protocol analysis is the one that has receivedthe most useand attention in recent years.It has
becomeregardedas the most likely method (perhapsthe only method) to bring out into the
*
open the somewhatmysteriouscognitive abilities of designers"(1996:1)

Hinrichs (1992) suggestswhy this may be so
"the method favours the study of tasksthat are neither too easy(routine) nor too hard (creative
problems)-that class of designproblem for which potential designcomponentsare known but
design plans are not best describedby Newell and Simon's Problem SpaceHypothesis"
....
(1992: 180)
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Protocol analysis is based on (concurrent or retrospective) verbal accounts given by
subjects of their own cognitive activities. It has its origins in psychological research

methodsof the 1920's and the first report of a study of design activity was Eastman's
(1970) study of architects.However it was not until the late 1980's that protocol
studies of engineering design began to appear. (Ullman et al, 1988; Adelson, 1989;

Whitefield and Warren, 1989;Ennis and Gyeszly, 1991; Ehrlenspiel and Dylla, 1993,
Lloyd and Scott, 1994). During this period the protocol analysismethod was extended
to include team design activity (Tang, 1991; Minneman and Leifer, 1993, Visser,
1993). Most engineeringstudieshave beenof mechanicalengineeringbut electronic
engineeringhas also beenstudied (Colgan and Spence,1991). Protocol analysishas
also beenusedto study software design (Jeffries et al, 1981; Guindon, 1990; Davies
and Castell, 1992)including the design of computer supportedco-operative work
systems(Olson, 1992). Although protocol analysishastraditionally been applied
within one domain, a few inter-disciplinary studieshave also taken place (Thomasand
Carroll, 1979,Goel and Pirolli, 1992).

Protocol analysis has beenusedto develop theory exclusively (Ericsson and Simon,
1984) and in tandemwith the groundedtheory approach(for exampleAncona's, 1990
10
study of consulting teams). Cross at al (1996) suggest that protocol analysis is best

used with other techniques,for example using participant observationand interviews
to examine longer term designprocessesand using protocol analysisto study,
specific, short term activities.

'0 The literature on protocol studies is a specific exception to the generalrule observedin chapterone
that the Meta-processbehind the developmentof modelsand theories is not well documented.
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Why was protocol analysisnot usedin this study?Ignoranceof the method cannot be
offered as an excusein this case.Although the author had no prior experienceof
conducting a protocol study, he had someknowledge of the purposeand procedures
of the method. Anyway, prior to this research, the author had no experience in
conducting a grounded theory study. Neither can the principal weakness in the method

be used as an explanation.Protocol analysisis ill suited to collecting non-verbal data
but this is hardly a reasonto reject it in favour of an approachbasedalmost entirely on
the analysis of interview transcripts! Groundedtheory is more suited to the study of
longer term designprocessesbut this was neither the principal intent nor the obvious
outcomeof this study. In truth, no convincing scientific or pseudoscientific reason
can be formulated in responseto the question.Indeednone is offered, nor needit be.

As indicated at the beginning of this researchmethod was chosenbecauseof (a)
fitness for purpose- it lent itself well to answeringthe researchquestionsand (b)
philosophical fit - the epistemologicaland ontological basisof the method were
consistentwith the researcher'sdisposition toward qualitative approachesto IS
researchproblems.At the beginning of the researchthere was no expectationthat
Simon and Newell's problem spacehypothesiswould be employed to contextualize
the findings (ChapterEight) and therefore no suggestionthat protocol analysis would
be a good way to explore such a theory in this instance.It is a moot point whether or
not protocol analysiswould have resulted in a better study since the outcome of any
researchis never certain. In one respectat least however, it would not. Grounded
theory studiesof design are much less common and eachcontribution to the literature,
potentially at least,disproportionately increasesour appreciationof the diversity and
utility of design studies.
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3.9 Chapter Conclusion

This chapterprovided someepistemologicaland historical backgroundto the chosen
researchmethod.This method- groundedtheory - was introduced and its major
stagesdescribed.Within this method a prescriptive approachto data analysis (Strauss
and Corbin, 1990)was preferred and two tools usedin the analysis- the paradigm
model and the conditional matrix - were outlined. The readeris reminded however
that the model of software design producedas an output of this analysis is descriptive
rather than prescriptive, it is not proposedas an approachto doing software design but
only as a one means to study it.
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Chapter Four: The Research Design
"You have to explain yourself well (be articulate) and if you are honestthen this helps"
(graphic designer)

4.1 Introduction

This chapterexplains in detail the application of the researchmethodology introduced
in the previous chapter. Following Bryman and Burgess(1994:3) the chapter seeksto
articulate the researchas it was done, as opposedto how it should have been done and
this (autobiographical)accountis as candid as time, spaceand memory permit.

Firstly the data sourcesare introducedand the procedurefor data collection, including
sampling strategy,outlined. Then the data analysisapproachis describedin detail
illustrated where necessarywith examplesfrom the data. Consistentwith one
objective of the research,and with a claimed contribution identified in ChapterOne,
eachphaseof the analysis is explicitly referencedto the procedural steps
recommendedby Straussand Corbin (1990). This is followed by a review of the ways
in which the validity and reliability of the data have been,or can be, established.
Finally the approachtaken to data storageand managementis outlined. The chapter
design
that uniquely
the
those
of
a
of
aspects
research
concludeswith summary
inform the morphology of the study.

4.2 Data collection

4.2.1 Scope, rationale and overview
In groundedtheory the processof data collection is driven by emerging theory.
"The basic criterion -overning the selectionof comparisongroups" for discovering theory is
their theoretical relevancefor furthering the developmentof emerging categories" (Glaser and
Strauss,1967:49)

"a comparisongroup may be a social unit of any size, a single personmay be designateda group. A
be created(according to emerging concepts)
may
or
g
oup
may
pre-exist
gr
-C,0
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Therefore, the researcherdoesnot know at the outsetwhich groupswill be selected
nor even how many. However Glaser and Strauss do offer some guidance
"The sociologist may begin the researchwith a partial framework of local concepts,
designatinga few principal or grossfeaturesof the structure and processesin the situations
that he will study .... the researcherchoosesany groupsthat will help generate,to the fullest
extent, as many propertiesof the categoriesas possible,and that will help relate categoriesto
eachother and to their properties" (1967:49)

Yet somecontrol over data selection,beyond relevanceto emergingtheory, is
The
if
is
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time.
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to
satisfactorily
and
on
researcher
completed
necessary
research
deciding
through
the
groups
whether
over
choice
of
a
priori
can exercisesomecontrol
he or she wishesto build a substantiveor formal theory. For example,a substantive
theory on software design needsonly a study of software designers,a formal theory of
design needsa study of many different types of design professionals.So in aiming for
a substantivetheory rather than a formal theory, the task of data collection is made
least
limited.
at
or
easier,

Further control over data collection can be exercisedthrough the techniquesof
comparative analysis.
"Control over similarities and differences is vital for discovering categoriesand for relating
their properties" however "When beginning his generationof a substantivetheory the
sociolooist establishesthe basic catecoriesand their propertiesby minimisiýg differences in
comparativegroups" (Glaser and Strauss,1967:55-56)

In fact, good substantivetheory can result from the study of only one group, if the
.
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"By maximising or minimising differences among participating groups the sociologist can
control the theoretical relevanceof his data" (Glaser and Strauss,1967:55).

Glaser and Straussare non-prescriptiveon the data to be collected and the techniques
to be used in analysing it "there are no limits to the techniquesof data collection, the
64).
data
(1967:
types
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they
acquired"
of
way
are usedor
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In theory, sampling should stop only when theoretical saturationis reached,that is
when no additional data can be found to further developthe proper-tiesof a category.
In practice, there is a needto limit data collection. Glaserand Straussthemselves
acknowledgethis when they say
"in comparative studiesof more than two groups,the sociologist usually tries to compareas
many of the groups for which he can obtain data within the limits of his own fline and money
and his degree of accessto thosegroups" (1967:48) (my emphasis)

The researchercan reducethe amount of data to be collected as the researchdevelops.
Initially they may need to collect data on the entire group but when the main
categorieshave emergedhe needsto collect data only on the categoriesthat are
relevant to the emerging theory. Also it is possibleto collect data on many categories
simultaneously.

In summary, the main points that guided data collection in this study were
1. The exercisewas appropriateto the statedobjectives of the research.
2. The exercisewas carried out under constraintsof time and accessto data.
3. The exercisewas driven by theoretical sensitivity but temperedby practical
constraints(referred to in I and 2).

With this in mind, the major stepsof the data collection processwill now be
discussed.

4.2.2 Data-set A
These interviews were conductedand transcribedduring a separatebut cognate
researchproject investigating Multimedia systemsdevelopmentmethods(Gallagher
and Webb,1997; Gallagher and Webb, 2000). The purposeof theseinterviews was to
identify disciplinary paradigmswithin the field but the focus was design.
Consequentlya large part of eachinterview was given over to the subject of design
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covering (inter-alia) definitions, motivations, influences,processes,techniques,tools
and methods.In all twenty three interviews were completed.Collectively these
interviews constituteda valuable record of what local softwaredesignersoperating in
the field of Digital Interactive Multimedia (DIMM) said about design.

It is readily acknowledgedthat the secondaryanalysisof interview transcripts,
whether obtainedin the literature or gatheredby proxy, is devoid of the richnessof
"being there". However in this instancethree factors minimised or offset the loss of
technique

1. The researcherwas already familiar with the subjectarea,and in particular with
professionalpractice as the result of previous researchstudies(Webb and Booth,
1995; Webb, 1996). This provided a backgroundcontext that, itself, groundedthe
data analysis.
2. Detailed backgroundand contextual information for eachinterview was provided.
For example,by including annotationsrelating to humour, pausesand hesitation,
gesturesand other cues.
3. Following Straussand Corbin (1990:31) "regardlessof whether you transcribeall
or part (or none) of the transcripts, it is important to listen to the tapes" the

original recordings were readily available during the analysisand proved essential
to resolving issuesunclear from the transcripts.

Support for the approachtaken is claimed from the literature. As noted in the previous
chapter(3.4.2.2) Glaser and Strauss(1967) do not rule out the generationof theory
basedsolely on secondarydata. Straussand Corbin (1997) include in their collection
of groundedtheory "exemplars" a number of studiesthat relied heavily on secondary
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data. Elsewhere,Turner provides a description of how he developeda grounded
theory by the coding of data drawn entirely from official public records into a fire at
SurnmerlandLeisure Centre, Douglas, Isle of Man, in 1973(in Bryman and Burgess;
1994). Straussand Corbin (1990:189) refer explicitly to such analysis.They employ
Glasser's(1967) definition of secondaryanalysiswhereby the researcheremploys
sampling and coding to the "collected interviews or field notesof anotherresearcher".

Secondaryanalysis is well documentedin the field of hermeneutics.Originating in the
study of ancient texts, hermeneuticsoffers a powerful analogy for primary research
whereby "reading of text provides a model for reading humanbehaviour" (Lee, 1997).
Yet it is also the casethat, even in its more limited, original application, hermeneutics
can uncover much about people and organisations,documentedin interview
transcriptsor other sources,recordedfirst hand or not. Specifically, through a careful
reading of the text we may establisha context for action, whilst also drawing upon
other sources,including our own experiences.

Finally one practical benefit of not doing the interviews is noted. Since there is less
dangerthat the coder readstoo much into eachand every statement,coding is easier,
quicker and more objective.

4.2.2.1 Sampling strategy

Intervieweeswere selectedon the basisof purposive/judgement sampling and
snowball sampling. Purposive/ Judgmentalsampling (accordingto Babbie, 1995) is
when a sampleis selectedbasedon the researcher'sown knowledge of the population,
and the natureof the research.Snowball sampling is when a small sample is selected
(by whatever means)and then expandsbasedon referrals from the initial sample.So,
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an initial list of intervieweeswas generatedvia local knowledge and contactsand then
enlargedbasedon personalrecommendations.The purposive/judgement sampling
method and the snowballing sampling method necessarilyinvolve some degreeof
theoretical sensitivity, consistentwith the groundedtheory approach.

4.2.2.2 Format and procedure

The interviews were semi-structured,and an interview format consisting of a seriesof
open-endedquestionswas used.The advantagesof this approach- in particular, the
greaterclarity and control which it offered - were deemedto outweigh the
disadvantages(the dangerthat it may lead respondentstowards answersthat they feel
are 'correct'). The approachalso permitted a copy of the interview scheduleto be sent
to participants prior to the interview. A number of benefits accrue from this. It permits

participants to consider in advancehow they may respondand reducesthe anxiety
experiencedby respondents.The combined effect of which is likely to increasethe
quality of responses.It also facilitates short, or shorter, interviews. These benefits
were observedduring the interviews. Many respondentshad preparedwritten notesin
advanceof the interview with the result that their responseswere much more freeflowing. Also the willingness of the majoritY'of participantsto allow the interview to
be recordedwas, at least in part, attributable to the fact that they had had the interview
schedulebeforehand.

Two other benefits of semi-structuredinterviews becameclear during the data
analysis stage. Firstly the format allows triangulation of the data requested through
multiple questions on the same, or broadly similar, topic. For example designers were

do
design".
define
describe
Secondly,
design"
"to
"to
what
you
when
you
and
asked
semi-structuredinterviews are much easierand quicker to code than unstructured
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interviews as the coder doesnot have to searchthrough the entire transcript when
looking for themes and concepts. This is particularly important -vvhenmultiple
readings of a transcript are required.

Each interview lastedfrom between60 to 120minutes. During the interview
be
but
base
to
to
their
as
possible
as
expansive
participants were encouraged
responsesto specific questionson one or two recent projects.This helped "anchor"
the discussionon the participant'srecent experienceand therefore,helped improve the
clarity and relevanceof the response.Although formal visualisation techniqueswere
not usedan A4 pad was madeavailable and a number of participants drew diagrams
or scribbled notesto clarify particular points.

The interview transcript was sent to the participant to allow him or her to review the
material for accuracy.This is recommendedpractice in such approaches(Walsham,
1995). Clear instructions were given not to arbitrarily amendcontent but to raise any
concernswith the researcher.Minor amendments,including annotationsrelating to
style and emphasis,were permitted however. In the event, few (less than fifteen
in
in
data
interviews
this manner, and
the
were
annotated
of
used
analysis)
percent
theseinvolved only minor changes. Whilst it cannot be assumedthat those that failed
to return transcripts or otherwise comment upon them had no significant amendments

to content, neither can it be assumedthat they did. That is, a failure to return a
transcript doesnot automatically invalidate it. Where a transcript was read, it may be
that the participant was happy with the record and felt no further responsewas
by
fact
In
two software engineers,verbally
was
confirmed
a
scenario
necessary.
such
(and independently)to the researcher,some time after the interviews.
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Walsham(1995:78) advocatesmaking interviews the "primary data source" since they
provide the researcherwith the "best accessto the interpretationsthat participants
have regardingthe actions and eventswhich have or are taking place". Agar
(1980:110) suggeststhat the researchershould treat interviews "as the core of
ethnographic fieldwork", making them the central source of data to be corroborated

by other data.An attempt was madeto triangulate the data in this caseby requesting
company documentationbut this met with a limited response.However during the
interviews, the interviewer was frequently shown designs,sketchesand storyboards.
Where appropriatesuch information was included with the transcript, either as
annotations on the main text or as supplementary material.

Partington (1998:10-11) has describeda groundedtheory study basedsolely on
interview data. He raisesthe essentialproblem with this researchtechnique data is
not basedon observedeventsbut on the informants secondhand account of those
eventsand that "reality is a stagefurther away from the immediate reality of the
intervieweeswords and two stagesfurther away from that which is observableby the
interviewer". He purports to deal with this problem by "developing an improved
groundedtheory framework" (in essencea simplified conditional matrix) and by
"aligning this more centrally with causalaims" (anchoringhis researchin a theory of
reality describedby Bhaskar's(1975) critical realist ontology).

The limitations of the interviews as a data collection techniqueare well documented
in the literature (see for example,Weick, 1967;Judd, Smith, and Kidder, 1991). Often
intervieweesare askedto explain somethingthat is not readily explained by language,
or as "doers" rather than "thinkers", have little time to reflect on practice. How can
one be surethat the data are both comprehensiveand representative?Where the unit
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of analysis is an explicit word or statementhow can one be sure that something
significant was not missed,somethingnot statedexplicitly but assumedimplicitly?

Of courseone cannot ever be sure. Rather it falls to the researcherto convince him or
her self, and others,that the problems are known and addressed.In this case,it is
acknowledgedthat practitioners may not have said somethingbecausethey believed it
to be so evident that it didn't needto be said and that this somethingmay be
significant to a description ol software design. Somereassuranceis offered through
triangulation of data (section 4.4.1.1) in that other evidencepertaining to a
phenomenonwas considered,but this is limited. Further assurancemay be derived
from somework describedin ChapterSeven.This showsthat there is little variance
betweenthe essentialelementsof the paradigm model presentedin this thesis and
Wernick's (1995) and Gallagher's (1999) Kuhnian analysis of software engineering
and graphic design textbooks.

All (twenty three) of the original transcriptionswere readto establishthe quality and
scopeof the available data.An equal number of transcripts from eachof the two
disciplines (eight graphic designersand eight software engineers)was then selected
for more detailed analysis.The selection was made on the basisof the simple quality
criteria of the breadthand depth of the material relevant to the objectives of this
researchstudy and directed by the statedresearchquestions.No attempt was madeto
ensurethe samplewas representative,either of the larger sampleor of the population
from which it was drawn.
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4.2.2.3 The Interviewees
One significant epistemological starting point for this research was that, following

Winograd et al (1996), a software designeris defined as one who designssoftware
whether that be interface design,databasedesign,algorithm design or whatever. All
the intervieweesselectedfor analysisin this study are, or have beenrecently, active,
at various levels, in one or more aspectof software design (as here defined) in the
field of digital interactive multimedia (Data-setA) or more generally (Data-set B).
Craig (1991), referring to the field of interface design,indicatesthe essentialdifficulty
of exclusive definitions.
"Becauseinterface design is complex, it is difficult to find a single person,with the abilities
and skills that are necessaryfor a designer.Together,the graphic designerand the software
en-ineer function as a designer.Their two perspectivesbalancethe design of the user
interface.The work of theseprofessionalsblends into a finished product that will satisfy the
user'sneeds.The graphic designerdoes not createthe interface in its entirety and neither does
the software engineer,but both work together as craftsperson,artist, and designer" (Craig,
1991: 139-140)

More recently, Rijken (1999:46) includes graphic design and soffivare developmentin
a definition of media design, along with journalism and interaction design but in
contrast to architecture(which includes urban planning and landscapedesign).

Of course,it is not axiomatic that becausea graphic designeris an equal partner in the
design of an interface that he or she is necessarilya softivare designer.If one defines
software design as designing (planning or developing) algorithms and code then a
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from any definition of software design). However if software design is interpretedin
the much broadersenseto mean the total design of the software artefact, as Winograd
et al suggest,then graphic designersengagedin the design and developmentof user
interfacesare software designers.Thus in Winograd'sbook, in the interviews usedin
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this researchand in interviews reportedelsewhere(Lammers 1989), individuals who
have little or no involvement in the writing of actual code call themselvessoftware
designers.It is the broaderdefinition of software design that underpinsand informs
the remainderof this thesis".
Experienw
Interviewee
,
.,
GD1
12 years
GD2
24 years
GD3
20 years
GD4
11 years
GD5
08 years
GD6
03 years
GD7
04 years
GD8
01 year
SE1
18 years
SE2
10 years
.
............
....
....
.....
SE3
14
years
:
SE4
SE5
SE6
SE7
SE8

13 years
06 years
10 years
01 year
:03 years
Table 6: Data-set A-

Education
,, Graphic
BA
Design
BA Graphic Design
BA Graphic D sign
......
BA Graphic Design .....
BA Graphic Design
BA Visual Com.
BSc Comp & Design
BA Visual Com.
HND Computing
ýBScEng. MSc Comput.
BSc Eng. MSc Comput.
,
BSc Computer Science
BSc Computer Science
BSc Computer Science
BSc Computing & IS
BSc Computer Science

Interviewee Profile

* experiencerefers to total yearsexperiencein the referent field of graphic design or software engineering.As the
number of yearsexperiencein the sub-field of digital interactive multimedia was not always clear, this is not
shown. In generalthose with the leastexperienceoverall tend to be thosewith experienceonly in the DIMM field.

It should be noted that although eachinterviewee is classified as either a software
engineeror a graphic designertheselabels are indicative of the interviewee's formal
educationand the type of work that they do, or have recently done. The sample
included a wide range of educationand experiencesand not all those classified as a
software engineeror a graphic designerwould necessarilydescribethemselvesas
such. For example some graphic designersprefer the title of "Multimedia designer" or
"information architect", some software engineerswould prefer to describethemselves
12In the context of the argumentset out in Chapter One, software engineeringand graphic designare
two sub-disciplinesof software design,studied here (Data-setA) in the field of Di 9ital Interactive
Multimedia, and more generally (Data-setB).
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as a "programmer" or a "system analyst". Moreover a range of skill and experience
levels is represented in both disciplines and some interviewees have progressed to

managerialpositions. Nevertheless,eachinterviewee was assignedto one or other of
the two major referent disciplines in the field (what Gallagher (1998) has identified as
paradigms or communities). The purpose of this assignment was to maximise, the

generativepower of the groundedtheory coding proceduresbasedon the constant
comparativeanalysisof data.The way in which this was done will be explained later
in the chapter.

4.2.3 Data-set B
Lammers (1989) set out to record the "experiences,approaches,and philosophies of
software designersin a personal,in-depth manner",to "look into the minds and
personalitiesbehind the soffivare" using interviews in which the "individuals speak
for themselves"(1989:1). She sought a crosssection of "specialities and experiences"
but primarily focusedon the programming. Significantly she states
"for tile purposesof this book, the word 'programmer'is defined as a developer of software or
C,
a designerof software, often but not always involved in the actual writing of code" (1989:3)

The interviews comprised a set of open endedquestionsdesignedto "highlight the
similarities and differences in approachesto programming" and to "allow the
fore".
interests
Interviews
to
to
the
personality and special
of eachprogrammer come
were transcribed,edited and refined and returnedto the interviewee "so that they
could read what had been said and re-work the interview, so that it expressedexactly
what they meant". In the end, nineteeninterviews "from a very large pool of talented
programmers" was published (Lammers, 1989: 2-3).
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All nineteeninterviews were read. Of these,sixteen were selectedand coded.
Sampling was based on purpose and relevance to emerging theory, and guided by
theoretical sensitivity. Following the analysis of Data-set A complexity was identified
as a powerful explanatory category (Chapter Six). Further interviews were sought that

would develop this category, wherein descriptionsof larger and more complex
projects could be found. Therefore relevanceto emergingtheory guided the selection
of the sourceand of interviews from within that source.In fact the processwas more
iterative and messythan this accountimplies. Insights gainedduring the analysisof
Data-setB often occasioneda return to Data-setA, for exampleto develop concepts
and categories.Straussand Corbin (1990:181) note that such iteration is a feature of
increasedtheoretical sensitivity.

The interviews selectedwere; CharlesSimonyi; Butler Lampson; John Warnock;
Gary Kildall; Bill Gates;John Page;C. Wayne Ratcliff; Bob Frankston; Jonathan
Sachs;Ray Ozzie; PeterRoizen; Bob Carr; Jeff Rankin; Toru lwatani; Scott Kim;
Jaron Lanier.

Of these,all but four could be consideredsoftware engineers.Twelve were either
formally educatedin Computer Scienceand / or had worked in the field of software
engineering.Rankin, lwatani, Kim, and Lanier have a variety of (sometimesquite
bizarre) backgroundsincluding, inter alia, musician, gamesdesigner,graphic
designer.For the purposesof this study they are groupedas graphic designers.

The purposeof analysing this data was to develop emerging theory by extrapolating
from the sub discipline of DIMM to the super-ordinatediscipline of software design,
consistentwith the objectives of the researchand making the outcomesof the analysis
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4.3 Data analysis
4.3.1 Rationale and process outline

Boyatzis (1998) identifies three ways to develop a thematic code (a) theory driven (b)
fonn
data
driven.
data
driven
(c)
inductive
The
three
a
or
or
approaches
prior
research
continuum from theory driven to data-drivenapproaches.The continuum can be said
to reflect increasinguncertainty and ambiguity of the analysisof code, increasingtime
to develop the code and increasingdiscomfort for the researcher.Thus whilst the
theory-driven approachis comfortable for many researchers,
"when entering the path of the data driven approach,researchersmust have a great deal of
faith that they will arrive at a desirabledestination,especially becausethey do not know where
it will be, what it will look like once they are there, and how long it will take" (1998:29)
C,

The approachto coding usedin this study is a hybrid of Boyatzis's (1998) data-driven
(or inductive) approachand the researchor prior data driven approach.Early coding
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coding. At the sametime, this researcherwas awareof the importanceattachedto
context in design (for exampleby Schon, 1983; Seely Brown and Duguid, 1994;
Lawson, 1997; Beyer and Holtzbalt, 1998) and felt confident that the model could be
used to make a contribution to knowledge in this area.Figure 5 provides and overview
of the data analysis process used in this study.

PhaseOne: Data-driven approachas describedby Boyatzis (1998). Equivalent to Straussand
Corbin's (1990) open coding. A set of 160 conceptsidentified, then organised into 27
categories. Categoriesdevelopedin terms of their propertiesand dimensions.[Data-setA;
ChapterFive]

PhaseTwo: Similar to Miller and Crabtree's(1992) and Boyatzis's(1998) researchor prior
data-driven approach.Equivalent to Straussand Corbin's (1990) axial coding. Existing
cate-ories linked using the ParadigmModel as an 'analytic template'.27 thematic categories
reducedto 6 major categories.[Data-setA; Chapter Five]

PhaseThree: equivalent to Straussand Corbin's (1990) selectivecoding phase. Acore
category identified and usedto integrateall other categories.Phaserepresentsshift from
theMatic analysis to substantivetheory. [ Data-setA, ChapterSix]

PhaseFour. Conditional Matrix usedto further integratethe analysis through considerationof
Nviderrangeof conditions and consequencesthat impact the phenomenonand are relevant to
the researchinquiry. "Conditional paths" usedto refine and focus theory. [Data-set A, Chapter
SiXI

PhaseFive. Testing (internal and external validation) of analysis/ outcomesfrom Data-setA
.D
using a seconddata set (Data-setB) to verify key categoriesand relationships and to further
develov theory. [Chapter Sevenl

Figure 5: Overview of the data analysis process

In Phaseone, conceptswere identified and groupedinto categoriesand categories
were developedin terms of their properties and dimensions.PhaseTwo involved
using the frameworks of the Paradigmmodel to relate and group the categoriesat a
higher level of abstraction.During PhaseTwo gapsin the analysisoften required a
from
happened,
When
the
transcript
this
to
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transcripts.
the
was read
original
return
perspectiveof the paradigm model. So for example,when it becameclear that both
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the transcriptswere re-readto identify instancesof causesand consequencesin the
data. Here the analysis was driven by the paradigm model and not by the data. As
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"template analytic technique" in which the researcher uses a pre- existing code or

framework to processand or/ analysethe data,and to Boyatzis's (1998) prior data or
researchdriven approach.

In practice the processwas more complex than that conveyedby this simplified
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procedurewill now be explained in detail.

4.3.2 Phase One data analysis (open coding)

This phaseis broadly equivalent to Straussand Corbin's (1990) open coding and
Boyatzis's (1998) processof thematic analysis and code development.Boyatzis
(1998:4) defines a code as "a list of themes;a complex model with themes,indicators,
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coding (wherein causalrelationshipsare establishedbetween'themes').However for
the purposesof this discussiona code is consideredequivalentto a concept, a
e3
(or
dimensions
Table 7
thereo
category
a sub-category) and the properties and
.
surnmarises the steps involved in this phase of the analysis

Inputs
16 interview transcripts
Data-setA
4 sub samples

Thematic categories

Process
SampleData-setbasedon simple
quality criteria
Code transcriptsto generate
concepts.Organiseconceptsinto
categories.Develop categoriesin
terms of their propertiesand
dimensions
Amend thematic categoriesto
accommodatedifferences in the
data(where necessary)

Outputs
4 inter disciplinary sub samples.
Sequenceof coding determined
Set of concepts
Set of thematic categories
Final set of thematic categories
tolerant of significant differences in
the data

Table 7: Steps taken during PhaseOne data analysis

4.3.2.1 PhaseOne - Step 1: Create sub-samples
All the transcriptswere read in their entirety and the quality of each gradedaccording
to loosely pre-determinedcriteria including clarity, consistency,relevanceand
perceivedcontribution. Basedon this approach,transcriptswere organisedinto four
sub samples.The purposeof this was to maximise the opportunity for generating
14
in
useful codesas early the analysisas possible . Thus the sub-samplewith the
highest perceivedquality was coded first and so on until all four sub-sampleswere
coded.As the analysis progressedthe number of new codesbeing identified
diminished. Figure 6 shows a Paretotype distribution of codesby transcript.
13theseterms are further defined in Annex I (Glossary)
" The benefits of this approachwere deemedto outweigh any attendantdisadvantages,such as the loss
of theoretical sensitivity in not coding eachtranscript in random order. Moreover since it was
consideredimpossibleto completely set aside previous codeswhen coding a new transcript (despite
what the textbooks urge) far better to be prejudiced by good code than bad. The procedureadoptedis
akin to that describedby Straussand Corbin (1990: 187)as discriminate sampling - the choice of data
that will maximise the analysis. Discriminate sampling is normally associatedwith the selective coding
stageand sampling during the open coding stageis normally indiscriminate.
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Figure 6: Data-set A-

Distribution

analysed

of new codes by transcript

Each sub-sample consisted of two software engineering transcripts and two graphic
design transcripts. Within each sub sample, one transcript was read and coded then
one from the other discipline. Alternation was designed to maximise "theoretical
15
data
Strauss,
1967)
(Glaser
Boyatzis (1998) refers to this
and
sensitivity" to the
.
process as "criterion referencing" or "anchoring" the data. This sequence was repeated
until each sub sample (and the entire sample) was coded.

jSEI>GDI>SE2>GD2ý
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jSE3>GD3>SE477G--D-4]
ýB)
ISE5>GD5>SE:6:>:G:D76] (Cl
I SE7>GD7>SE8>G
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The sampling of the data basedon design disciplines is not inconsistentwith the view
that software engineersand graphic designersare software designers.Rather,

" An early attempt to analyse the data in disciplinary blocks of four was abandoned as being
insufficiently sensitive to differences betiveen disciplines. No significance should be attached to the
fact that a software engineering transcript was the first to be coded in each sub sample and overall.
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following Schon(1983) a common core of design is anticipatedbut with differences
arising out of different technical environments.

4.3.2.2 Phase One - Step 2: Generate code
Each selected transcript was read and re-read and concepts (words, phrases or

paragraphs)that seemedimportant (i. e. descriptive of the phenomenon,relevant to the
purposeof the study) were extracted.An entry was createdin the databaseby cutting
and pasting the original text or by keying a summary of what was said. Each entry
was given a label or name, its exact location in the transcript was identified and three
keywords recorded.(The mechanismused for storing and retrieving codes is
describedin the section on data management,4.5 and the codesare listed in Appendix
3). In addition a memo was often written further describingthe concept (what Strauss
and Corbin call an "operational memo"), or developing it analytically and
0
(a
"theoretical
conceptually
memo") and this was referenced to the concept (database)

record. Appendix 4 gives an exampleof such coding. Thus whilst the concept records
themselveswere descriptive eachfosteredanalytical memoswithin which the original
conceptwas further developed.Moreover the three keywords per concept provided a
quick and easyway to compareconceptsand an initial lead to categorisation.

When a transcript had beencoded for conceptsan attempt was made to organisethese
conceptsinto categories.Categoriesare higher level and more abstractentities that
subsumetwo or more concepts.This was rarely successfulat the individual transcript
level but becamemore significant at higher levels of granularity. Thus after a pair of
transcripts had beencoded for conceptsand certainly after all four transcripts in a sub
samplehad beencoded, a number of categorieswere generatedwhich subsumedand
explained many (but not necessarilyall) of the conceptsgenerated. As noted above,
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most concepts(and therefore categories)were generatedacrosssub-samplesA and B.
In practice, the processwas quasi-deductivein that conceptsand categoriesidentified
from the better quality transcripts were sought in the remaining transcripts. New

concepts(and categories)were still being generatedbut at a much reducedrate. As a
general rule of thumb where a concept was simply repeated (within the same source

it
did
to
what
was
already
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was
add
anything
new
or elsewhere)and
not
ignored. Otherwise it was included but with only the value addeddescribed.

During this stagesupportedcategorieswere further developedin terms of their
16
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(and
the values of the
of eachproperty) . This was an
properties
important step. Because"properties and dimensionsform the basis for making
relationshipsbetweencategories"and " to understandthe nature of properties and
their relationshipsis a requisite task for understanding,in turn, all of the analytical
Corbin,
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In
for
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developing
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than
the
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quicker)
step
was
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practice
expandedto subsumeweaker categoriesas sub-categoriesor properties.This proved
effective in reducing the total number of categoriesto be considered,albeit
simultaneouslyadding to the complexity of eachremaining category,and to the
relationships betweencategories.

4.3.2.3 Phase One - Step 3: validate code
During this stagecategorieswere developedto take accountof differences. This often
involved going back and re-readingthe transcripts in eachsub-sampleand amending
the categoriesto take accountof any exceptionsor exclusionsin the data. Where two

categorieswere found to describeessentiallythe samephenomenonthen the category
that best differentiated the data was retainedand the other was rejected. Thus, when
the analysis producedtwo categories- balancing and coping - that describeda
similar strategy, only balancing was retained and further developed since it was an in

vivo code that describedmore accuratelythe observedphenomenon.

Where a categorydid not tolerate broad variation in the data, and could not be
amendedto do so, it was rejected. For example,although a processof seduction (by
technology, and to a lesserextent by complexity) was identified in many interview
transcripts,the category pulls was usedinsteadas this better incorporateda similar
responseto aesthetics. Significantly data that was found to be inconsistent or
contradictory did not automatically invalidate a category.Ratherthis was looked upon
as an opportunity to develop the category,adding richnessto it through the addition of
for
dimensional
existing properties.
new propertiesor a greater
range

One example of this is the developmentof the categorystructure. Basedon an early
analysis of software engineeringtranscriptsthis referredonly to data structuresbut
was quickly amendedto accommodatereferencesin graphic design transcripts to
information content. In other studiesvaguenessin the data is welcomed and included
is
feature
investigation
(eg.
Galal,
1996)
the
and
not
as a
of
phenomenonunder
inconsistentwith the groundedtheory approachas set out by Straussand Corbin
(1990). Appendix 5A lists the final set of thematic categories

16An analogy can be made here with defining the domain rangeof possible values of an attribute in
databasedesign.
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4.3.3 Phase Two data analysis (axial coding using the paradigm model)

The first phaseof data analysisresulted in a set of (27) thematic categoriesthat each
describedone (or more) aspect(s) of the phenomenonof software design. This phase
. is equivalent to Straussand Corbin's (1990:96-115) axial coding stage,the purposeof
which is to develop severalmain categoriesof the phenomenonin some detail. In a
later phase,thesemain categorieswill be relatedunder a core category to further
integratethe analysis and fon-nulatea substantivetheory (see4.3.4 and ChapterSix).

In this phaseof the analysis,the paradigm model was usedat three distinct but interrelated levels
a At the macro level to order all 27 thematic categoriesin relation to the
phenomenon.Each categorywas further classified as a condition, strategy or
consequence.This facilitated an immediate overview of the types of categories
involved and the relationshipsbetweenthem, and prompted further questions.
What is the main story here?What are the key categoriesand relationships in
explaining this story? Do thesecategories(and their relationships) describe
uniquely and specifically the phenomenonunder study?
*

At the inesolevel to examinethe relationshipsbetweencategories,within
classification. Thus all the categoriesalready classified as conditions, strategiesor
consequenceswere further examined.Within eachclassification, a single
integrative category was identified and all the other categorieswithin that
17
it,
classification related to as sub-categories- again using the paradigm model
This level reducedthe total number of thematic categoriesto be considered(from

Effectively, a core category was soughtthat integratedall other categorieswithin that classification.
At this level, not all elementsof the paradigm model were represented-nor neededthey to be. The
value of the model was really in gettingl the researcherto think about the data in a structured way.
I
-t:
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27 to 6) but added to the complexity of each remaining category, and to the
relationships between categories. These categories are set out in Appendix 5B.
e

At the inici-o level to examine each integrative category in terms of its properties

(sub-categories)and to examinethe relationshipsbetweenintegrative categories
basedon the dimensional valuesof these.This final level of analysis was intended
to add specificity and density to the analysisthrough the examination of variation
in the data.

ChapterFive discussesthe outputs from eachof theselevels, and their aggregation.

Sometimesa category could legitimately belong to more than one aspectof the
paradigm model. For example,we can say that user requirements causeor lead to a
specific context. But we can also say that user requirements are an intervening

condition - that is they come betweenaction/interactionand consequences.Should this
category be identified as a cause,an intervening condition or both? On such occasions
the transcripts were re-readto contextualisethe category.For example,causeswould
often contain action verbs implying antecedenceto a phenomenon,or could be
identified by tracing back from the phenomenon.Sometimesit proved very difficult to
follow a causalrelationship in the data.

Tracing a path from an action / interaction to its consequences was difficult given

intervening conditions, elapsedtime and process.When the function of a particular
category was not obvious theoretical sensitivity to the data becamecrucial and the
researcherassignedthe categoryaccording to 'best fit' to the emerging analysis.Thus
for example,the category of user requirements becamea causalcondition rather
than (the equally legitimate) intervening condition becausethe category was
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consideredto have greaterpower in explaining the phenomenonwhen consideredas a
causalcondition. This did not meanthat the categorywas not consideredas an
intervening condition only that its function as a causal factor was given precedence in

the paradigm model.

Relating categories by means of their properties using the paradigm model as an

analytical templatewas a deductive- inductive cycle, as recommendedby Straussand
Corbin (1990:107). A relationship was proposedon the basisof some data. Further
evidenceof this relationship was sought elsewherein the data. In particular negative
or invalidating data was looked for. If the relationship was corroborated(or at least
not refuted) it becamea propositional rule (to be further testedelsewhere).Othenvise
the relationship was revised, thus adding richnessand variation to the analysis, or
rejectedoutright.

The developmentof the categorycontext-complexity illustrates this process. Early in
the analysis it becameclear that, in many situations,the interaction of conditions
(causal,contextual and intervening) createda complex designenvironment
(characterisedby uncertainty and volatility). However the analysisof two transcripts
of interviews with software engineersshowedthat this was not always the case,other
design scenariosexisted that were non-complex, or at least less complex, due to the
interaction of a different set of dimensionalvaluesattachedto the sameproperties of
the category.This context was found in engineeringor "back end" design projects and
provided a significant and timely qualification to the emerginggeneral category.
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Strauss and Corbin (1990: 107) caution that the process of axial coding is quite

complex becausethe analysis is performing four distinct analytical steps
simultaneously.These are
"(a) the hypothetical relating of subcategoriesto a categoryby meansof statementsdenoting
the natureof the relationshipsbetweenthem and the phenomenon(b) the verification of those
hypothesesagainstactual data; (c) the continued searchfor the propertiesof categoriesand
subcategories,and the dimensional locations of data indicative of them; (d) the beginning
exploration of variance in phenomena,by comparing eachcategory and its subcategoriesfor
different patternsdiscoveredby comparing dimensional locationsof instancesof data."
C,

In this study much potential complexity was avoided by limiting the number of
categoriesunder (a) and thus verification steps(b), further search(c) and the
exploration of variation (d).

Finally it is noted that, at this level, the integrative categoriesthemselveshad to be
groundedin the data.Those that worked best- those that were most successfulin
integrating all other categorieswithin a classification were found in the transcripts.
Attempts to apply integrative categories formulated purely on logic or on deduction

basedon weak empirical evidencewere unsuccessful.Thus, for example, an attempt
to range action and interaction strategiesalong a spectrumranging from visual to
18
because
it
both
cognitive was abandoned
was
unhelpful and unsustainable

4.3.4 Phase Three data analysis: (selective coding)

This analysisbuilds immediately and directly upon that of the axial coding stage.In
fact, selectivecoding is really a more advancedform of axial coding wherein the data
is analysedat a higher, more abstract,level. The approachto this phaseof the analysis

'8 Winograd and Flores (1987) contend that cognition is not a separate identifiable act and to see it as
such is to belong to the rational tradition.
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is basedon the selective coding procedureset out by Straussand Corbin (1990:118142) but is discussedhere under three broad headings.

4.3.4.1: Phase Three: Step I- Identify and develop the core category
"To achieve integration, it is necessary first to formulate and commit yourself to a story line.
This is the conceptual isation of a descriptive story about the central phenomenon of the study"
(Strauss and Corbin, 1990: 119).

In practice this comesdown to writing down, as clearly and as succinctly as possible,
the essenceof the researchfindings - as they appearat this stageof the analysis.
Then, this "general descriptive overview" is developed conceptually and analytically

through the identification of a core categoryand relating all other categoriesto it again using the paradigm model. The core categoryidentified in this study was in fact
an amalgamof two thematic categoriesbasedon a common property. Thus context
complexity (level of complexity) - action/interaction (level of interaction) became
the core category.The outcomesof Step One of this phaseof the analysis, and the
logic behind its implementation, is set out in ChapterSix (6.2)

4.3.4.2 Phase Three: Step 2- Identify patterns of relationships in the data

The core category is defined and developedby meansof its properties.It is the
dimensional valuesof eachof the propertiesof the core categorythat give it
specificity. Moreover it is the specific value of eachproperty of eachcategory that
makespossiblethe linking of categories(around the core category) using the
identify
it
is
linkages
Based
to
patterns("repeating
on such
possible
paradigm model.
relationshipsbetweenproperties and dimensionsof categories")in the data, and
identify
important
is
for
"It
thesepatternsand to group the
to
very
variation.
account
data accordingly, becausethis is what gives the theory specificity" (Straussand
Corbin, 1990:13)0). Patternsin the data may presentthemselvesduring the analysisor
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may be deduced(through a basic processof asking questions),in which casethey
must be verified in the data.

Earlier it was arguedthat context is primarily determinedby the properties and
dimensional values of causal conditions. Thus user needs that are vague, uncertain

and volatile contribute to a complex design context. Straussand Corbin also point out
that context is an arrangement"of propertiesof the generalphenomenon,orderedin
various combinations,along their dimensionalrangeto form patterns" (1990:131). In
this case,deductionproducedfour design scenariosor patternsderived from the
intersectionofthe properties and dimensionalvalues of two major categoriescontext complexity and action/interaction(Ch 6.3). Each was then validated or
groundedin the data.

Once identified thesepatternsor design scenarioscan (and should) be used to group
the other major categories.This entails examining the propertiesand dimensional
values of eachcategory related to eachof the identified patternsor design scenarios
(Chapter Six, 6.4). The objective of this is that "the data are now related not only at
the broad conceptuallevel, but also at the property and dimensional levels for each
major category .. [the] rudiments of a theory!" (Straussand Corbin: 1990:133)

4.3.4.3 Phase Three: Step 3- identify and develop the theory

The final step of this phaseof data analysis involves "laying out the theory", making
statementsof the relationships (propositions) and verifying thesein the data. Also any
gaps in the data should be addressed.For example if one context is poorly represented
in the data.Under step 43).4.2 aboveone design scenario[low context complexityhigh interaction context] was weakly supportedby the data and no amount of further
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analysis changedthat situation. The scenariowas included (rather than rejected)
becausethe logic of the deduction suggestedthat such a scenariocould exist (at least
in theory). However in the discussionof the inductive model and in the layout of the
final theory this weaknesshad to be acknowledgedand its implications explored
(Chapter Six).

On the other hand poor support in the data for proposedor emerging categorieslead to
their rejection. For example,during the analysis it becameclear that negotiation was
an important processin designbut the lack of direct evidence - on when, where, and
how it took place, on the types and levels of negotiation, and on the key players and
their interactions- excluded this category from the final list. Insteadthe data relating
to negotiation was absorbedinto the categoriesof communication and collaboration,
and their interaction. Similarly, although both a logical and empirical outcome of
communication and collaboration, com promise was not included as a separate

category but absorbedunder the categoryof balancing.

Although presentedhere in sequence,in reality there was considerableiteration
betweensteps,as Strausand Corbin readily acknowledge.The outcomesof eachof
thesestepsand of this phaseof coding overall is presentedin Chapter Six

4.3.5 Phase Four: using the Conditional

Matrix to further integrate the analysis

Straussand Corbin (1990) provide an additional framework to further develop the
analysis.The Conditional Matrix (CM) surnmarisesand integratescategoriesthrough
a number of "interactive and interrelated levels of conditions". Straussand Corbin are
non-prescriptiveon the number of levels to be considered,they outline seven,but
statethat eachresearchermust give specifity to his or her own analysis. In this study,
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four levels of conditions are included in the CM, action, interaction, individual
conditions and organisationalconditions. Theselevels are groundedin the data and
they encompass those factors that most describe individual design activity. Although

discussiondid occur on broaderissues,such as the competitive environment, the
future stateand direction of the field, thesewere not included as a separatelayer in the
CM but consideredonly as they impactedupon lower and more specific layers.

The conditional matrix is usedto
(a) integratethe analysis outlined in phasesone to three and presentedin ChapterFive
(b) explore further the conditions and consequences that impact upon the

phenomenonunder study (basedon the view of software design as a transactional
system
(c) Explicitly exposethe role and impact of processor changeon the data
(d) Summariseand presentthe analysisin a final explanatoryframework or theory

The Conditional Matrix is operationalisedthrough the tracing of a conditional path. A
from
happening
is
incident,
"the
tracking
action/
or
conditional path
of an event,
interaction through various conditional and consequentiallevels, and vice versa,in
order to directly link them to a phenomenon"(1990:158). It links concepts
identified
(wherein
to
the
are
as
conditions
analysis
systematically, giving specificity

it
investigation
is only
intervening),
the
since
and scopes
causal,contextual or
possible to trace the most relevant and interestingpaths.In this study, conditional
for
four
design
However
the
scenarios.
only one of
each
of
were
considered
paths
thesewas traced in some detail. The outcomeof this analysisis presentedin Chapter
Six (6.4 and 6.5).
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4.3.6 Phase Five: tests for internal and external validity using Data-set B
Finally in the processof data analysis,a seconddata set, Data-setB, was usedto
validate the analysisof Data-setA. Straussand Corbin (1990:187) note that such
discriminate sampling "maximises opportunities for verifying the storyline,

relationshipsbetweencategories,and for filling in poorly developedcategories".
Therefore whilst testing is built into each step of the primary analysis -comparing
hypotheses against data, making modifications and testing again -a separate set of

testswhere undertaken.Straussand Corbin (1990:190) caution that
"remember,a theory is just that -a theory. To find out through further testing that a
propositionsdoes not hold up, doesnot necessarilyindicate that the theory is wrong; but that
its propositions have to be alteredor expandedor encompassadditional and specifically
different conditions"

Thesetestsare further introduced in the next section and presentedin Chapter Seven,
along with testsapplied to Data-setA.
4.4 Further tests for validity and reliability
"Qualitative researchershave no single stanceor consensuson addressingtraditional topics
such as validity and reliability in qualitative studies.Early qualitative researchersfelt
compelledto relate traditional notions of validity and reliability to the proceduresin
quantitative research(eg. Goetz and Le Compte, 1984). Later qualitative writers developed
their own languageto distancethemselvesfrom positivist paradigms.Lincoln and Guba
(1985) and, more recently, Erlandsen,Harris, Skipper, and Allen (1993) discussestablishing
quality criteria such as "trustworthiness" and "authenticity". Theseare all viable stanceson the
questionof validity and reliability" (Creswell, 1994: 157-158)

Creswell's own approachto this question is allied to that of Merriman (1988) and
Miles and Huberman(1984). He distinguishesbetweeninternal validity, external
validity and reliability. Internal validity is the accuracyof the information and
data,
it
involves
triangulation
as
of
whether matchesreality and
such procedures
getting feedbackfrom informants and including participants in all phasesof the
ity
izabi
I
External
to
the
of findings, which in
general
research.
validity relates
qualitative studiesis limited. Reliability is concernedwith the replication of the study
in anothercontext. This too is limited in qualitative researchbut the researchercan
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help by making available as much relevant information as possible. For example,
statements about research positions, central assumptions, selection of informants,

biasesand values of the researcherall improve the chancesof a study being replicated
in another setting.

Rather ironically, Creswell's initial point about the lack of consensusamong
qualitative researchersis underlinedby his own text. He includes his discussionof
validity and reliability under the headingof "verification steps".Boyatzis (1998:144),
however, statesthat reliability "is not verification, which is a pure, positivistic
notion". Boyatzis goeson to comment on the causalrelationship betweenvalidity and
reliability " [the] validity of findings cannot conceptuallyexceedthe reliability of the
judgements madein coding or processingthe raw infon-nation"(1998:144). Black
(1993:72) on the other hand notesthat "while it is possibleto have an instrument that
is valid but not reliable, an instrument that is not valid will never be reliable". Later
Boyatzis appearsto acknowledgea syllogism in the use of the two terms when
discussingthe issueof confidence,which he identifies with reliability "the word can
also be applied to a researcher's belief or trust that he or shehas capturedthe
phenomenonunder investigation and that his'or her judgementsare sound"
(1998:170). Black points out that "the discussionof validity in the literature is littered
with controversy" (1993:67) but that a valid researchinstrument should measurewhat
it is intendedto measure.He also distinguishesbetweeninternal validity ("the design
of the study and the collection of variables"(1993:171)) and external validity
("generalizability"(: 172)).

This next sectionof this chapteris concernedwith internal validity (the accuracyof
the information and whether it matchesreality (Creswell, 1994)and reliability
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(consistency of judgements over time and space (Boyatziz)). Discussion of external

validity (generalisability (Creswell, 1994; Black, 1993)) is deferreduntil the Chapter
Sevenof the thesis,and is thus informed by the findings of the analysis of Data-setB.

4.4.1 Internal validity
Some steps taken to ensure internal validity have already been discussed in the

sectionson data collection and analysisbut will be surnmarisedagain here for the
purposesof transparencyand completeness.

4.4.1.1 Triangulation of source data
During the data collection phase,before, during and after eachinterview, every
opportunity was taken to acquire sourcedocumentationthat could be used to validate
the main researchinstrument. This met with limited success.Aside from the perennial
issueof confidentiality, many of the companiesvisited simply did not have well
documentedsystems.Most documentationthat was gatheredwas generatedas a result
of, and during, the interview. Thus the interviewer would often return from an
interview sessionarmed not only with the crucial audio-tapebut with sketchesand
drawings producedduring the conversation.In one casea processdescription
developedfor the samecompanyduring a previous researchexercise(Webb and
Booth, 1995)was used to clarify somepoints of the narrative.

Triangulation within or betweendata of the samesourcetype was more valuable. In
this way this researcherattemptedto deal with perceivedinconsistencieswithin single
or multiple interview transcripts. For example, one software engineer in the early part

of the interview claimed that coding was not design but later talked at length about
coding in the context of design.Facedwith this discrepancy(and in the absenceof an
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oppor-tunityto clarify this directly with the interviewee)the researcherattached
greater weight to the latter interpretationdue its prominence(length and emphasis)in
that transcript.

4.4.1.2 Getting feedback from informants
This was primarily achievedby sendingthe transcript to the participant for comment
but as discussedearlier in this chapter(Section 2) this proceduremet with limited
success. In addition, some limited feedbackwas receivedinformally and verbally.

4.4.1.3 Involving participants

in all stages of the research

This was not possible in this study due to obvious practical constraintsrelated to the

natureof the researchandthetypeof participantsought.However,stepsweretakento
input
as
ensure wide an
as possibleon the researchdesign.Thus, in addition to the
literature, fellow colleagues,researchstudents,and groundedtheorists all provided
guidanceand direction. Sometechnical knowledge about Multimedia development
carried over from previous researchstudies(Webb and Booth, 1995) and informal
contactswith the software design community in Northern Ireland provided a context
throughout the duration of this study.

4.4.1.4 Measuring what it is intended to measure
At the beginning of the researchstudy a number of informal (pilot) interviews with
software designerswere conducted.Thesewere not recordedfor transcription but
focusedon defining and refining a set of questionsaround which subsequentsemibe
interviews
could
conducted.Theoretical sensitivity ensuredthat themes
structured
data
from
drove the analysis.In addition, the method of
the
and conceptsemerging
first
here
for
time but had beendevelopedthrough the
the
analysis was not used
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into the differencesbetweensoftware engineeringand other engineeringdisciplines19
4.4.1.5 Validating

the code.

Boyatzis (1998: 30) argues that the coding continuum typically reflects the decreasing
likelihood of achieving higher inter-rater reliability, or consistency ofjudgement. That

is, although the data driven approachis characterisedby uncertainty and ambiguity
"the closenessof the code to the raw infonnation increasesthe likelihood that various
people examining the raw information will perceive and therefore encodethe raw
information similarly"(1 998:30). Also "becausea data driven code is highly sensitive
to the context of the raw information, one is more likely to obtain validity against
criteria and constructvariables". Moreover, validity increasesin researchstudiesof
multiple units of analysis and comparativestudiesand as the number of studiesusing
the sametype of information increases.ChapterSevenpresentsone measureof
validity wherein a comparisonis madebetweenthe outcomesof this study and
Wernick's (1995) and Gallagher's (1999) Kuhnian analysisof software engineering
and graphic design textbooks.

Individual researcherscan increasethe likelihood of higher validity and reliability by
producing good thematic codesas "a good code will have the maximum probability
of producing higher interrater reliability and validity scores"(1998:3 1). Boyatzis goes
on to outline the elementsof a good thematic code.
1. A label that is close to the data, conceptuallymeaningful but is clear and concise
(requiring minimum interpretation).

19This line of inquiry was subsequentlyabandonedwhen the main focus of study becamesoftware
design.
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2. A definition of what the theme or concept concerns

3. A description of how to know when the theme occurs
4. A descriptionsof any qualification or exclusionsto the identification of the theme
5. Examples, both positive and negative, to eliminate possible confusion when

looking for the theme

Thesecriteria have beenusedto structurethe presentationof the final set of thematic
codes in Appendix 5.

4.4.1.6 Use of a Pilot Study
Early in the researchproject a small number of interviews (4) with civil engineers
were conducted,transcribedand analysedusing the grounded'theorymethod. This
line of inquiry was not subsequentlycontinued but the exercisemeant that the
transcripts usedin the main study were better coded and greaterconfidence was held
instrument
that
the
priori
was valid.
-a
-

4.4.2 Reliability

Boyatzis (1998:147-149)points out why thelest-retest paradigm so popular in
positivist science,has limited application in qualitative studies.Since the goal of
qualitative researchis to discover somethingunique about the phenomenonbeing
investigated,using a rich variety of experiencesand data sources,it is highly unlikely
that the phenomenonwould be sufficiently stableover time to allow a retest to take
place. In fact "administering the assessmentinstrument or method twice to the same
people at different times or in different settingsmay in and of itself create an arousal
and an additional field experiment".
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This doesnot meanhowever, that a sampleshould not be testedcomprehensivelyin
the first instance (we must be sure that what we are measuring is representative) or

that the qualitative researchercan be negligent in relation to the question of reliability.
Boyatzis defines reliability as consistencyof judgement over time and space.As such
it is closely linked to the conceptsof confidence,dependabilityand credibility.

Black (1993:72) employs Mehrensand Lehmann's(1984) definition of reliability "the
degreeof consistencybetweentwo measuresof the samething" where the measures
may be tests,instruments,data sourcesor methods. Creswell (1994:174) notes that
(following Jick, 1979) the conceptof triangulation is basedon the assumptionthat any
bias inherent in particular data sources,investigator and method would be neutralized
when used in conjunction with other data sources,investigatorsand methods.
Boyatzis (1998) points out that whilst stepscan be taken during the researchto
improve reliability measurement,most if not all of that measurementtakes place after
the completion of the initial research,post facto.

4.4.2.1 Steps taken to improve reliability measurement during the research
4.4.2.1.1 Audio-taping

and transcriping

interviews

The audio-taping of each interview meansthat other researcherscan have accessto
double
facilitating
The
data
in
this
thus
the
coding.
used
study,
exactly
same
sources
transcript of eachinterview provides a more accessible(albeit less rich) record of the
data.

4.4.2.1.2 Clustering of concepts and categories.
Coffey and Atkinson (1996) note that clustering themescan be a useful way to
for
important
be
(1998)
Boyatzis
the
that
can
observes
clustering
organisecode.
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presentation of findings and in the formulation of further research. He goes on to

identify two broad approachesto the clustering of qualitative data, conceptualand
empirical, and suggeststhat a researcher'sPreferencewill be influenced by the coding
paradigm adopted (data driven, prior research driven or theory driven). Conceptual
clustering involves organising the data around related characteristics, underlying
constructs or a hierarchy and is primarily a qualitative approach. Empirical clustering
is primarily a quantitative approach employing descriptive or multi-variate statistical

techniques.

The approachtaken to clustering in this study is, in hindsight, somewhateclectic,
reflecting the hybrid coding paradigm adopted.Neverthelessthe processwas
sufficiently developedto facilitate somecheck on the consistencyof the data analysis,
in this thesis and beyond.However the extent to which this can be done is crucially
dependenton the quality of the underlying data.

The first phaseof data analysis,the open coding stage,usedclustering basedon
related characteristicsand underlying constructsto develop categoriesfrom concepts.
The organisation of concepts into categories and categories into thematic categories

and thematic categoriesinto meta-categories(of the paradigmmodel) is clear
evidenceof hierarchical clustering. The paradigm model itself is a hierarchy. At its
apex is the core category and all other categoriesare relatedto this through a seriesof
causeand effect relationships.

The significance of clustering at this juncture in the thesis lies in the opportunity to
use quantitative techniquesto test the reliability of the qualitative analysis.
Empirically created clusters may expose flaws in the original argument, reveal
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relationships or underlying constructsnot previously detected,or may simply allow
the initial analysisto be developedand expanded.Since thesetestsare conductedpost
facto they are describedin the next section.

4.4.2.2 Reliability

measurements post facto

Two approachesto reliability measurementare offered, one included in Chapter
Seven,the other identified as further researchin ChapterEight (8.6.2). These are
categorisedaccordingto Jick*-s(1978) broad interpretationof triangulation, and by
Mehrens and Lehmann's(1984) and Boyatzis' (1998) equationof reliability with
consistency.

Two sourcesof reliability measurementare offered in ChapterSeven,derived from
Wernick's (1995) study of Software Engineers,and Gallagher's (1999) study of
Software Engineersand Graphic Designers.Theseare surnmarisedin Table 8 and
discussedbriefly below.
Source data
8 SE texts

8 GD texts
4 SE texts

Investigator
Wernick (1995)

Gallagher (1999)

Method
Content Analysis

Content analysis

Triangulation of
Source data,
investigator and
method
Source data,
investigator, and
method

Table 8: Mixed methods reliability measurements (post facto)

This study has identified aspectsof the inductive model that are consistentwith
factors identified by Wernick in his analysisof software engineeringtexts and by
Gallagher in his study of software engineeringand graphic design texts. (Chapter
Seven).In fact this is also a measureof validity as according to Boyatzis's definition
(1988:30) it constitutesanotherunit of analysisof the sametype of information.
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Creswell (1994) observesthat Denzin (1978) first usedthe term triangulation in 1978
to argue for the combination of methodologiesin the study of the samephenomenon.
This combination of methodsmay be drawn from 'within methods'approachesor
from 'betweenmethods'approaches,such as with the mixture of qualitative and
quantitative methods. Triangulation remainsan important reasonto combine
qualitative and quantitative methods,including triangulation in the classic senseof
seeking convergenceof results (Cresswell:174-175).Thus a final set of reliability
measurementsis discussedwherein statistical analysisis usedto further test the
qualitative datapresented.

Creswell identifies three models of 'betweenmethods'approachesfound in the
literature. The two phasedesign approachkeepsthe approachescompletely separate.
The dominant-lessdominant designhas one dominant paradigmwith one small
componentof the overall designdrawn from an alternative paradigm.The mixed
methodology design mixes aspectsof the qualitative and quantitative paradigms at all
or many methodological stepsin the design.The approachimplementedin Chapter
Sevenand suggestedas further work arising from this thesis is closestto the
dominant- lessdominant designmodel but is quite specific in that the less dominant
quantitative study is being usedas a triangulation on the dominant qualitative study.

The basis of the mixed method triangulation suggestedin this thesis is the clustering
levels
further
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are
analysis.
proposedas
of categories
research.
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(a) further the use of descriptive statistical techniquesto describethe data (for
data
histograms
to
the
the
along one or more
use of
or scatter plots
arrange
example,

numeric distributions)
(b) the use of multivariate non parametricstatistical techniquessuch as factor and
cluster analysisto test and develop the data at a more advancedlevel. This is crucially
dependenton samplesize.

Creswell reminds us that such a pragmatic approachis unlikely to pleaseeither
qualitative or quantitative purists who believe that paradigmsshould not be mixed.
Boyatzis (1998) observesthat attemptsto quantify approachessuch as naturalistic
inquiry and hermenueticsmay "violate conditions of the methodologiesor values
forcefully,
in
is
but
by Lee
The
these
point
more
embedded
methods".
same
made,
(1999:21) who states
"how would I respondto a critic who insiststhat he or shedoes not understandor agreewith
my interpretation,and demandsconclusive proof? I would arguethat such a demand is
inappropriate"

Nevertheless,Boyatzis points out that whilst a purely qualitative account is sufficient
when "there is no desire to generalise" (as is often the casewith the postmodemist
approachesmentionedabove),descriptive or interpretive methodologiesdo not
is
intention
He
the
that
not to
even
when
suggests
quantitative
analysis.
preclude

generalisethe researchershould anticipate the readersdesireto do so (1998: 129).
With this in mind the use of quantitative teststo validate the data reported in this
thesis is is presentedin ChapterSevenand discussedas further researchin Chapter
Eight
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4.5 Data management
11
eachanalyst must develop his or her own style for memoing and diagraming. Some may
chooseto usecomputer programs,others color codedcards,while others prefer putting
typewritten pagesinto binders, folders, or notebooks.The methodyou chooseis not
important, as long as it works for you. What is salient, however, is that your memos and
diagramsremain orderly, progressive,systematic,and easily retrievable for sorting and crossM
referencing" (Straussand Corbin, 1990:200)

It was natural for this researcherto choosea computer-basedsolution to this data
managementproblem. Even at the outset of the researchprogramme,alternative paper
basedapproachesappearedsimultaneouslytoo restrictive and unwieldy (and their
obvious limitations neednot be documentedhere).

Barry (1998) cautions againstthe outright rejection of non computer based
approachesand the blind adoption of what sheterms ComputerAssisted Qualitative
Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS). She points out that such action is often
associatedwith inexperiencedresearcherswho use CAQDAS software as a prop, "a
way of dealing with the anxiety of those unusedto dealing with complex and
unstructureddatasets"(ibid: 3). However she also makesclear the advantagesof using
such software - it frees the researcherfrom much of the tedium of data administration
and archiving, it provides a powerful tool for data manipulation and analysis and it
acts as a medium for communication betweenresearchers.

In this study, the choice of a specific computer-basedsolution was also natural. The
databases
developing
that
time
a
relational
using
at
was
number
of
researcher
Microsoft AccessRDBMS and it seemedboth logical and challenging to seekto
apply this technology to groundedtheory coding and analysis.Details of the database
systemusedare given in Appendix 2.
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Before, during and after the selectionof this technical solution, a number of
alternative, and uniformly more sophisticatedsolutions cameto light. Featuresof two
of thesesolutions (relative to the chosensolution) are discussedhere in order to
imply
kind
However,
this
that
should
not
any
of product
provide some context.

appraisal(formal or informal) took place. Rather,a RDBMS approachwas decided
upon early on, for reasonsof convenience,intellectual curiosity and the belief that, to
paraphraseStraussand Corbin, 'it would work for me'.

Barry (1998) has identified two outstandingCAQDAS products. She quotes
Weitzman and Miles (1995) who put Atlas/ti and Nudist 'at the headof the field' of
coding and theory building software with "the choice betweenthe two are not clear
cut". Barry goeson to conceptualisethe differencesbetweenthe products along two
dimensions- the structureof the software and the complexity of the researchproject.
The details of her framework and the conclusion of her analysisare not of primary
interest here. What is of interest is a featurecomparisonbetweenthe two products and
the low tech, homegrown solution developedand used in this researchstudy.
Feature
User friendly interface
Predominantly visual
Sophisticated searches
Data admin and archiving
Support for multiple data types
All features on screen at once
Limits on coding (size & links)
Supports hypertext
Project management tools
Supports multiple researchers

Atlas/ti & Nudist approach
Yes/Yes (but less so)
Yes[No (predominantly verbal)
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/No
No/Yes
Yes/ No
Yes /Yes
Yes /Yes

DBMS based approach
Yes (but needs customisation)
No (predominantly textual)
Yes (but requires SQL)
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No (but may be developed

Table 9: A comparison of data management solutions

One would expect the highly rated CAQDAS productsto out feature the in-house
solution. Yet the comparisondoesshow that the in-housesolution contains the
friendly
interface,
data
features
administration and
user
software
of
such
essential
-a
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archiving, support for multiple data types and sophisticated searching. As stated

in-house,
data
decision
develop
DBMS
based
the
to
the
to
solution
an
previously,
management problem was not based on any such a pi-ioi-i product comparison. In

retrospecthowever some objective support for the decision taken has been
demonstrated.

4.6 Chapter Conclusion

This chapterset out the proceduresfor data collection and analysisused in this study.
Greaterattention was given to data analysisreflecting a researchobjective and
claimed contribution of the thesis.A number of assumptionswere made that uniquely
inform the morphology of the research Theseare (a) data not collected by this
.
researcherwas usedas a primary input (b) software engineersand graphic designers
are equally held to be software designers(c) the data analysiswas inductive and
deductive, data driven and research/prior data driven (d) a seconddata set derived
from published interviews with software designers (Data-setB) was used to validate
the processand outcomesof the main analysis(Data-setA). (e) measuresfor data
data
(e)
"home
to
validation and reliability are explicitly set out
a
grown" approach
managementwas followed. In the next chapter,the first of two that presentthe
is
design
in
this
this
the
chapter
applied to the
study,
out
outcomesof
research
set
data.
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Chapter Five: Action in context: An inductive model of software design
"if you watch designersthen you will seethem scribbling on paperor playing on the
0
C,
computer,but I wouldn't tell them how to work or even pretendto understandhow they work"
(software engineer)

5.1 Introduction

This chapterpresentsthe outcomesof the open and axial coding proceduresdescribed
in ChapterFour (43.2 and 4.3.33).Given that one of the claimed contributions of this
thesis is to make the data analysisprocesstransparentthe chapterattemptsto (a)
integrate the outcomes of the open coding process
-first order codes or concepts -

into a narrative of software design and (b) develop this narrative analytically using the
axial coding procedureof the paradigm model. Notwithstanding the comment madein
ChapterOne (1.4.3) that many such accountsare elusive, a practical difficulty remains
the balancebetweenthe two setsof outputs, betweendescription and analysis. In the
end itvvas decidedto structure the chapteraroundthe Paradigmmodel framework but,
under eachmajor category,to give as full an accountas possibleof the first order
codesor conceptsidentified and developedduring the open coding phase.Thus in this
chapterthe outputs of the open coding phaseare nestedwithin that of the axial coding
phase.

Each of the 27 thematic categoriesgeneratedas a result of the open coding of Data-set
A was assignedas a condition, strategyor consequenceof the paradigm model (at the
macro level of inquiry as describedin ChapterFour, 4.3.3). This producedthe
following organisation
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Phenomenon [Functionality, Structure,Presentation,Entropy, Problem Solving]
Causal Conditions

[User-Requirements, Designer-Motivation,

Designer-Influences, Design-

Pulls]

Context [Context-Complexity]
Strategies [Notations, Prototypes,Abstraction, Separation,De-composition, Refinement, Reuse, Storyboards,Iteration, Pragmatism,Communication,Collaboration, Balancing]
Consequences(Good Design, Bad Design]
Intervening Conditions [Design-Constraints,Methods]

Within eachclassification (condition, strategy,consequence)the assignedcategories
were further examined(at the meso level of inquiry describedin Chapter Four, 4.3.3] .
One integrative category was identified and all other categorieswithin that
classification related to it as propertiesor sub categories.This produced the following
six 'meta' categories
Strategies
[action/ interaction;problemsolving/ framingl->consequences
[quality
undera setof conditionswhicharecausal[User- Designerlcontextual
outcomes];
Icontext-complexityl,
andintervening[constraints]
Each of these 'meta' categoriesand the relationshipsbetweencategorieswas then
developedfurther under the micro level of inquiry (as describedin 4.3.3). This
chapterpresentsthe outcomesof this analysis.Appendix I and Appendix 5 list and
describethe codes(conceptsand categories)used in this account.The chapter
concludeswith a summary of the analysis in the form of an inductive model of
software design and a discussionof its essentialfeatures.

5.2 Action and interaction
The designeremploys a rangeof strategiesto design.At the lowest level these
strategiesare a set of "action" processesincluding, but not limited to, doodling,
flowcharting,
dedrawing,
diagramming,
abstraction,
separation,
sketching,
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composition, and refinement. Notations are applied at different levels of abstraction
and at different stages of the design process. For example, doodling is used to develop

initial ideasor concepts(describedas "back of the envelopedesign"[GDI-3]) but also
to detail someflowchart or process.The strategiesare subjective and relative, not
absolute.What is doodling to one designermay be scribbling, sketching or drawing to
another. Diagramming and Flowcharting includes Data Flow Diagrams and Object
Diagrams that have more defined outcomesand formal execution [SE3-11; SE4-6;
SE5-5; SE6-8]

Written documentationis important. This may be somethingas simple as an outline of
what the design is going to do, as in databasedesign [SE8-2], or it may be a more
detailed and formal documentagreedbetweendesignerand user and signed off as a
requirementsspecification [GD2-23]. The purposeof the specification is to capture
the design requirementsbut the documentwill go through a number of drafts as the
design evolves. In one extremecasethe designerstartsoff with a written
specification, developsa prototype basedon this and goesback and rewrites the
written specification basedon user reaction to (and his own experienceof) the
prototype. Only when the written specification is agreedas "correct" does coding
commence[SE6-6].

Many designersstill sketch or diagram or write on paper, and prefer to do so [for
example, SE8-2], but one graphic designercommented"I like to keep things in my
head, I hate writing things on paper,it's not necessary"[GD3-6]. There is evidenceof
increaseduse of computer basedtools. The benefits of using computersto do design
notations are recognisedbut so to are the dangers.A graphic designerdrew a parallel
with the advent of desktoppublishing when the ready availability of technology to
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produce documentsresultedin a generaldeteriorationof quality and warned, "the
just
for
[GD
is
it
design
1-3].
tool
will
not
you"
a
computer

Despite the widespreaduse of notations it is clear that much design knowledge is not
written down. This may be the result of a deliberatestrategy,when for example,the
designerfeels that he or shehas sufficient experienceand cognitive faculty to work
from
solely
memory [GD3-1]. It may be a consequenceof time constraintsthat
exclude documentationor it may simply be a feature of the design processitself, as
for example,when a small group of designersshareknowledge but only because"it is
in people's heads"([SE I- 18]).

Unsurprisingly given the natureof the field, there is a good deal of evidenceof, and
support for, prototypes. Prototypesare usedfor a number of purposes- to capture
design
to others,to act as a quasi contract -" If a
to
the
communicate
requirements,
customer signs off the prototype then you've got him. If they approve something then

they can't come back later and say that they don't like it" [SE3-5].

In fact this is what usersdo frequently and ironically the samedesignerwent on to
detail a design approachthat appearedto be basedon just this eventuality [SE3-1I].
However, the comment doesillustrate a featureof the prototypesdescribedand
demonstratedby many of the interviewees.Prototypeswere rarely thrown away
(although somewere) but invariably used for further development. This was the case
whether the prototype was an interface design, a running program or a storyboard.
This departurefrom Brook's (1975) maxim of "build one to throw away" is in part
explained by an innate reluctanceby designersto abandoncode once written ("we're
all hackersat heart"[SE4-11). In part by recognition of the importanceof prototypes
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in a visual environment and of the significance they assumeasthe design evolves.
This approachhas broader implications for practice and theseare discussedin Chapter
Eight [8.2.3.3].

The relative importance of the prototype to the overall design will influence who
develops it. If it is a small 'skeletal' prototype then it will be developed by the graphic
designer using for example HyperCard or Hyper-Studio or Director but if it's a larger
prototype requiring 'complicated multimedia' then it is probably left to a programmer

[GDI-7].

Abstraction and separation are particularly important to software engineers."Look
at a problem, identify the key elements,separatetheseout", "think about one thing at
a time" "decide which to tackle first and which to give overall priority" [SE 1-3; SEI13]. Software engineersseekto separatefunctionality from implementation or
presentation.This should result in a, preferably formal, functional specification.
Doing this is becoming more difficult becausethe interface is becoming much richer
and more complex, certainly it is much more difficult than in conventional software
(where "we don't design a new keyboard every timewe design a new system" [SE I20]). For exampleit is becomingmore difficult to recognisewhen something causesa
changeof stateon the systemas opposedto a changeof stateon the interface [SEI171

Nevertheless,software engineersclaim to be better able to do this than graphic
designers.This is a key professionalskill (along with abstraction,generalisation,reuse and de-buggingskills). Software engineershave "a certain level of confidence
with dealing with the technology" and they bring "an awarenessof how complexity
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impacts on and is impactedby technology" [SE1-2 1] This is much more than the
knowledge
knowledge
technical
they are commonly assumed to
programming
or

have, it is the "appreciation of programsas interactive things" [SEI-21]. Whereasthe
"media oriented people won't have the samedegreeof confidence" and the graphic
designer"who is good at designing a page,hasn't even touchedon the kind of
complexity that we are usedto dealing with" [SE 1-2 1].

Solving a problem by progressivelybreaking it down into smaller and more
manageablepieces[Decomposition] is a generic design strategy,one that was
referred to directly and indirectly in the transcripts.One graphic designerdescribed
the design processas follows. The designerdoesthe research,collects the content,
developsthe initial menu and outline modules,then develops'aseriesof thumbnails
that are transferredto the computer. "The designof it is this [points to thumbnails]
taken to a more complete, Finalisedlevel of detail" [GD3-7]. When it was suggested
that this was really a processof adding detail to an architecturaldesign or broad
structure,he agreedbut addedthat the processwas not linear
"Yes there are different levels, but I try to work through them together. These buttons here
I
[points to screendesign], I didn't know if they were going to be in it" [GD3-131.
ZD
in

indicating that this was a function of both logic and invention
I also try to develop different screensat the sametime only for the reasonthat you can get
stuck on one thing for a week which can be quite boring" [GD3-7]

Design is often a long and difficult process,with no quick fix, but rather a period of
"wrestling with the problem" [GD2-20] until a satisfactory(to the designer) solution
it
for
is
difficult
is
Knowledge
tacit
the designerto
emerges.
often
and sometimes
explain how or why a solution is reached
"When a designergets to this point it is difficult to explain why he or she is at that point, but
they themselveswill just know. This is a problem that most studentsface - it takes them a
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while before they realisethat they have actually solved the problem. After a certain period of
designtime a designerwill know that it is right" [GD2-20].

One designerlikened design to driving a car "once you learn you never really think
how you do it" [GD2-5]. Another appearedto allude to a bike riding analogy
observing that aspects of design (in this case the technique of separating out buttons

on the interface) "might be really tedious, but if you've done it once you can do it
again" [GD3-8].

Given a design problem the designerseeksto solve it through de-composition,
abstraction and separation but thesestrategiesthemselvesrely on the strategyof
refinement. Abstraction and separationis only possibleafter the problem has been
made more manageablethrough a processof refinement, iteration and trial and error
[SE4-9]. In this sensethen, refinement is not an independentstrategybut one that
occurs in conjunction with, and which facilitates, other strategies[GD3-10].

Design is an iterative processthrough which the design evolvesover a period of time.
Frequentiterations occur betweenthe designerand the user,or client or customer20
,
betweendesigners,and betweendesignersand managers.Theseiteration start at the
very beginning of the design processand continue until the design is delivered and
beyond. The purposeof eachis to develop the design further - by clarifying user
requirementsfor example or to test a piece of code. A graphic designerlikened the
entire developmentprocessto a processof design refinement [GD4-5]. A software
20In the transcriptsthe term 'customer','client' and 'user' are used frequently without being defined.
Webb (1996) definesa user as someonewho actually uses(or will use) the system.A customeror
client is someonewho purchasesor commissionsthe system.A customeror client may also be a user
but the respectiveroles are distinct. He also notesthat, basedon his researchinto Multimedia product
design processes(Webb and Booth, 1995),designersrarely get to talk to actual users.For the purposes
of this study then, although the terrns customer,client and user are used firequentlyby the interviewees,
the reader may assumethat in the majority of casesthe designeris referring to a customer or client.
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engineer described design as a process of trial and error - the designer will try out

various things to seeif they work. This involves "throwing ideasback and forward"
and gradually "building up a picture of the solution" [SE4-9].This approachmakes
accurateestimationsof time and budgetdifficult if not impossible. Refinement is most
commonly facilitated through the use,and re-use,of prototypes.

In addition to prototypes, re-use is madeof code,methods,tools, techniquesand
experience- and also the design itself Code re-usemay be "haphazard", possible only
becausein a small team "it's in peoplesheads" [SE 1-18] or, in one case,when as a
result of a quality assuranceinitiative (IS09000) "a library of routines which are well
and truly tested" had beenbuilt up [SES-I]. Alternatively code is re-usedon an
individual basis
"I would just be trying out different bits of code basedon past experience-I know that this is
similar to somethingelse so I would plug that bit in. I may have anotherbit of code that I've
usedelsewhereso I'll reusethat" [SE8-2].

Knowing what and when to re-useis regardedas an important design skill,
comparableto generalisation,abstraction and de-bugging [SEI-22]. Good design
can be re-usedwhereasbad design is "ad-hoc, you can't repeator re-useor standover
it"[SE3-12].

A pragmatic approachto design is illustrated in a reluctanceto commit the design to
it"
but
in
impatience
"just
to "get things done"[SE2-7].
to
paper
also an
get on with
Pragmatism is partly motivated by a suspicionof theory or at least recognition of its
don't go in
limitations - "I'm not into theory as such only with what works
you
...
there with it [theory] in your head"[GD2-17]; "basically you have to get down and do
the work" [GD-33-8].
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Each strategy produces its own outcomes. Abstraction

is used to "identify key

elements","separatetheseout" and "decide which to tackle first". The intended
is
abstraction
outcome of
a high level conceptualmodel of the design. Separation
separates functionality from presentation; de-composition breaks the problem down

into smaller, more manageablepieces; refinement is a processof "trial and error",
"gestation" and "elimination" that proceedsincrementally towards a solution, most
notably through the use of prototypes.

The outcomeof any strategymay not be what was intended,or an intended outcome
may be offset by some other (intendedor unintended)consequenceof that action or
anotheraction. The needto balance the constraintsof time and cost is a good
.,
Given
financial
this.
temporal
targets
the designermust
example of
specific
and
inevitably compromise. In practice, the level of abstraction, the degreeof
separation or the period of refinement is limited by the needto deliver the design on
time and within budget. Compromisetoo has its consequences,as the quality of the
design artefact is calibrated to the amount of time and money available. There is
ample evidencein their own processdescriptionsand in commentsmade by software
engineersto suggestthat graphic designersoften find such compromisedifficult
[GDI-10; GD2-7; SEI-21; SE3-10].

Sometimesthe outcome of a strategyis unexpectedbut favourable never-theless.
As
already noted, a number of designersspoke of not really understandinghow they
designedor of not really knowing how or why a particular outcomewas achieved
[GD2-20; SE4-4]. This makesprediction and estimation of time and cost difficult
[SE4-9]. Where the outcome is positive, the strategyis most likely to be repeated,
by
but
often
not always, accompanied some attempt to rationalise the process.Acting
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on intuition or faith - found in the descriptions of novice and experienced designers,

within and betweendisciplines - has its own set of consequences.Significant changes
in design context may render a previously successfulstrategyredundantand precisely
becausethe strategyis not understoodin the first place it is much less likely that any
mismatch betweenproblem environment and proposedsolution will be noticed and
acted upon.

Also of interest,asidefrom the consequencesof individual strategies,is the sequence
of actionfinteractionstrategiesand their outcomeswherein the output of one strategy
becomes the input for another. Thus abstraction, decomposition and refinement

result in a conceptualmodel that is usedto write a specification that in turn is usedto
design the final artefact. In practice, as noted earlier, there is considerableiteration
within and betweenactivities. Action processestake place in a sequenceas illustrated
by the following protocol
You design using notations like JSP, flowcharts, and graphs. You break it up [decomposeand
modularise]; then you would flowchart that (in terms of functions and content). JSP is used along
with the flowcharting and that is then taken directly to code. [SE8-21

The consequencesof discrete and sequentialstrategies,intendedand unintended,
affect future design strategies.What works is likely to be repeatedand what doesn't
work rejectedor modified. A failed strategymay discourageexperimentationor it
may not, dependingon, inter alia, the personality of the designer,organisational
culture, and resourcesavailable. An innovative and successfulstrategymay be
developedas an in-house method or it may not, dependingon the sameconditions,
and others. What is clear is the potential complexity of even the simplest causal
relationship due to multiple conditions in operation at any point in time and the
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5.3 Interaction
Two types of interaction were identified. Intei-action ivith the matet-ials of design is

broadly equivalentto Schon's(1983) "reflection in action". Here the designer interacts
with the designmaterials - the notations,prototypesand other artefactsidentified at
the action level. As a result ofthis interaction both the design and the designer's
perceptionof the design change. Schonrefers to this dialectic relationship as
'reflection on action' but the idea of changingself as a result of interaction with work
can be traced back directly to the writings of Hegel and Marx. The causesof such
self-reflection were not specifically studied in this researchbut other researchers
(Winograd and Flores, 1987,for example) have suggestedthat it occurs when there is
a breakdown of some sort in the normal activity of design. For example when a
particular process,or method, or tool no longer works, or the designer'stechnical
knowledge proves inadequate.This notion of breakdownalso underpins Schon's
observations,informed, as were thoseof Winograd and Flores , by the Heideggerian
idea of "being in the world" and, in this thesis,is further consideredin light of
additional evidenceand analysis in ChapterSix.

Interaction with others relatesto Straussand Corbin's (1990:158) original definition
in
doing
"people
to
the
things
together
term
one
another
or
with
respect
regardsto
of
the phenomenon".Such interaction doesnot preclude action. Indeed interaction with
others would be impossible without related action processessuch as thinking, talking,
been
has
Moreover
tools
the
already
use of notations as communication
and writing.
interaction
directly
in
But
to
the
these
this
action processesare
related
category
noted.
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it.
independently
is
For
iteration
and are not executed
of
example,
an important
action strategy but iteration is impossible without some degree of interaction (at

minimum someinteraction with the materialsof the design must occur). In practice
design iterations involve frequent and significant interaction ivith others. This is what
Straussand Corbin (1990) meanwhen they describedaction and interaction as related
processes.

Interaction ivith others takestwo principle forms and eachis interrelated. A designer
must communicate with usersor clients or customersin order to define the problem
and to build and test the design solution. This is evident in the frequency and duration
of design iterations and in the emphasison prototyping. The designermust
communicatewith other designers,or programmersor other membersof the design
team in order to complete the design and to verify its quality. Code reviews or formal
'crits' in which other designersevaluatethe design arejust two examplesof this [SE61; SE6-2]. Finally, the designermust also communicatewith managersor other
personsin authority in order to securethe resourcesnecessaryto do the design.
Hence, designersare concernedto be involved in the design processas early possible,
to "make sure everyoneunderstandwhat needsto be done" [SE3-11].

Communication difficulties betweendesignersand usersare implicit in much of
be
Clients
about
not
able to communicatetheir
what was said
requirements.
may
is
designer,
designer
to
the
the
misinterpret
may
or
what
said,
needs
misunderstand
they may fail to adequatelyconvey the design to the client. Designersfrom each
discipline describeddesign processesthat were front endedby extensive attemptsto
is
in
from,
This
the
client.
evident
and
not
only
get agreement
communicatewith,
but
in
frequent
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with
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to the client to seekapproval and in the emphasisto get the client to sign off on an
agreeddesign (normally in the form of a prototype) as soon as possible in the process
[GD7-4; SE6-6; G132-23;SE3-4]. Theseattemptsappearto have been only partly
successful, at least they do not appear to have adequately addressed the problems
associated with changing user requirements.

Communication difficulties betweendesignersalso exist and have an equally
important influence in determining design context. Much of thesedifficulties come
down to the different education,training and experiencesof individual designers.In
particular, as highlighted by Gallagher and Webb (1997) problems arise when the
sameterm is usedto mean different things. One exampleof this is the different
interpretation of the word'structure' given by eachdiscipline. When software
engineerstalk about the structureof the systemthey are invariably referring to data
functionality.
In contrast,when graphic
the
the'back
endof
structuresand algorithms,
designerstalk about structure they are usually referring to the content, the information
interface
One
designer
(the
'front
the
the
of
end').
noted "the
structure or
structure
trouble with multimedia is that we don't have the languageand we are crashing along
at a fast pacewith little in the way of common language- we needthis"[GD7-2].
There is no conclusive evidencefrom this data that theseproblems have been
Webb,
but
Booth,
1995,
1996,
(Webb
this
and
overcome
and cognateresearch
Gallagher and Webb, 1997)has identified the issue.

There is ample evidencethat the design itself, primarily but not exclusively in the
form of prototypes and storyboards, is vital to communication.

Storyboards in

between
disciplines
in
within
multimedia
of
reference
and
particular act as a point
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software design.This role is illustrated in the following commentby a software
engineer
"It's like a common denominator- the software engineerwill develop it in one way and the
graphic designerdevelopsit in anotherway. [for examplethe software engineer may use it to
develop a processflowchart, the graphic designerto plan and structurecontent] It's a common
referencefor both. They can both say that "Well at this stageback here we agreedthis, this,
and this" and that can be signedoff by both." [SE6-91

The storyboard is also vitally important in communicatingwith clients who "like to
seesome pictures" and "understandand appreciateprototypes"[GD7-1]. For these
reasonsthe storyboardoccupiesa unique position in multimedia development("the
storyboardis number one" [GD7-1]) and it is unsurprisingthat they almost always
evolve incrementally into the final product. Of course,as with all prototypes this has
its own dangers(theseare discussedin ChapterEight).

Communication

is a strategy - one means of managing or coping with design - but it

is also a causalcondition, a pre-requisiteto any design efforL It is also an intervening
condition, coming betweena design strategyand its consequences".The quality of
communication betweendesignerand designerand betweendesignerand user may
determine whetherthe design is good [SE5-2) or bad [GD2-4]. At least one software
interaction
bemoaned
lack
in
important
the
training
this
strategy
engineer
of
given
[SE6-2]. Communication is both a causeand an effect of collaboration.
Communication can lead to collaboration and collaboration dependsupon and may
increasecommunication, Thus communicationand collaboration are related
interactions.

21This is consistentwith the coding procedureusedsince discussionunder one aspectof the paradigm
0
does not rule out discussionunder another.On the contrary it addsvariety and richnessto the category.
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Collaboration rangesfrom informal contactsbetweenindividual designersto more
formal arrangementswithin or betweendesignteams.However, where the
organisationalunit is small and the culture is informal (as was the casein the vast
majority of companiesin Data-setA), it is often difficult to discriminate between
different levels of collaboration, and its quality. A "Monday meeting" constitutes
structuredcollaboration betweenmanagersand designersbut it is possible that other
reported 'collaborations'- in the corridor, over coffee, after work - are equally, if not
more, significant. Moreover, what constitutesformal collaboration to one designer
may be an informal or casualget-togetherto another.Despitethis semanticdifficulty
it is safe to say that the software design processinvolves frequent and extensive
collaboration [GD2-2; SE2-8; GD2-1 1].

It is much more difficult to discern from interview transcriptsthe recipe for a
successfulcollaborative effort. Again, however, somepointers may be offered based
on a summarisingof salient comments.Teams,which in multimedia developmentare
necessarilyinter-disciplinary, should be kept small, one software engineersuggested
betweenfive and sevenmembers,one graphic designersuggestedno more than four
[GD5-4]. It is advisableto have clear reporting structures.A graphic designer
lamentedthe earlier imposition of matrix structurewithin the organisation wherein
software engineersand graphic designerswere contractedout to projects as and when
the needarose.This resulted in a lack of coherencewithin teamsand a lack of
commitment by individual designers. The alternative organisation into project groups

worked better becausethe teamswere kept small and informal, with each designer
is
between
leadership
team members
the
rotated
performing a number of roles, and
lead
junior
designer
(even
to
to
are
allowed
non critical tasks).
according project
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Where a software engineer is leading a graphic designer or vice versa (the latter is less

common) there is a needto ensurethat ignoranceof the subtletiesof thejob doesnot
result in the repeatedallocation of unrewarding or boring tasks.This applies also to
specialist project managers and to general managers [GD 1-9].

Whatever the particular structural arrangements,it is clear that successful
collaboration dependscrucially on lesstangible factors. The personality of individual
designersis important becausecontact is often prolonged and intimate. So, "you need
to get on with peoplewho are involved with the project" [SE6-7], I seemore of
[software engineer]than I do of my girlfriend" [SE6-21and "if you get a real jerk its a
disasterfor all coneemed"[GD6-1]. Where inter-disciplinary collaboration is
concerned,the attitudes of one discipline towards the other can make or break the
design effort. This transcendsany organisationalor structural arrangement.Thus
successfulcollaboration was reportedwhere two disciplinary teamswere separated
along strict functional lines and a black or grey box approachto design operated
whereby software engineersdid the functionality and then "threw it over the wall" to
the graphic designerswho did the interface. [SE4-5] On the other hand, an apparently
identical arrangementelsewhereresulted in "gridlock betweenthe disciplines". The
software engineersdevelopedfunctionality, passedit over to the graphic designersfor
the addition of presentation,the graphic designer'schangedthe design, the software
engineershad to re-code it and so on until the project spun out of control and
eventually aborted [SE4-5].

Design teams frequently involve clients, particularly in the early stages of the process

where requirementsare gatheredand analYsed.One designerreferred to
"brainstorming" sessionsinvolving designersand clients usedto generatea
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specification or prototype [SE5-3]. Although the direct involvement of clients in the
design processappearedto diminish as the processevolved, in the majority of
processesoutline approval was sought from the clients at significant milestonesand
before major commitmentswere made. In part this is a reflection of perceived good
practice, in part a measureof the concernmost designershad about changing user
requirements,budget excessesand time overruns.

5.4 Action / Interaction as related sequences
Action and Interaction are purposeful, normally done for a reasonbut sometimesare
unplannedas when the needfor interaction arisesout of a sequenceof action
processes.For example the designerin developing a solution may realise that further
data are neededand will interact with the client to obtain this. Similarly, during an
interaction, the designermay break off to perform someaction processconsidered
necessarybefore the design can proceed.Therefore action and interaction are related
sequences(relatedthrough setsof action and interaction processes)but the needfor
action can interrupt interaction and vice versa.

Prototyping

is a good example of this process. Based on an initial explanation of user

requirements[interaction] the designerwill build a prototype [action]. This prototype
will be shown to the userswho will commentupon its features[interaction] and the
designerwill return to modify the prototype [action] in line with thesecomments.
This sequenceof action and interaction continuesuntil the prototype is acceptableto
the client. The processis further illustrated in the following protocol
"What we will try to do is develop a proposal,which we will have discussedwith the client we try to nail down as much as possible. From there we try to move towards a more formal,
tighter functional specification. The coding team will then go on to code basedon that
functional specification. If the customerwon't sign the functional specification, then we will
not code it. [GDI-91
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Here discussionswith the client [interaction] lead to the developmentof a proposal
[action] that is discussedwith the client -'we try to nail down as much as possible' [interaction]. As a result of this a functional specification is written [action] which is
discussedwith the client [interaction]. If the client agreeswith this specification by
signing it off [action] then coding begins [action].

Becauseaction / interaction is a related sequenceit is possibleto observethem over
time and to accountfor processor change.Thus, we can comment not only on current
action/interactionbut on how previous action/interactioninfluenced this and how
current action/interactionmay influence actionJinteractionin the future. The action
strategy re-use encapsulatesthis process.Facedwith a designproblem, the designer
may decide that this problem is sufficientlY similar to a previous problem that existing
expertise,experience,methods,tools or techniquescan be applied to its resolution.
Similarly, after the completion of this design task (successfullyor otherwise) the
expertise,experience,methods,tools or techniquesdevelopedmay be brought to bear
on a future designproblem. This is not to arguethat all designprojects are the same
but to point out that re-useis an important action strategythat links past, presentand
future design efforts. Certainly what works is likely to be repeated.

Action / Interaction results in consequencesbut are mitigated, to a greateror lesser
extent, by a set of conditions. Theseconditions include thosecausal,contextual and
intervening conditions first introduced in ChapterThree.

5.5 Conditions
Each designerapproachesa design problem with a unique blend of personality,
designer's
initial
determine
These
the
critically
motivation
educationand experience.
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for doing a design and the quality of the resultant effort and outcome. For example
some designer's find compromise difficult, some lack training in important

communication skills, others lack the experienceto managelarge and complex design
projects. Thesefactors in isolation or in combination intervenebetweena chosen
action / interaction strategyand its consequences.Thus, one strategymay work for
one designerbut not another,or broadly similar results may be obtained from very
different strategies.

The designerbrings to the design his or her own prejudicesand experiences.These
too will influence the problem and the meansof its resolution. Professional
experience,educationand training can act as facilitators or constraintsin the
developmentof a design solution (as such they operateas intervening conditions) but
they also influence the designer'sperceptionof the problem and his or her approachto
solving it. Therefore theseare also important causalconditions that lead to "the
occurrenceor developmentof a phenomenon"(Straussand Corbin, 1990:96).

It is impossible to identify from interview transcriptsall or even the most salient
factors
that influence an individual designer.Neverthelessa number of
psychological
broad observationsare possiblebasedon personalaccountsof the design process.
Designersapproacha problem with an initial idea or vision "you've got to have the
vision to start with and then you refine that"[SE3-2]. Clearly designersdo not "start
with nothing" as one interviewee put it [SE5-1]. More experienceddesignershave a
number of different approachesor methodsto call upon, which they use and when, is
determinedby context. Each approachis basedon a combination of formal knowledge
and tacit knowledge or heuristics. Experienceddesignersappearto be able to switch
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betweenapproachesaccording to the nature of the problem environment and of the
emerging solution.

As in other design fields, the key competenceappearsto lie not in the possessionof
technical knowledge but in its application. Knowing what to do and when is a
significant point of departurebetweenexperiencedand inexperienceddesigners.So
whereasinexperienceddesignersmay not be awarehow, or how well, they have
applied this knowledge, " after a certain period of time a designer(experienced)will
know that it is right" [GD2-20].

It is axiomatic that design will not happenunlessa designeragreesto do the design.
Evidence of a designer'smotivation to do design can be found in direct comments,in
descriptionsof good design and of design goals but also detectedin asidesand
observationsapparentlyunrelatedto the subject. Graphic designer'smay be initially
motivated by an interest in fine or visual art but this will be temperedby a needto
addressthe more practical aspectsof design,such as the needto communicate
effectively [GD8-1]. Software Engineersare motivated by, amongother things,
coming up with a solution to the problem that is efficient, elegantbut reliable. [SE8-2]
Designersof both professionssharecommon motivations - solving a problem,
managing complexity, overcoming constraints, satisfying users (even making them

happy), making an impact (in part to attract future work), being original or innovative,
[SE4-7; GD4-7; SE2-3; GDI-8; SEI-5; GD5-7; GD2-22].

Whatever the motivation, and it is clear that a number of motivations will be in
designer
design.
As one graphic
time,
the
to
and
change
over
must
want
operation
will
designerput it "The desire has got to be there. Design is deeperthan just a set of
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drawings"[GD6-1]. Yet it is also clear that the motivation is not always positive or at
least a positive motivation may be combinedwith, or even over-shadowedby, a
negative motivation. Again, although none of the intervieweeswere questionedon
this issuedirectly, indications of external pressuresto do design can be found in the
interviews - mostly in discussionof design constraints[GD4-8]. The imperative to
take a commissionbecausethe company simply neededthe work, or becausethe work
either resulted from previous (perhapsmore interesting) work or might lead to such
work in the future was a factor in many cases. Also included in this category is rework and maintenance.Equally clear was the fact that work taken on mostly or
substantially for thesereasonsis less likely to be done to a high standard.One
designerreferring to the constraintsunder which he worked, illustrated the negative
consequencesof an accumulationof design work that is of little or no interest to the
designer.
I feel like a wee battery hen sometimesdishing out screens. I don't really take enoughpride
in my work" [G D5-1

Yet a designermay come to design through a less obvious causalroute. Here, the
motivation to design is lesstangible, in someinstancesalmost imperceptible. This
motivation was recordedas the pull of complexity, the pull of technology and the
pull of aesthetics.It affects both design professions,though unequally. Software
designersare more prone to be pulled by complexity and technology and graphic
designersby aesthetics.Neverthelessthe essenceof the processobservedin eachcase
is the same- the designerappearsto be pulled into the design by some integral
elementof the design processitself

The dangerof designing Multimedia was identified - it can seducethe designerinto
"making arbitrarily complex things"[SE 1-4]. This is to be resistedand in part this
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comes with experience. Coping with complexity is a major challenge for software
engineers. As noted earlier, they believe that they face levels of design complexity
that graphic designers have yet to experience. Avoiding complexity altogether is one

strategy,minimising it through hiding is another. "One of the beautiesof software
engineering is that you can produce a nicely structured, simple, consistent package

that can be very complicated"[SE2-2] and "simplicity and eleganceare the thing for
me" [SE4-1I ]. At the very least complexity must be respected[SE I- 14] and coped
with [SE 1-2 1].

There was much less direct evidencethat Graphic designerswere being seducedby
complexity, or that they derived the samesatisfactionfrom dealing with it. This does
not mean necessarilythat they were, as allegedby somesoftware engineers,unable or
unwilling to confront complexity, but simply that on the basisof theseinterviews it
,was less of an issuefor this discipline. Moreover there was someevidencethat as
graphic designersbecome" increasingly technically competent" [GD I-II]

that this

situation may change.

Designersof both disciplines may also be seducedby the technology. This can be
evident in the use of "non relevant technology", as for examplewhen a designerwants
to'show off technical knowledge by including the ASCII codesfor characters[SEI4], or use flash technology [GDI-4] ora lens flare [GD3-2] for no real reason.Such
'indulgence' acts as a barrier to readability and is to be avoided.The consequencesof
being seducedby the technology are evident - "the designermay get a buzz out of it,
while others will think that it is awful" [GD2-I 0]. It can and doeslead to poor design
is
intuitive",
design
"overly
"cluttered",
"non
"unnatural"
that
complicated",
[OD6-13; SE2-2].
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Graphic Design is more closely associated with aesthetics and this was reflected in

the interviews. Although one software engineerspokeat length about the aestheticsof
designing algorithms [SEI-9], aesthetics is not a major issue for software engineers.
One graphic designer complained "Graphic design very often falls into the trap of

it
is
because
just
it appearsto give what many
that
thinking
people
about aesthetics
refer to as a surfacetreatment"[GD2-9]. Here too, there is a dangerthat individual
designerswill becomeabsorbedin one aspectof the design to the detriment of the
whole. This view holds that such "indulgence" by the designeris intolerable. The
multimedia designeris not an artist with freedom to pursuehis own interests, [GD2-7]
nor even doeshe have the latitude that traditional graphic designersenjoy. Multimedia
design must be accountableto the user and too much concernwith aestheticswill
result in usability problems [GD4-10]. This said, every designerbrings his or her own
interpretation to eachdesign.

Of course, designers may eiyoy grappling with complexity or playing with the

technology or creating aesthetics;and this may be one of the positive motivating
factors that lead them to design.In this scenariothe designerappearsnot to be
consciously making the decision to engagein design but is being drawn in to an
engagement, at least partially, by some aspect of the design process itself. It may be

that the level and type of such engagementis more significant after a decision has
beenmade to commencedesign and that the influence of thesefactors in initiating a
design project is peripheral. The fact remainsthat thesefactors have been identified as
causalconditions of the phenomenonand therefore influence both the nature of the
it.
it
is
to
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and
used
resolve
addressed
strategies
which
context
within
problem,
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Of interest is the impact such causalmotivations have on the quality of the design.
The dangersof being seducedby complexity, technology and aestheticshave been
it"
is
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"enjoying
but
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a positive emotion;
advantages?
what
of
mentioned
being "indulgent" is not necessarilya bad thing. A psychoanalyticanalysis of such
heat'
'white
it
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that
these
that
of
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very moments
activity may conclude
design, that it is here creativity springs from the unconsciousand the designer
22
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on
interest
is
in
Of
be
these
that
cases. particular
such a study may significant
suggests
the processthrough which a designer,initially pulled into a design,takes control, or
assumesto do so, and what was involuntary becomesvoluntary.

So a designermay experiencetwo types of motivation to do a design. Intrinsic
intrinsic
designer.
Those
intrinsic
intrinsic
design
to
the
to
to
the
or
motivations are
the design include the pulls of complexity, technology and aesthetics.Those intrinsic
to the designerinclude both positive and negativemotivating factors-for example,
having fun or the fear of failure. Extrinsic motivations are thoseexternal to the
design, and to the designer,and include external pressuressuch as "having to do it".
In this thesis we are concernedwith all types becauseall types help explain how and
designs.
designer
why a

The influence on individual design strategiesof cultural factors was noted. Graphic
designersmore easily identified theseinfluences- previous genresof art and design,
further
The
fashion.
One
"
that you cast
books,
travel,
television,
remarked
cinema,

22SeeCsikszentmilialyi (1988) and Simon (1988) for a discussionof creativity and design.
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your net the better - you can't learn enough" [GD5-7] and anotherconcluded "so, for
me, the educationalexperienceis probably the least influential" [GD2-1]. Software
engineerstendedto emphasiseexperienceand technical knowledge over 'aesthetic'
issues. However somedid admit to being influenced by tales of specific design
projects (in addition to the ubiquitous Brooks (1975), PascalZachery's(1994) account
of the developmentof Windows NT and Fred Moody's (1995) insight into Microsoft's
approachto multimedia developmentwere mentioned).It is impossible to be precise
on the exact nature(direction and weight) of such cultural influences on the basisof
this data. Other studiesmay be able to identify specific influences in specific designs,
and to accountfor their relative importancein decision making. Here cultural
influences are flagged as one of the varied inputs to individual design strategies.

Beyond the individual level lies the group and organisationallevel wherein an
additional set of conditions bear upon action and interaction. Each design strategy is
influenced by the design culture and environment of the organisation,or
organisationalunit, within which it is enacted.The organisation'spolicy may insist on
the use of a particular methodology, or language;designersmay lack sufficient, or
sufficiently relevant, task or domain knowledge to sustainthe approachtaken; or
managementmay simply lack the skills to resourceand managea large and complex
project. When one or more of these,or similar, conditions exist the design strategyis,
to a greateror lesserextent, prescribed.The designeris not free to pursuethe design
solution he or sheprefers (even though this strategyitself is already moderatedby
conditions pertaining at the individual level [GD2-7]) but must further modify the
approachor abandonit altogether.
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Designers from both disciplines acknowledge the impact of constraints upon design.

The most significant constraint identified (measuredby frequencyof occurrence
23
both
disciplines)
is
lack
across
oftinte . The following comments are representative

of the problem faced. "There will always be a problem with deadlines" [GD2-14]. I
think that there is a problem of allocating enoughtime for the design process" [SE49]. "Depending on the budget and time that whole processcan be telescopedinto a
very short period of time" [GD 1-3]. 1 only have a certain amount of time to convince
the customerto buy this service so I needto get somethingthat is concreteas quickly
as possible" [SE3-7].

There is a feeling that usersand managersdo not appreciatehow long it takesto do
design. " That designersjust sit and doodle and that they can come up with something
overnight" [SE4-9] whereas"trying to work up a coherentset of designsfor
something like an icon family will take a significant length of time"[SE4-9]. In
addition becausedesign is a processof refinement and trial and error - it is often
difficult to estimatethe amount of time that a design may take. "I know that it will
take a long time, but it is difficult to gaugethis in terms of hours, days, or
weeks"[SE4-9].

Technical constraintsreceive greateremphasisfrom software engineers.These
include spaceon the disk, memory on the system,processingpower but also the target
platform. For example,where a systemis developedon a Macintosh but implemented
on a PC this "can be a shambles"unlessthought about in advance[SE I- 15]. One
software engineermadean unfavourablecomparisonbetweenPC and Mac

23As Oshagbemi(1998) points out, a failure to managetime is the actual constraint.
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windowing environmentsand concluded "that's where multimedia falls down - it's
flaky"[SE2-1]. Sometimestechnical constraintsare overcome,not by a conscious
strategyon behalf of the designers,but by serendipity and patience.For example,
when a performance bottle neck is resolved by the arrival of greater processing power,

or more disk access,or the developmentof a more efficient programming language
[SEI-15].

Some software engineersbelieve that their concernwith technical constraints is a
significant point of departurewith the graphic design approach.Whereassoftware
engineersare awareof theseissues"very often the graphic designerswon't be as fully
aware" [SEI- 15] so for example software engineerscan seethe limitations of
authoring tools, graphic designerscannot. In addition software engineersclaim they
can come up with novel ways to overcomeor by-passtechnical constraintswhereas
multimedia designerswho know about authoring systems"wouldn't have been able to
start" [SE 1-2 1]. It may also be the casethat software engineersdraw on their
technical knowledge to actually encouragegraphic designersto design something
novel [SE I-I]. In this casetechnical knowledge is usedto predict chancesof success.

One software engineerdescribedhis frustration when working with a graphic designer
on a multimedia kiosk system.The graphic designerhad designedan interface that,
although aestheticallyimpressive,did not conform to the hardwarefeaturesof the
system, in particular it did not allow the software engineerto implement the interface
in an efficient manner.The issuecentredon the graphic designermoving some text
fractionally to allow the software engineerto better segmentthe screen,to implement
a grid structureof imagesand hot spotson an HTML page.
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it would never fit the designer's layout. The
"Now no matter what way we tried to cut the grid
Zý
solution required a level of precision which you just can't achieve- it just wasn't feasible"
[SE3-101

The graphic designerwas askedto amendhis design,so that the screencould be more
efficiently programmed but he refused, preferring instead to re-design the entire

interface aroundthe (now obvious) technical constraints.This according to the
software engineerwas an indication of the graphic designer'slack of technical
knowledge in the first instancefollowed by inflexibility [SE3-10].

Yet, this caseis not representativeof the sample.Graphic designersmay not have the
samelevel of technical knowledge as software engineers,and therefore cannot be
expectedto anticipate and managetechnical problemsto the sameextent, but there is
evidencethat they are increasingly awareof theseand other constraints.Indeed one
graphic designerdefined design as "one big constraint" [GD2-10] and listed size of
the job, complexity, the users/targetaudience,expertisewithin the group, the facilities
in the company,budget and time as factors which determinedhis approach.Further
evidenceof constraint awarenessamongstgraphic designersmay be found in
is
like
just
hate
is
"I
To
this
the
that
so
me
commentssUchas
way
everything
rigid.
[GD5-1]
and, more specifically on user constraints,
accountancy"
"I think it's the client is very important becauses/he at the end of the day controls what it is
...
that you are doing. If the client doesn't like somethingthen you are not going to use it. That
would be a major constraint"[GD5-3

Design is a balancing act whereby the constraintsof time, cost, functionality,
Design
"is
aesthetics
always trying to maintain the
and
are
managed.
structure
balance" and the objective is to produce "a quality product within resources"[GD 1-4].
This is a difficult task, "there is nothing which is key - there arejust so many parts
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that you have to pay attention to and make sure that they are all done correctly" [GD2-

13], and involves multiple design iterations. For example
"you can produce beautifully readablecode that is written in a simple way that makes it
readable,but it is clumsy during execution,on the other hand you can produce somethingthat
is really efficient yet incomprehensible. The importanceof balancing
C) the constraints is what
drives the elegancefor me" [SEI-51.

Balancing is also a strategy -a way of coping with or managing design. Here it has

beendiscussedas an action applied to constraints. Theseconstraintsmay be technical
or user imposed [GD5-5; GD3-10]. Interestingly two graphic designersspoke of
balancing different media as a marriage, [GD2-1 1; GD3-19] and the notion of
compromiseor trade off underlinesalmost all commentson this category.

The Web was given as an exampleof the needto balanceconstraints,in this instance
the balancebetweenaestheticsand functionality, betweenhaving a visually appealing
interface and the needto factor in download time [GD 1-4]. The ability to balance
constraintsis what setsout a good designerfor it is the challengeof balancing
constraintsthat fosterscreativity and inventiveness.A good designerrecognisesthat
the needto balanceconstraintswill meanthat compromisewill be necessaryand that
diluted
it
idea
become
"what
to
the
so
at
end
of
can
sometimes,
can start out as a great
make it beyond recognition" [GD I- 10]. This said, both disciplines recognisedthe
design
didn't
have
"if
in
bounding
the
constraints
you
problem value of constraints
you would be lost" [GD2-10].

The use of methods is a good example of how somethingcan simultaneously
facilitate and constraindesign. On the one hand a method provides a defined approach
to problem resolution, on the other it imposesrestrictions on the creative process.
How a method is seen,whether it is embracedas an aid to the design process,whether
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it is rejected as an intrusion upon creativity, or whether- as is more likely - it is
details
its
implementation.
depends
the
specific
with
ambivalence,
upon
of
viewed

These include the'fitof

the method to the design environmentshapedby the specifics

of the design problem but comprising its users (designers, users, clients, programmers
and significant others involved in delivering the design) and the wider design culture

within the organisation.

Organisationalculture - here defined as widely sharedbeliefs and values about design
factors
is
in
by
the
turn
the
structural
such
as
age
and
size
of
shaped
organisation and
by collective experiences.In Data-setA, the natureof the observedphenomenon
(multimedia design) and the geographiclocation in which that took place (Northern
Ireland) combinedto determineorganisationalcultures that were - in the main - at
least ambivalent towards methods.Evidence for this is found not only in comments
in
by
but
interviewees
the
observationsof the design processesoperating within
made
the organisationsand in particular in the lack of formalisation and documentationof
activities [eg. SE2-8/9/10].

Unsurprisingly, the smaller and younger the organisation,the less likely was it to have
adoptedformal approachesto design. Commentssuch as "haphazard"[SEI-18] and
"chaotic" [SE5-6] were used to describethe processesin someof theseorganisations.
However there was also recognition that "this was a bad thing" and that greater
formality was needed[SE5-6]. Exactly what form that formality should take was not
clear. A few software engineers talked about software engineering approaches such as

JSD and OMT; one mentioned the formal methodsapproachesof Z and BNF but none
elaboratedon how such approacheswere, or could be, applied to their particular
in-house
described
Others
approachwhere the problem
an
eclectic
environment.
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determinedthe approachto its solution. One companyhad adaptedan off the shelf
method (Yourdon's object oriented approach) for its own purposes by concentrating
on the essential stages of the development process [SE2-9]. In other cases the
requirements of a particular organisational wide quality programme or of the client

(specifying that a particular design method be used)determinedthe approach.Also
unsurprising was the finding that on the whole, software engineershad made more
efforts to apply methodsor were more desirousof such methodsbeing applied.
Graphic designers,with a few notable exceptions,were wary of methodsseeingthem
as primarily constraints.

5.6 An inductive model of software design
It is now possibleto surnmarisethe previous discussionin a Aiodel of software design.
This summary also draws upon data first presentedin ChapterTwo (2.6) and relatesto
researchquestionsone and two. Figure 7 presentsthe summary.
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Figure 7: An inductive model of Software Design
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5.6.1 The phenomenon

Software design consistsof three essentialand interrelatedelements- functionality,
structure and presentation.Broadly speaking,functionality is the 'what, structure is
the 'how' and presentationis the 'look and feel'. All three elementsdefine design and
all three are present in every design. Emphasis on a particular element will vary

within and betweendisciplines but over emphasison one elementto the exclusion of
the others will result in a poor design.Each elementis dependent,to a greateror
lesserextent, on the others. So for example,form follows function, and presentationis
determinedby structure and, in turn, by functionality. The existenceof theseelements
and their relationships,act as a constraint upon design and the designermust be able
to managethis. There is some evidencethat there is an increasingawarenessof the
importance of all three elementsand of the needto balancethese(and other)
constraints.Finally, it is suggested,that although the relative importance of each
elementand the relationships betweenthem will vary within and betweendisciplines,
differences are becoming lesspronounceddue to the "entropic" effect of designing in
24

a sharedenvironment

.

Each of theseelements- Function [F], Structure [S], and Presentation[P] is a
category, defined by its propertiesand their dimensionalvalues.Each discipline
placed different emphasison eachof thesecategories.Thus the property Emphasisin
design with an ordinal value of High oi- Loiv, for eachoccurrencein each category,

24This metaphorworks on two levels. Firstly, as a generalobservation(originating in experiments
with
mechanicaland thermal agenciesin thermodynamics)of the processwhereby one phenomenontakes
on the characteristicsof another as the result of interaction with it. Secondly, in the application of this
observation to information theory and Shannon's(1959) conceptof mutual information -a measureof
the information contained in one processabout anotherprocess
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across all possible relationships between the categories - (F <-> S; F <-> P; S <->P)
25
design
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Figure 8: Some attributes of software design

Where Function [is H] and or Structure [is H] and Presentation[is L] the design may
meet functional and technical requirements,it may be efficient and robust but may
lack the usability, interactivity, and engagementvital to a Multimedia design. On the
other hand where Presentation[is H], and Function [is L] and / or Structure [is Q the
design may be superficial, possessedof a good user interface but lacking the
necessaryfunctionality and structureto provide a satisfactoryuser experience.
Examplesof such scenarioswere found in the data in opinions expressedby both
disciplines, reportedin ChapterOne and elsewheredichotornisedas" inside out"
versus"outside in design" (Gallagher and Webb, 1997).Examplesmay also be found
in specific domainsor genres,such as in Multimedia gamesdesign (Mallon and
Webb, 2000).

Each element is a constraint upon the others and the designermust balancethese
like
it
look
how
be
But
and
may
achieved?
what
may
such
compromise
constraints.
Again evidencecan be.found in the data.A "good" design will balancefunctionality /
structure with presentation.The nature of this balanceis determinedby the nature of
the application and by the designeror designersinvolved. Equal attention paid to all

25(1(2)x I (2)x 1(2)=8 ).
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three elementsis unlikely and may even be undesirablein certain circumstances.An
individual designermay struggle with such compromisedue to the operation of a host
of intervening conditions including his or her education,training, job experience,
personality and motivation. In design teamsresponsibility for eachelement will be
divided amongstindividuals and groups. It then becomesthe task of the chief designer
or project leaderto managesuch compromises.Theseprocessesare directly linked (as
one form of interaction) to the design strategiesexplored earlier in this chapter.

Software design was also describedas a "problem solving" process.The problem
solving process is not easy. There is never one correct answer, rarely a quick fix and

seldom a clear, unambiguouspath to follow. Sometimesthe designerdoes not know
that the problem has been solved, or how it was solved, or even how a particular point
in the problem resolution processhas beenreached.The problem definition is seldom
fixed but subjectto frequent changeand much of what the designerdoes in solving
the problem can be interpretedas a reaction to this. A solution evolves through a
problem solving processcharacterisedby continuousrefinement, incremental
improvement and trial and error. It is difficult to delineatedesign'sscopeand
conflicting views were presentedon this.

There is someevidencethat an already complex processis becoming more so. This
relatesprimarily to the increasingfunctionality and richnessof the interface making
found
be
in the broader
difficult.
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abstractionand separationmore
delivering
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userson time and within budget and the generalmanagementof the processwithin
is
least
in
design
(at
Yet,
software
also
part) a problernfranzing
resourceconstraints.
processwhereby the designermanipulatesconstraints(including the essential
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elementsof function, structure and presentation)to frame or bound the problem. An
apparentanomaly betweendefinitions of design as a problem solving processand
descriptionsof that processsuggestingproblem framing is noted (and further
discussedin ChapterEight, 8.2).

5.6.2 Causal conditions

Design begins with the problem. The problem forms the basisof design and it is the
task of the designerto identify the problem, to understandit and to solve it. Users
play an important part in this processand in a user centredor participatory design
approachuserstoo may be problem-solvers.However the focus of this study was on
what (professional)designersdo. Here, the designproblem (expressedas what the
design must do) is distinguishedfrom other, attendant,problemsof the design process
such as technical, human and managerialproblems.

The problem originates with the user or customeror client. It was observedthat these
terms were usedwithout definition but that basedon this and previous researchthe
terms client or customerwere more appropriate. Unfortunately clients often don't
know what they want, even when they think they do they don't, or even when they do
know it may not be what they need,or they can't communicatetheir requirements,or
changetheir minds. The result is a problem that is ill defined, volatile, "fuzzy",
"woolly" and "complex".

A designeris motivated to undertakea design by intrinsic and extrinsic factors.
Intrinsic factors are generally positive and include such things as a personal interest in
the problem area,the challengeof solving a complex problem, the desire to satisfy
designer
in
design
be
innovative.
A
the
to
not through
may
engage
users,
opportunity
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consciousaction but through unconsciousor semiconsciousaction basedon some
integral element of the design process itself. This was observed and noted as the pull
of complexity, the pull of technology and the pull of aesthetics. Extrinsic factors tend

to be less positive and include the needfor work (either this designor a future design
that dependson its successfulcompletion) a follow on from previous work, re-design
or maintenance.

The.designerbrings to the design his or her own prejudicesand experiences.These
too will influence the problem and the meansof its resolution. Professional
experience,educationand training can act as facilitators or constraintsin the
developmentof a design solution (and thus are also intervening conditions) but they
also influence the designer'sperceptionof the problem and hi'sor her method of
solving it. As suchthey are important causalconditions that lead to "the occurrenceor
developmentof the problem". It is clear that designersdo not 'start with nothing' as
one interviewee put it.

5.6.3 Context
It is the proper-ties(and their dimensions)of causalconditions that are most important
in determining design context. Client requirementsare often ill defined and subjectto
frequent change,designersbring to the design a rangeof personaland professional
motivations and prejudices,communicationbetweendesignersand clients and
betweendesignersand designerscan be problematic. This createsa design context
that is uncertain,volatile and complex. It is difficult to scopea design,there is little
it
design
design
begins
The
to
the
and
when
ends.
outcome
agreementas when a
of
design
is
of
process controversial and evaluations
remain highly subjective. Technical
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complexity is increasingdue, in part, to the increasedfunctionality (richnessand
interaction) at the interface.

However a significant exception to this design context was observed.There are
occasions when the design context is well defined, stable and the technology is

understoodor at least under control. User requirementsare fixed, or at least fixed
earlier, changesare less frequent, and communication is better.This context is most
reflective of engineeringtype approachesto software design,for example 'back -end'
server design.The "contra" context is accountedfor by a different set of values
attachedto the (same)propertiespertaining to the (identified) causalconditions. This
dichotomy of contexts (and design approaches)suggestedthat complexity was a key
attribute in determining contexts,strategiesand outcomes.This is further explored in
the next chapter.

5.6.4 Strategies
Strategieswere classified as either action strategiesor interaction strategies.Action
strategiesare individual strategiestaken as a responseto managingdesign and are
manifestedas a seriesof action processes.Interaction strategiesare defined as "people
doing things togetheror with respectto one anotherin regardsto a phenomenonand
the action, talk and thought processesthat accompanythe doing of those things".
Interaction strategiesin the context of software design include communication,
negotiation, compromiseand collaboration. Also noted were the sequencesof actions,
of interactions,and of actions and interactionsand the impact of context in
determining which type of strategywas employedand when. This is further explored
in the next chapter.Finally, balancing was identified as a powerful (and explanatory)
design strategy.
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5.6.5 Intenening

conditions

Intervening conditions act to facilitate or constraindesign strategiestaken in a specific
its
between
between
They
and
come
strategy
and
consequences
context and
context.
a
strategy. Intervening conditions can explain why faced with a given context two
designers take very different strategies or why a given strategy is successful or

unsuccessful.For example a designermay be encouragedor dissuadedby factors
operating at the individual level (personality, education,experience,motivation,
influences) and at the organisationallevel (methods,managementstyle, culture etc).
Only a few (the most salient) of the many intervening conditions that act and interact
upon design were discussedin this study. Intervening conditions were identified
primarily as constraints(technical, financial, temporal, user, individual (including
personality, education,training, experience)and organisational(including in-house
culture and methodology)) but also as facilitators. In fact, constraintscan also
facilitate designby bounding the problem. Neverthelessdesignhas been defined as
constraint driven and balancing constraintsis a key design skill.

5.6.6 Consequences
A number of causeand effect relationshipshave beenidentified directly in the
transcripts.Many however are difficult to unravel, not least due to the operation of
intervening conditions. In the next chapterthe relationship betweencontext, strategy
and outcomesis examinedunder specific scenariosand a further analytical tool is
used to trace conditional paths within thesescenarios.
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5.7 Discussion

Strategies(action and interaction) produce certain outcomes(or consequences).
However the relationship is not simply linear but is interrupted by a set of conditions
(causal,contextual and intervening) that uniquely shapeboth the strategy and its
outcomes.In turn, strategiesand their outcomesbecomepart of the set of conditions
that interrupt future strategies.Thus software design may be seenas a processof
continuous adaptationto the enviroru-nent.Designsare adaptedto the context within
which they are enacted(they are largely constraintdriven) and are, by varying
degrees,adaptationsof previous designs

Design begins with a problem and the problem originates with the user but the design
comes from the designer.The designergeneratesa design from previous experience
and adaptsthat design in line with the constraintsof the existing problem
environment. Theseconstraintsoriginate in the problem 'space'but are also imposed
by the designer(or others) to frame or bound a problem. Whilst the detail of the
cognitive problem solving processwas not obvious from tapedinterviews it is clear
that designersevaluateconstraintsalong with design alternativesand that this activity
itself is subject to constraintssuch as missing or erroneousinformation about the
nature of a constraint. In addition constraints,like design goals, and user
requirements,are often open, ambiguousand only partially satisfied. Thus the
designermust balanceor trade off constraintsin order to achievea satisfactory
outcome.

Design adaptationof a previous design to meet a new context or of an existing design,
on the fly, to meet changesin context, is regardedas a key design skill since knowing
what to adaptand when is often a problem. The key appearsto be to have a strategy
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and method for adaptation that can be applied in different situations. "A successful
designer is going to be one who has a long and creative life who can diversify" [GD4-

I]. Overall, experienceddesignersdo this better than lessexperiencedones but the
dangersof designersbecoming too reliant on existing methodsand strategieswas
recognised.Finally adapting a design has consequences,direct and indirect, intended
and unintendedand thesetoo must be factored into decision making process.

Software design may be seenas a processof refinement in which detail is added
incrementally by generatingalternativesand making commitments.However the
process does not proceed in an even step manner but rather is quite erratic with

frequent stopsand starts,lurches forward and backwards,advancesand retreats.This
trial and error activity is in fact usually the result of a deliberatecommitment strategy
(although truly ad-hocbehaviour was suggestedby a small minority of descriptions).
Examplesof early commit, late commit, top down and bottom up strategieswere
observed.Previousexperiencemay encouragean early commitment or may
foreshadowa more cautious approach- by the samedesigner,within and across
design projects. However it was also observedthat individual designershad preferred
approachesand that sometimesthe approachwas incompatible with the context. The
next chapterexploresthe role of context in more depth, in particular through an
examination of the property of complexity.

5.8 Chapter conclusion
In this chapteran attempt hasbeenmadeto presentthe outcomesanalysesof two
in
both
(open
transparent
that
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and axial) a manner
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phasesof
coding procedure
been
here
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between
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necessaryand
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and critical.
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description and analysis. In this chapter greater emphasis has been given to laying out

the data as a foundation for further analysis in ChaptersSix and Seven.
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Chapter Six: Context in action - towards a theory of software design
"I don't rely on theory as such, insteadI rely on what works" [software engineer]

6.1 Introduction
A paradigm model of software design has beenpresented.But does this model work?
Can it identify and account for the critical categoriesand relationshipsthat detennine
the nature and outcomesof any design effort? Can it be usedto account for design
strategiesin specific contexts and to predict future strategiesbasedupon afforded
understandingsof such contexts? (questionsof internal validity, relevanceor fit). The
chapteris structuredfollowing the selectivecoding proceduresdiscussedin Chapter
Four (4.3.4). The story-line is set out, the core category is identified and further
developedin terms of its propertiesor sub-categoriesand its key relationships.A
theoretical framework is then presentedand further developedusing the Conditional
Matrix. Finally an.emergenttheory is laid out as a seriesof propositions.

6.2 The Story-line

The analysisof Data-setA resultedin the following "story" structuredaround
ResearchQuestionsOne and Two first posedin ChapterOne (1.2).
A software design is more than the sum of its parts. Functionality, Structure and
Presentation define a designbut it is the relationships betweenthesecategoriesand the
relative importanceplaced on eachby the two disciplines that is of greater interest. There is
someevidencethat, as a result of working together in designteams,software engineersand
gn
raphic designersare re-evaluatingthe significance of eachof thesecategoriesand the
relationshipsbetweenthem. For example,through a processdescribedas design entropy,
eachdiscipline is becoming more awareof the strengthsand contributions of the other and
each is learning skills normally associatedwith the other discipline. Thesecategoriesalso act
as constraints on the desi9n and needto be managedor balanced.
Software Design was describedas a problem solving process,one that is becoming
increasingly complex. However an apparentanomaly exist hereas many in vivo descriptions
of the processof designing software suggestproblernfraining rather than problem solving.
This anomaly is found also in discussionsof the design
t)
process- as described it is often linear
and progressive,as observedit is often non-linear and regressive.Discrepanciesbetweenwhat
software designerssay they do and what they actually have important implications for product
and processquality. (This is discussedin ChapterEight, 8.2.2)
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When desi-ninc,software designersemploy a rangeof strategies.Thesestrategiescan be
T `:,
it

is not the
categorised as action strategies and I or interaction strategies. Again however
individual strategies that are of most interest but the relationships
between
strategies within
a category and between strategies across categories. Thus, software design can be seen as a
sequence of actions (eg. abstraction 4 de-com position 4 refinement) of interactions (eg.
communication --> collaboration) and of actions and interactions (eg. prototyping). Such
relationships are not static but change within and between design projects and over time,
significantly adding to the complexity of the phenomenon. Action and interaction must be
balanced and balancing is itself an important design strategy. What works is likely to be
repeated and what doesn't will be discarded, or at least revised. The action strategy re-use was
given as an example of this.

To explain why a particular strategy is adoptedby an individual designeror why once adopted
it succeedsor fails, is discardedor re-used,we must understandthe influence of conditions
In fact it is possibleto characterisesoftware design entirely
attendantupon any design
effort.
Zý
as a logical and practical responseto such conditions. So, uncertainand volatile user
requirements lead to a complex designcontext, within which a high level of interaction
tý
occurs(identified as the predominantdesign
context). On the other hand, clear and stable user
requirements lead to a lesscomplex designcontext within which a high level of action (or a
low, or lower level of interaction) occurs(identified as the secondaryor contra context).
However theserelationshipsare not linear, nor simply causal,becauseof the impact of
inlet-veningconditions. In thesedesignscenarios,the motivation and personality of designer
and a host of other factors operatingat the individual and organisationallevel (including
influences and methods) interfere to facilitate or constrain the strategiesand their outcomes.
They also influence context and, in turn, future designefforts.
Yet it would be wrong to view software designsimply as a logical and rational responseto the
phenomenon(or more precisely to the prevailing context of that phenomenon).Sometimes
irrationally, or at least appear to do so becausetheir actions are
software designers
act
CP
contrary to what one may expect in the circumstances.Suchactivity was identified in
incidentscoded as the pulls of complexity, technology and aesthetics and may also be
viewed where responsedoesnot match designcontext. However researchersneedto be
careful in the interpretationof such behaviour (Lee, 1999).

6.3 Choosing and defining the core category

At this juncture of the analysis,Straussand Corbin (1990:121) recommendthe
identification of a core category.The "storyline" set out abovehas identified the
major categories plus significant sub-categories. Any one of these major categories

could be developedas a core category. Software design could be describedas a
constrain t-d riven processwherein strategiesare devisedand executedin a
is
design
because
Balancing
siinificant
context.
a
strategy
constraint-bounded
designersmust balancefunctionality, structure and presentation and other
constraints.
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A strong case can be made for complexity as the core category. User needs are
complex (uncertain and volatile), designer needs also, including design-intrinsic
pulls - and complexity itself is a pull. Each set of needs contribute to context

complexity, and in combination increasecontext complexity again. The design
context is complex and strategiescan be said to be managingor balancing this
complexity. Finally there is someevidencethat complexity is increasingand that it
remainsa major problem facing software designers.

Yet none of thesecategories-alone - is sufficient to describeand explain what is
going on when software designersdesign,or at least to accountfor the data on this
gatheredand analysedin this researchstudy. Balancing is powerful concept in
explaining the processof design but itself tells only half the story for it is insufficient
to addressthe responseto the phenomenonone must also addressthe phenomenon
itself, and the relationship betweenthe two. Similarly, complexity, though highly
descriptive and explanatory of the phenomenonstudied (and capableof subsumingthe
other major categoriesas sub-categories),doesnot tell the whole story. Rather it is
likely that only somecombination of two or more categorieswill be sufficient. This is
a problem for the researcheras Straussand Corbin (1990:121) caution that it is
unwise to seek to develop more than one core category in a single study.

The solution lay in the data.The storyline outlined abovehas pointed to the
importance of relationships betweencategories.Ag'ain any one of a number of
relationshipspresentedthemselvesas worthy of further analysis(user/designer needs
key
balancing).
However
context;
constraints;
one
context
constraints
relationship stood out context-complexity - action/ interaction. This relationship
overcomes a mai or shortcoming of having only one thematic Category (even
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complexity itself) as the core category.With the context complexity - action /
interaction relationship the phenomenonand responseto the phenomenonis
considered,the context which (in part) determinesdesign strategies(and within which
such strategiestake place) and the strategiesthemselves.This key relationship can be
illustrated using Strauss and Corbin's analogy of pain relief
Pain varies in intensity. When pain is at its most intensesomepain relief is needed.However
in order for the pain relief to be most effective at the point of greatestintensity it needsto be
administeredsometime before the pain reachesits most intense.If this is done, then there will
be somerelief from pain. If it is not then there will be none.There are a number of reasons
why pain relief may not occur. The patient may not be awareof his condition. The patient
may be awareof his condition but fail to take action in time. The patient may take an
inappropriateaction or choosenot to take any action. There are consequencesfor the patient in
eachof thesestrategies.By not taking pain relief or not taking it in time (therefore failing to
control the pain) the patient may experiencemuch greaterpain (intensity) the next time pain
occurs.(Straussand Corbin: 1990:110)

causaltransactionsidentified here are applied to the activity of software design as
,-The
follows
1. Context-complexity varies in intensity.

2. Responseto context-complexity must be timely to be effective.
3. Ineffective responsemay be due to (a) lack of awarenessof the phenomenon(b)
failure to take make a responseon time (c) making the wrong response(d) making
no response.
4. There are consequencesto eachof theseresponses,including impact upon future
responses.
5. To thesewe may add, responsesmay be explained by a set of conditions that
operateupon the phenomenonand the responseto the phenomenon.

Thus the key relationship context complexity -action /interaction becamethe core
category, or rather a constructed core category comprised of two related sub-

is
Corbin's
This
Strauss
and
earlier
with
categories.
approach consistent
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recommendation for singularity since the focus of analysis is the relationship between

two existing categoriesrather than the categoriesthemselves.Therefore only the
relationship is further developed and the properties of each category as they may

describeand explain that relationship, rather than both categoriesper se.

That said, before examining the relationship in greaterdetail, it is necessaryto further
examine eachsub-category.In particular the essentialdifferencesbetweencontext
complexity and software complexity must be set out and, although much has been
said about action and interaction in ChapterFive, this sub-categorytoo needsto be
developed,specifically as a responseto the phenomenonof context-complexity.

6.3.1 Context-complexity

(the phenomenon)

Complex (L. complexus, p.p. of complectere,COMPLECT), a. Composedof severalparts;
composite;complicated. n. A complicated whole; a collection; a complicated system....
Complexity, complexus (COMPLEX) (Oxford English Dictionary)
I

The word complex refers to an entity or phenomenon.This entity or phenomenonmay
be a product -a physical artifact such as an aeroplane(which is composedof many
thousandsof parts), it may be a problem ("a question proposedfor solution; a question
involving doubt or difficulty; a matter difficult to understand," wherein a solution is
"the resolution or act or processof solving a problem"), or it may be a process("a
courseor method of proceedingor doing, a natural seriesof continuous actions,
changesetc").
By this definition, an entity that is complex is not necessarilydifficult, at least not
be
both
intricate,
difficult.
(composite,
An
complex
cognitively
artefact may
consisting of many parts) and simple (not hard to understand).Model ship or aircraft
building is one (trivial) example. Yet, it is clear that when designerstalk about
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complexity they mean (cognitive) difficulty. One example is the common
juxtaposition of complexity and simplicity as design goals. Thus a good design is
"functional" yet "efficient", "complex" yet "elegant", "complex on the inside" yet

ccsimpleon the outside".

Brooks (1986) setsout a causalrelationship betweencomplexity and difficulty (and
its consequences).Software complexity leadsto difficulty of communication among
team memberswhich results in product flaws, cost overrunsand scheduledelays. It
leadsto the difficulty in enumerating,much less understanding,all the possible states
of the program and this results in program unreliability. Software complexity leadsto
difficulty of invoking function which makesthe program hard to use; difficulty of
extending programsto new functions without creating side effects and to unvisualised
statesthat constitute security trap doors. He goeson
"Not only technical problems,but managementproblems as well come from complexity. It
makesoverview hard, thus impeding conceptualintegrity. It makesit hard to find and control
all those loose ends. It createsthe tremendouslearning and understandingburden that makes
personnelturnover a disaster".(Brooks, 1986:1070)

In this thesis it is arguedthat software design is complex because(a) the software
is
in
(b)
the
product composedof many parts
problems or questionsposed the design
of software are difficult and (c) the processof solving theseproblems involves
continuous change.It is not necessaryfor all of theseconditions to be true in any
situation. Any one renderssoftware design complex. However, the combination of
conditions tends to increasecomplexity. Each of theseconditions will now be
considered.
(a) The software product is composedof many parts.
Brooks (1986) arguesthat complexity is inherent in the natureof software because
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"The essenceof a software entity is a constructof interlocking concepts[data sets,
relationshipsamong data items, algorithms and invocationsof functions). The essenceis
abstractin that such a conceptualconstruct is the sameunder many different representations.It
is neverthelesshighly preciseand richly detailed." (1986: 1069)
1

The number of conceptsor componentsin a software entity is causedby the fact that,
abovethe statementlevel, "no two parts are alike" (otherwise similar parts are
incorporatedinto a sub routine). Moreover, as the size of the soft-wareincreasesso too
does its complexity, but non linearly. Elsewhere,Belady observesthat soffivare
complexity is causedby "a staggeringnumber of components"(Randall, Ringland and
Wulf, 1994:419).

(b) The problems or questionsposedin the design of software are difficult
Brooks was concernedwith the early stagesof software design
"The part of software building I called the essenceis the mental crafting of the conceptual
I
construct;the part I called accident is the implementationprocess". (1995:209)

He is in no doubt which transformation is the most difficult
I believe the hard part of building software to be the specification, design and testing of this
tl
conceptualconstruct, not the labour of representingit and testing the fidelity of the
representation..The hardestpart of software is arriving at a completeand consistent
is in fact the debugging of a
specification, and much of the essenceof building a progr
am
g
specification". (1986: 1069)

Blum (1992) suggestswhy this is so. Abstraction is a difficult mental processdue the
limitations of the human information processor.There are few proven tools and
techniquesto support abstraction(ie to aid the formulation and communication of an
informal model of a real world need).The majority of software engineeringtools and
techniquesapply to the secondphaseof the transformation (the transformation of the
is
into
the
theory
science
code),
underlying
of
computer
specification
software
where
much stronger.
(c) The software design processinvolves continuouschange
Brooks observesthat
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"The software product is embeddedin a cultural matrix of applications, users,lans and
machinevehicles. Theseall changecontinuously, and their changesinexorably force change
upon the software product." (1986: 1070)

Lehman's laws of programming state that (1) A program undergoes continual change,

until it is replaced(2) An evolving program becomesincreasingly more complex,
unlessaction is taken (Lehman, 1980:1067-1068).Changeability according to Brooks
is an inherent property of the software artefact, an "irreducible essence"along with
lack of conformity, invisibility and complexity itself. All theseessentialproperties
contribute to software design'scomplexity. Lack of conformity introduces
arbitrariness- "complexity forced without rhyme or reasonby the many human
institutions and systemsto which interfacesmust conform". Changeability encourages
volatility - "software can be changedeasily - it is pure thought stuff,'infinitely
malleable" and invisibility makesrepresentationdifficult - software " remains
inherently unvisualisable" and doesnot "permit the mind to usesome of its most
powerful conceptualtools" (Brooks, 1986:1070).

In this thesis,it is arguedthat complexity in software design is causedby a specific set
of conditions (contextual, causaland intervening) that pertain at a given point in time
but which changeover time. Theseconditions determinedesign strategiesand their
outcomes.To be sure, many of these.conditions emanatefrom the nature of the
soffivare artefact itself but many do not. The role and impact of the designer's
personality, educationor professionalexperiencein the design processfor example is
not primarily determinedby the nature of the software artefact but by multiple
influences operating at the individual and organisationallevels. Thus the conceptof
context complexity is much broaderthan Brook's notion of software complexity. The
impact of the problem in shapingthe solution environment is recognisedbut so too
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.
surnmarisedin Table II
Research design

Unit of analysis

Unit of measurement

Outcomes (of observed
phenomenon)

Software complexity (Brooks)
Aristotlean notion of essence
and accidents used to categorize
major difficulties associated
with software design.
Concentration on four inherent
properties that form the
"irreducible essence of modern
software systems" - complexity,
changeability, invisibility and
conformity.
Software programs, more
specifically those essential
elements of software listed
above. The software design
process is evaluated only to the
extent that these elements affect
it.
Not clear. Suggests it can be
measured when he expresses the
essence as a fraction of the
software design task (1995: 2092 10) but does not indicate how
individual elements may be
measured. Refers to some
general work on measuring the
intellectual component of early
27
design task
.
Technical and managerial
problems caused by softivare
complexity.

Context-complexity
Phenomenoriological approach
used to generate concepts and
categories which are then
ordered using Strauss and
Corbin's (1990) framework.
Context is identified as key
variable determining strategies
and consequences. Complexity
is identified as a major category
explaini g the phenomenon.
The software design process is
evaluated as a transactional
system comprised of a series of
cause and effect relationships.
Software programs are
evaluated only as one element
of this.
The dimensional values of the
properties of the categories.
Each property is located on a
dimensional scale consisting of
nominal or ordinal values. The
dimensional value of the
properties is then used to
organise the data in terms of
similarities and differences.
Technical and managerial
problems caused by context
complex ty.

Table 11: A comparison of context-complexity and Brook's (1986) software complexity

Becauseof this distinction significant epistemologicaland methodologicaldifficulties
in identifying and measuringsoftware complexity are avoided. Rather the definition
of context-complexity is derived from the paradigm model and consistentwith earlier

26In fairness,Brooks doesaddresssomecontextual factors most notably he later cites (albeit
indirectly) Herzberg'swork on motivation (1995: 210) but theseare not the focus of his study.
C,
27He cites Fjelstadtand Hamlen's(1979) study of software maintenanceand Glassand Conger's(1992)
study of requirementsspecification both indicating a 80/20 intellectual / clerical split. Specific
I
measuresof software complexity are available (see Blum, 1986) but theseapply to the later stagesof
the design process.
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analysesusing that model. This permits identification and measurementof the key
variables using the dimensional values of the propertiesof eachcategory. Thus
Phenomenon: context complexity
Property
Number of parts
Level of difficulty
Frequency of change

Dimensional Range
many - few
difficult - not difficult
frequent - infrequent

Dimensional Value
many
diff icult
frequent

Theseproperties(and others) of context-complexity determinethe responseand as
the value of thesepropertieschangeso too doesthe response.

The definition and developmentof the conceptof context-complexity, and in
particular the attempt to distinguish betweenit and software complexity, and
including the discussionof a complexity threshold (6.7), should itself be placed in the
broadercontext of the general literature on complexity and complexity theory.
Software complexity is one aspectof computationalcomplexity, which according to
Hartmanis (1989:102) is "one of the central and most active researchareasof
computer science".The approachto context complexity in this thesis can be seenas
one instanceof the progressivedevelopmentand application of computational
complexity theory to other fields, including management(seefor example, Elliot
(1991) or Stacey(2000)).

6.3.2 Action and/ or Interaction (as response to the phenomenon)
Complexity may be best understoodby referenceto the phenomenonand the response
taken to the phenomenon.Simon and Newell's (1972) laws of qualitative structure
statethat the structureof the task environment determinesthe possible structuresof
the problem spaceand the structureof the problem spacedeterminesthe possible
strategiesfor problem solving. Moreover Simon (1973) notesthat problem spacesare
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subject to constantchangedue to changesin the task environmentand changesin the
problem-solver's representationof the task environment.As problem spaceschange
so too do strategies.Therefore the design problem will (to a greateror lesserextent)
determinethe response.

But what determinesthe individual designer'sresponseto context-complexity? Why
do some designersmake an appropriateresponseand others not? Why is the response
sometimestoo late? Why do somedesignerstake no action? Why is contextcomplexity more of a problem in someprojects than in others?Why do two designers
take radically different approachesto the sameproblem? Why does the samestrategy
applied in the sameor similar environment produceradically different results?The
answersare again found in the context.

The nature of the problem will have a significant influence on the nature of the
solution and of the solution process(Simon and Newell, 1972)but individual
designerswill view a problem through "their own set of ontological glasses"
(Wernick and Winder, 1994),they eachwill have their own educationand
experiencesto call upon. Each will be further facilitated or constrainedby structural
conditions operating at the sub-organisationalor organisationallevel such as
methodology, budget and time. All thesefactors, and others,determine a designer's
responseto context-complexity. Moreover an individual's responsewill changeover
time as structural or personal conditions change.It is observedfor example that
responseis modified with experience.Whereasan inexperienceddesigner will rely
more on intuition and cognitive ability, a mature designer,as cognitive abilities wane,
will rely more upon knowledge of whdt works and what doesn't.
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For Marr (1982) perception consistsof vision (what we see)plus representation(how
we describeformally, what we see).In this combined sensethen, complexity is a
have
designer
individuals
different
the
will
unique creation of
perceptionsof
complexity and no two designers will experience complexity in exactly the same way.

A designer'sexperienceof complexity is determinedby his or her perception of the
product, problem or processand will changeover time. Brooks (1995:24 1) for
example,observesthat "both the actual needand the user'sperception of that need
will changeas programsare built, testedand used", and Lehman (1980) also makesa
distinction betweenactual and perceivedcomplexity.

Where the designeris unawarethat complexity exists, he cannotproperly respond.
Where the designerdoes not fully understandthe complexity, he cannot properly
respond.Where the designerperceivescomplexity where none exists, or perceives
28
be
flawed
Where the
more complexity than actually exists, the responsewill
.
designerfails to identify or understandcomplexity -or overestimateshis or her ability
29.
be
flawed
A designermay over define the
to cope with complexity the responsewill
approachat the beginning and fail to retain necessaryflexibility as the design
proceeds.Alternatively if a designercommits too early, he may be unable to deal with
complexity as it unfurls. Sometimesthe designerwill be unawareof the complexity
but do OK, intuitively.

28Pure phenomenonologistsmay ar-ue that since everything is perception,there is no such thing as
actual complexity. To avoid this epistemologicalconundrum,where a designerreported complexity it
was recorded.Invariably, a distinction betweenperceivedand actual complexity was made, implicitly
or explicitly. This position is closer to Gordon (1989) the physical world is assumedto have an
existenceindependentof perception.
29According to software engineersthis was a problem for Graphic Designers,although this study found
limited evidenceto substantiatethis allegation
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The strategies used to manage complexity are -by and large - those used to design.
That is, there appears to be no qualitative differences in responses to complexity and
in general design strategies. Responses to complexity include decomposition,

refinement, iteration, trail and error, re-use. Generic responsesinclude early
commit, late commit, postponement and avoidance strategies. A specific response

is to hide it. Overall there appearedto be no silver bullet, rather a resolve to work
harder and therefore a quantitative rather than a qualitative difference in approach.
This analysis is corroboratedby Data-setB (ChapterSeven).

Different responseswill result in different consequences.For example we would
expect the responseto high intensity complexity to differ from that to complexity of
lower intensity. Strategiesfor dealing with complexity may differ dependingupon
how long the complexity lasts (duration). The consequencesof strategieswill differ
dependingupon the degreeof successof eachstrategy(full or partial) and the length
of time (duration) the strategyworks. Complexity also makesprediction of outcomes
much more difficult. One consequenceof strategiesto managecomplexity can be
increasedcomplexity (since the outcome of one strategybecomespart of the
conditions impacting future strategies).

Intervening conditions come betweena design strategyand its outcomes.They also
influence the design context. This influence may be benign, the context is madeeasier
(less complex) and design strategiesare facilitated. An individual designer faced with
vague, uncertain or volatile user requirementsmay employ education,training or
experience(or a particular combination thereoOto minimise or reduceprocesschange
and problem difficulty. On the other hand, the influence may be malign, the context is
made more complex and design strategiesare constrained.Thus the designerwho has
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inadequateor inappropriateeducation/skills/experiencemay exacerbatecontext
complexity by adding to problem difficulty or increasingprocesschange.

For each sub-category- context complexity and action/interaction - it is possibleto
set out the propertiesand dimensionalrangeof each,and to speculateon the
interaction as phenomenonand responseto phenomenonrespectively.A selection of
properties and dimensional values is set out in Figure 8 below

Context complexity (phenomenon)--action / interaction (response to the phenomenon)
PropertV

Dimensional value (and of response)

Amount or level
Intensity
Duration
Rate (of increase)

High
High
Long
High

low
(enough
/
not enough)
I
low
(high
enough / not high enough)
(Long
/
long
short
not
enough
enough)
C,
0
low
(Fast
/
fast
enough
not
enough)
-

With the possible values for eachcombination of relationshipsrepresentedas
High Low

High High

Low Low

Low High

Figure 8: Some Properties and Values of the core category

Complexity always elicits a response.A decision to do nothing is still a response.The
responsemay be intended(a consciousstrategyto tackle the complexity) or
unintended(such as when anotherstrategypursuedfor someother purpose indirectly
kesponses
the
too can be measuredin terms of their aniount,
addresses complexity).
intensity, dut-ationand i-ate and variations in strategiesmay be explained by variations
in the valuesof theseattributes.The dimensionalvalues of the properties of the
response may not correspond to the dimensional values of the properties of the event
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intense
be
low
is
For
the
that
complexity
may
met
a
example,
with
causing
response.
intensity response,complexity of long duration may be met with a responseof short
duration (a possiblequick fix).

This approachdoesnot suggestthat a given value of a property of one category must
trigger a given value of a property in anothercategorybut rather that non
correspondencecan, and does,lead to designproblems.Even then however,
consistentwith earlier analysis,we must be wary of valuejudging real or apparent
mismatches.It may well be for example that a low intensity responseto a high
intensity phenomenonis entirely reasonableand appropriateto the circumstances(for
it
example may be resourceconstrained).

The software design context is not uniformly complex. Context-complexity is not
experiencedconsistentlywithin or acrossdisciplines or enviroments. Rather context
complexity will vary dependingon the particular set of causalfactors and intervening
conditions in operation at a particular time. Therefore the study of context-complexity
is the study of the properties and values of the phenomenonand of the responseto the
fact,
be
In
comparatively.
may
singularly,
collectively
and
most
gained
phenomenon,
by concentratingon those occasionswhere there is a clear mismatch betweenthe
in
(as
the
the
of
nature of complexity and
nature
response measured the dimensional
values of the propertiesof each).

6.4 The theoretical framework

Each design strategyconsistsof action and interaction. In every strategy there is some
(for
interaction
(at
self-reflection)
and
of
action
of
minimum,
some
element
element
is
defined
by
A
therefore
talking
thinking).
a set of actions and
strategy
example,
or
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interactionsdirected at solving the design problem. But eachstrategyconsistsof
be
interaction
in
Some
unequal
strategies
will
primarily action
measure.
action and

basedwhereasothers will be primarily interaction based.For example,the action
strategiesof drawing, flowcharting and prototyping also serveimportant interaction
(communication) functions. The relative importanceof action and interaction in a
both
is
determined
by
designer
In
a
strategy
context.
practice
will
use
action and
given
interaction strategiesin eachdesign effort - and move quickly and seamlesslybetween
them as context changes.Therefore software design can be seenas a seriesof actions
between
interactions
frequent
but
iterations
the two. Figure 9
and
with
subtle
identifies the four theoretical design scenarioscreatedthrough thejuxtaposition of
interaction).
(level
(level
and
complexity
of
complexity)
action/interaction
contextof

Level of Context Complexity

Level of Interaction
Figure 9: The Theoretical Framework

6.4.1 The low context-complexity -low interaction context
Where the context is less complex, strategieswill require less interaction. One
defined
is
is
in
the
this
and
where
clearly
problem
puzzle solving
extreme exampleof
the puzzle-solvercan solve the puzzle with a minimum amount of interaction. Some
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interaction in the form of self-reflection may occur but there is no recourseto
interaction beyond the limited problem domain30 In fact in puzzle solving the
.
problem provides considerableguidanceas to the solution. Another example, from the
field of Management,is the calculation of Economic Order Quantities (EOQs) in
inventory control. Here, the problem is to balance inventory against cost using a

mathematicalformula in which all the variables are known and their values assigned
31

or deduced.

In software design such a context can be observedin traditional software engineering
problems, normally associatedwith the 'back-endof the application where problems
of algorithms, coding and testing are usually well defined. In'black box' design the
designerseeksto specify a set of pre conditions, a set of post conditions and the
transformationsnecessaryto turn one into the other.
I have a black box model of design; if I have a requirementfor a piece of design then I will
put in the elementsthat I know will enablea designerto make the design.Then they do what
they needto do to producethe designand they hand it back to me in a suitable format. That is
all I needto know, and it is all that I want to know" [SE4-5]
" If its the backend- the server constraint -I would hand you a set of preconditions and postconditions; a set of white box testsand black box tests. That would be given to the codersand
they would be told to go and code a solution in JAVA that meetsthis functional requirement
that passesthose setsof tests. I or someoneelse will producethat design and you or someone
else will go off and deliver that design."[SE')-6]

At the front end of the application - the user interface- this context is much less likely
due to the necessaryinvolvement of users(and thereforereliance on extensive and
intensive interaction). Converting a product catalogueto a Web site, where the
structure and content of the printed catalogueis to be maintainedis one example.
I meana lot of designersare simply "OK lets turn the handle and we've got the design...... if
to put on the Web - that's the spec" [SE2-4]
you have C,
of
material
you
wanted
got 800 pages
D
30Note that in this scenariothe problem solver is deemedto be the sole problem solver and no
interaction with other problem solvers takes place.
3'
The appropriateformula is SQRT of 2 ZC I/ cC where Z is total annual usage,CI is cost of placing
an order, c is unit cost of the item and C is carrying cost rate per year.
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The first design context can be stated
Level of context complexity (low) --> level of interaction (low)
It is important
complex)

to recognise however that even where the context is stable (less

iteration and refinement

still goes on

" sometimesthe server designwill be fixed beforehand,sometimesthe ftont-end design will be
fixed beforehand(but) usually there will be severaliterations of refinement" [SE3-3]
high
interaction
-

6.4.2 The high context-complexity

context

Where the context is complex a high degree of interaction
bound the problem. This interaction
communication

and collaboration

defined and shifting requirements
to the client. Interaction

is necessary to frame or

is with clients and other designers and involves
is to clarify
the
of
which
purpose
primary
-

and to deliver a design that is sufficiently

between designers is also important,

ill-

satisfying

for example, to define

Prototypes
tasks,
or
obtain
resources.
negotiateroles and responsibilities
and agree
increases
design
interaction.
Interaction
important
the
this
to
of
also
materials
with
are
with increasesin complexity as the designertries to understand,and reflects upon, the
design context. This context was the most frequently observeddesign context and can
be statedas
Level of context complexity (high) --> Level of interaction (high)

6.4.3 The high context-complexity - low interaction context and the low contextcomplexity - high interaction context
The previous strategiesare compatible with context. That is given a complex context
based
interaction
find
that
to
on
and where the
are
primarily
strategies
we may expect
find
is
less
to
strategiesthat are primarily action
we
may
expect
complex
context
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based.However, thejuxtaposition of context and strategiesthrows up two other
scenariosthat are less expectedand more difficult to accountfor. Theseare
Level of context-complexity (high) -- level of interaction (low)
Level of context-complexity (low) -- level of interaction (high)

Here the prevailing context is not met with an appropriate,or expected,response.
Strategiesthat are predominantly action basedare pursuedin contexts that are
complex. Strategiesthat are predominantly interaction basedare pursued in contexts
that are less complex. What causestheseanomalies?The answercan be again found
in the context, this time in the form of intervening conditions.

In both scenariosthe designeris using an inappropriatestrategyto deal with the
design context. Possibly becausethey have failed sufficiently to understandthe
problem or having recognisedit, are unableto implement an appropriatestrategy
problem - due perhapsto inadequateeducation,training and experience,possibly
becausethe designeris hide bound by the in-housedesign culture, environment or
methodology. Another possibility, basedon observationsmadein Chapter Five, is that
the designeris "locked in" to an approachor way of thinking about the design by the
design itself - through the pulls of complexity, technology or aesthetics.

Users may force the response.Many designerspraisedprototypesand storyboardsbut
others usedthem reluctantly or avoided them altogether.It may be that in a given
design effort users' enthusiasmor client expectationfor such devicesforces a level of
interaction inappropriateto the level of context-complexity. A high level of
interaction is not always a good thing. Where it is inappropriateto the design context
and peripheral or unnecessaryto the design outcomes,it is wasteful of limited
resources.Indeedit may be that too much interaction may result in an inferior design,
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"It's bad communication if every time you do somethingmore and show it to the
had
in
it
is
they
they
tell
really
what
mind" [SE5-2].
client
you
not

One explanationmay be found in process.The design context changes- becomes
more or less complex - and the responsehas yet to catch up. Such delays can be fatal.
If the responseto a changing context is not madein good time - even to the extent of
anticipating further increasesor decreasesin context complexity - the outcomesmay
be unsuccessful.Moreover this may impact future responsesto continuing or
intennittent changesin context-complexity. Of course,even where the responseis
timely and successful,context-complexity will be modified and future strategies
changedaccordingly.

Breakdownsin communicationmay be identified betweendesignersand the materials
of design, betweendesignersand usersand betweendesignersand designers.Such
events are also noted in the literature (seefor example,Guindon, Krasner and Curtis,
1990). Another possibility is an exponential increasein context-complexity such that
existing strategiesdo not work, and can't be calibratedto meetthe new demands.
Both thesepossibilities are further discussedlater in the chapter.It is conditions that
account for this mismatch betweencontext and strategyand potentially any
intervening condition or combination thereof may be culpable. The nature of these
breakdown contextsis further explored, through the literature, in Chapter Eight
(8.3.3).

Table 12 surnmarisesthe key categoriesand relationshipsfor eachscenario
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Scenario/context

Context

I lolv/low

Non complex

Causes
Stable and simple
user requirements

2 high/high

3 high/low

4 low/high

complex

Uncertain,

Complex

volatile and
complex user
requirements
As in Scenario 2

Non complex

As in Scenario I

Strategies
Predominantly
action based
Predominantly
interaction based

Predominantly
(but erroneously)
action based
Predominantly
(but erroneously)
interaction based

Consequences
"Fit" between
context and
strategy
"Fit" between
context and
strategy
"Lack of fit"
between context
and strategy
"Lack of fit"
between context
and strategy

Table 12: A summary of the design contexts

In such analysiswe are also concernedwith global processor change.That is change
within eachscenariosis of interest- due to prevailing conditions - but also movement
acrossscenarios.For example the processthrough which a Low/ Low scenario
becomesa High / Low scenario,examining all conditions (causal,intervening and
contextual) that occasiona changein stateof the phenomenonand / in the responseto
the phenomenon.This may be particularly valuable in directing interventions for
improvement. Finally it may be fruitful to examinevalues and relationships in
combination since it may not be individual mismatchesthat are crucial but a pattern or
profile of such mismatchesover time and space.

6.5 Developing the theoretical framework using the Conditional Matrix
Straussand Corbin (1990:158-159)describethe conditional matrix as "a framework
that surnmarisesand integrates" [the previous analysis], as an "explanatory
framework" that represents"the highest level of analysisthat is possible with the
[groundedtheory] method". It is appropriatethen that this analytical tool - first
introduced in ChapterThree and operationalizedin ChapterFour - is used here to
give depth and specifity to the theoretical framework. This discussionincludes a
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levels
the
outer
of the matrix, and of processor change,
at
considerationof conditions
and is developedprimarily through use of a specific analytical technique- the tracing
of conditional paths.

As well as its integrative and summarisingroles, the conditional matrix performs two
other important functions. Firstly it facilitates the considerationof a wider rangeof
conditions, those at the outer levels or periphery of the main study that nevertheless
impact the analysisand its conclusions.In this thesis the focus of inquiry has beenat
the inner levels of the matrix - on action and interaction- and conditions have been
consideredprimarily as they impact directly upon theselevels. That is, although some
conditions at the individual and organisationallevels have beendiscussedthey have
not beenconsideredin relation to conditions found beyond the organisational level.
This is important since as Straussand Corbin (1990:161-162)point out "conditions at
"regardless
level
levels
have
to
the
any
study"
and
of
within which a
all
relevance
phenomenonis located, it will stand in conditional relationship to levels above and
below it, as well as within the level itself'.

Secondly,the conditional matrix facilitates the more explicit considerationof process
or changeor movementin the data.Again somesuch considerationshave already
beengiven - in discussionsof action and interaction, and of conditions, and of the
for
is
between
This
the
a
significant
challenge
categories.
relationships within and
researchergiven the volatility of many conditions that attend a study of any size.

Figure 10, on the next page,setsout a Conditional Matrix for Software Design.
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Education, Training,
Experience, Personality
Intrinsic & Extrinsic
Motivations, Cultural
Influences, Conscious and
unconscious design

Age & size of
organisation
Organsiational
knowledge
Design culture
and technical
environment
Methodologies

Group &
Organisa
Level
Individual Level

Interaction

Action

Self reflection
Communication
Negotiation
Compromise
Collaboration
Action/interaction processes

Figure 10: A Conditional

Matrix

Doodling, Sketching,
Drawing,
Dia gramming,
'
Flowcharting,
Abstraction &
Separation,Decomposition,
Refinement,
Prototyping; Re-use
and Pragmatism

for Soffivare Design
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As pointed out in ChapterThree (3.6), it is feasibleto trace only a few conditional
paths. Thesecan be immediately limited to thosewithin eachof the four design
scenarios.But there are multiple paths in eachand somefurther qualification is
necessary.Sinceany conditional path should be both relevant and interesting (Strauss
and Corbin, 1990:167), it is necessaryto examinethe conditional paths in one
scenarioonly - the high complexity - low interaction context (scenario3). Here
there is a clear mismatch betweencontext and strategyor more precisely betweenthe
prevailing dimensional values of the propertiesof context complexity and the
prevailing dimensional value of the propertiesof action and interaction in responseto
that complexity.

32

For this scenario,the conditional path will be traced using a detailed description of a
Multimedia developmentproject given by two software engineers.This is presented
first as a narrative then the project is analysedusing the conditional matrix at the
following levels- action/interaction; individual, sub-organisational,organisational,
supra-organisational.The objective is to trace a conditional path from a specific
incident or set of incidents, examining those conditions that shapeit, and it them,
directly linking conditions and consequenceswith action/interaction(Straussand
Corbin, 1990:166).

6.5.1 Mini Case study of a multimedia

development project

This casestudy was constructedfrom three separateinterviews with two key
participants in the developmentproject. One was the principal or lead software
developer,the other the project manager.Unfortunately it was not possible to
32Scenario4, the Low context complexity high interaction context was weakly supported in the data
(SeeChapter Four, 4.3.3) and was not developedthrough the tracing of a conditional path.
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interview any of the graphic designers involved in the project. However the project
manager, himself from a software engineering background, purported to speak on

behalf of all participants and in doing so frequently and strongly setsout what he
believesto be this position.
6.5.1.1 Case study narrative
Project X was a Multimedia Kiosk designedby a team of up to twenty, including content and
audio-visual, a core developmentteam of five designers,three of whom were software
engineers. The graphics and programming elementswere split betweentwo organisations,
Zý
with developmentcarried out at separatesites. One of theseorganisations
was also the
customer.The project consistedof twelve man months of effort of which approximately fifty
percentwas programming and fifty percentwas graphic designand content production. An
in-housemethodology was developedand applied during the project. The main development
tools were C++ and MacromediaDirector.
The project was driven by software engineersin the customerorg-anisation.The Project
Manager(a software engineer)initially proposedthat the work be divided along strictly
functional lines, with one organisation(his) doing all the coding and the other organisation
doing all the graphics.This was rejectedby the graphic designers.What happenedwas that the
software engineersin organisationX developeda prototype then passedit over to the graphic
designersin organisationY who developedthe graphicsand passedit back for further coding.
So in practice there was somecross over in programming and graphics.
The geographicalseparationwithin the designteam inevitably brought problems in
communication.Software engineersand graphic designersmet "about once a week", for a
"couple of hours" but
"Having the graphic designersat [Company YJ and the rest of us at [Company X]
was a nightmare.Things were being passedback and forth and we didn't even have a
network to aid communication.At leastbeina in the sameroom would have allowed
us to talk and argueabout things there and then. As it was we had to postponethe
argumentor try to talk about it over the phone,which is very hard to do and so the
phonewas usedvery rarely" [software engineer]
"the prototype would come back totally messedup after the graphic designerhad
done his bit. This then involved re-doing a lot of work" [project manager]
I
1ý
Despite,but also becauseof, this communicationsbarrier, a number of stepswere taken to
managethe interface betweenthe two disciplines. After approximately six weeks "where we
were running into consistentdisa-reementsand difficulties" a modusoperandi was established
through a combination of formal and informal procedures,to "minimise" the communications
,
issue.For example, following an initial brainstorming sessiona specification (prototype) was
drawn up which also clarified the respectiveroles, this tolerated somechangesto modules
designedby software engineersbut only within agreedlimits. An object oriented type
by the software engineers,
t,
t)
t,
approachto design
encapsulatedin referencesto "a grey-box
approach" facilitated communication and control. Thus software engineerswere able to
develop prototypes at a higher level of abstraction" the interfaceand content [were] just grey
boxes,rectangleswith text on them to tell you what function they are to perform" and the
graphic designerswere able to "drop in the real graphics" later.
There is plenty of evidencethat such stepsand otherswere successful.The collaboration
producedan end product, on time that was generallywell received.Evidence of successful
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collaborationspenneatesthe transcripts.Compromiseswere reachedon the use of fonts
(postscript and bit mappedrather than true type), on anti-aliasing text (on the main menu but
not on subsequentmenus),and on the use of thumbnail graphics (avoided with menu buttons
becauseit restricted modifications). The project manager(also a software engineer) down
played any problems- perhapsnot surprisingly
"Bob had someexcellent ideaswhich were worked upon grudgingly by the graphics
designers.Likewise the graphic designershad someexcellent ideaswhich won the
respectof the software engineerson the project" [project manager]
Yet there is also plenty of evidenceof problemsunresolvedand of broader,underlying issues
betweenthe two disciplines. Different values and priorities held by eachdiscipline were
reflected in different objectivesthat continuedto undermineunity of purpose.The software
engineerswanted to build a robust systemthat was easily modified. The graphic designers
were motivated by a desireto build an up market but essentiallyone off kiosk. Each had very
different views on the relative contribution of eachdiscipline (earlier dichotomised as graphics
led versusfunctionality led, outside in versusinside out) and on quality "software engineering
wants to define quality (metrics, definitions, quality assurance),whereasto a graphic designer
quality is more intuitive ....[software engineer].

6.6.1.2 Case Study Analysis
It is clear that communication (or the lack or it) was a major problem in this project.
How and why did this breakdownoccur? The narrative highlights somemajor
concernsand suggestsothers, sometimesimplicitly, that require further analysis.At
this juncture the Conditional Matrix is employedto develop the identified causal
in
relationships terms of thoseconditions operatingat progressivelymore distant
levels to the incident but which uniquely shapeit.
ActiorVInteraction level
The failure to co-locate the design team is obviously a major issueand needsto be
for
directly
interviewee
decision
Whilst
this
we may
accounted
explained.
neither
from
case
other data obtainedacrossall three
neverthelessassemblea plausible
transcripts. It is clear that both organisationswere not equal partnersin the venture.
Rather one organisation(Company X) was also the customer,commissioning and
developing the product but in effect sub-contractingout the graphicselementsto the
other organisation(Company Y). Other parties to the design team were also
geographically dispersed- audio visual and content - but with much less impact on
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processand product outcomes.None of the key developerswere involved with the
project full time and the project was quasi commercial in that it was not being
developedfor a third party customerand had no budgetas such.The project did
however have a tight time-scale (6 months) with "limited time to plan and organisein
advance" [project manager]. It is also clear that key players, including the project

managerhad limited experienceof such projects. Thesefactors may explain the
absenceof co-location but was the absenceof co-location the critical causeof the
design breakdown?

Firstly it is instructive to examineagain the interventionsmadeto addressthis
situation. Up until around six weeks into the project no effective communication
betweenthe organisationsand betweensoftware engineersand graphic designers
existed. There were "consistent disagreementand difficulties". Then the principal
software engineercameup with "a set of guidelinesby which the programmersand
graphic designerscould operate".This was "a real positive input" and "imposed a
degreeof logic". In practice the implementation.of theseguidelines establisheda
communications"pipeline" betweenthe two disciplines. This was subsequently
exploited to deliver the "grey box" design approachthat further regulatedthe roles
and responsibilities of eachdiscipline but particularly constrainedthe scopeof graphic
designers.Thesesteps,as pointed out in the narrative, met with some success,a
working relationship was established,compromiseswere reachedand the product was
intervening
be
between
But
to
these
time.
on
conditions
can
seen
come
produced
intervention strategiesand their consequences,sometimesfacilitating, mostly
here
in
interaction.
Since
interested
intended
the causeor
we
are
subverting
action and
causesof the design breakdown,we will concentrateon those conditions that
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discussed
here
individual,
These
the
at
sub-organisational,
outcomes.
are
constrained
Matrix.
levels
Conditional
the
of
organisational and supra-organisation

Individual level
At this level we begin to examinethe operationof someof the myriad influences that
determinedesign context and therefore strategy.Earlier an overall lack of experience
individual
level
One
At
this
the
significant.
was
programmer
was commentedupon.
had never useda key developmenttool (Macromind Director) before, others had only
been using it for about six months.The narrative points out that eachdiscipline had its
incompatible.
beliefs
Thesecan
these
that
values
and
were
often
own objectives,
and
be traced back to very different educationand careerexperiences.The principal
software developeridentified this influence when he said
"If you do engineeringor programming then someonewill teachyou design and they will use
the changinga wheel of a car, which isn't a very creative exampleto illustrate this. It's a very
functional example. Whereasif someonegoesto art college then their example will be the
designof somesort of painting, which is a creative example but not very functional".

Therefore whilst the absenceof co-location of the design team may have precipitated
did
it
it
is
design
breakdown,
this
occur,
and whilst
was reasonablymanagedwhen
a
clear that deeper,structural psychological and sociological influences were at work at
the level of the individual designer,causingand perpetuatingthe communication
intervention
between
disciplines
transcending
the
strategies.
and
problem

)
Sub -organisational level (P-Loul?

Aside from the geographicaldispersalof the design team, it lacked appropriate
leadership,systemsand methods.The project managerwas a software engineerwith
had
fact
"The
Multimedia.
that
that
this
team
was
a new
no previous experienceof
had
leaming
before
that
together
curve to cope with" and
we
a
meant
never worked
"the main tool that we lacked was the facility for networking betweenthe two groups
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becauseat any one time there could have beenthree versionsof a section" [project
manager].Communication difficulties arising at the individual level, manifested
themselvesat this level, and in turn often reinforced individual prejudices. Whilst
there is someevidenceof mutual understandingand appreciationbetweenthe
disciplines, the fact that the entire project designmethodologywas software
engineeringand functionality led relegatedgraphic design to a secondaryrole. The
graphic designerdid not for example,becomeinvolved until after the initial
brainstorming sessionwhich determinedthe specification and thereafterwere limited
to building a front end to an engineeringback end.

Organisational

level

Discussion at this level is limited both by the lack of direct data and by the needto
concealthe identity of the two organisations.Sufficient to point out however that the
age and size of the organisationsreflect an unequalalliance and that neither
organisationhad had significant experienceof multimedia product development.
Moreover the double role of organisationX as developerand user createda complex
it
design
uncertain
and
environment since was never clear who the end userswere and
what they expected.

Supra-org,anisational

At this level we consider those external factors which are most remote to action and
interaction but which neverthelessinfluence them through successivelayers of the
design matrix. Thesefactors include for examplethe systemsof educationand
professionaltraining that are in place for eachdiscipline and that crucially impact
individual and collective effort in design. Whilst referencesto this level of influence
for
in
for
do
few,
this
the
area
they
greatercommon purpose
need
agreeon
were
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example on the needfor a sharedlanguage,and a methodology that harnessesthe
best of both disciplines.

6.5.1.3 A re-evaluation of the theoretical framework

The analysis of this mini caseproject using the conditional matrix has also identified a
framework.
issues
In particular the
that
to
the
theoretical
a
number of
require return
nature of the relationship betweencontext-complexity and action and interaction must
be re-examined
1. It is not absolutelevels of context-complexity or interaction that are important
but the level of context-complexity i-elativeto the level of interaction. In this case
study the project could not be describedas significantly complex (it was at most a
medium sized project, there was no third party user,the specification was
determinedearly on by the software engineersand rigidly adheredto, with a few
exceptions,throughout). However the level of interaction was low relative to the
context-complexity (there was no co-location of the design team and even after
stepswere taken to facilitate communicationthe level of interaction remained
poor). Thus the level of interaction was incommensuratewith the level of contextcomplexity and design breakdownsoccurred.
2. A consequenceof taking stepsto improve interaction that are successfulis to
is
level
The
A
the
change
symmetrical.
of
context-complexity.
relationship
reduce
in statein one sub-categorywill lead to a changein statein the other sub-category.
However in practice thesechangesare often asymmetrical,not immediate and
introduction
In
be
hard
the
the
to
of an agreed
case
project
quantify.
mini
may
specification and the establishmentof a communicationpipeline reduced context(for
different
in
turn
strategies
a
set
of
management
required
complexity which
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develop
than
to
to
of
communication
rather
example maintain exiting channels
new ones).This observationreflects the transactionalnatureof the phenomenon
under study.

6.6 The emergent theory as a series of propositions

1. Complexity in software design can be defined and measured.
2. Complexity in software design can be measuredas the dimensional values of the
in
(and
design
time
thesewill
the
at
any
point
of
context
pertaining
properties
changeover time).
3. Software design is complex becausethe software product is composedof many
difficult
in
design
the
the
and
software
are
of
problems or questionsposed
parts,
the processof solving theseproblems involves continuouschange.
4. Complexity in software design is causedby the nature of software itself and by
(1986)
factors
(analogous
but
Brooks'
to
not
synonymous
with
contextual
other
essenceand accidents).
5. In theory there is a symmetrical relationship betweenlevel of complexity and
level of interaction - the greaterthe level of complexity, the greaterthe level of
interaction.
6. In practice sometimesthis relationship doesnot hold. As the level of complexity
increasesthe level of interaction is static or declines(the balanceof action and
interaction presentin any design strategyshifts towards action or interaction does
in
keep
pacewith rises complexity).
not
7. The causesof such design 'breakdowns'are again found in the context, this time in
the form of intervening conditions. Any intervening condition may be culpable
design
level
be
found
the
matrix.
of
each
at
and may
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6.7 Discussion
But what causesincreasesin level of context-complexity?One hypothesisis that
software designersexperiencea complexity barrier or threshold,soonerand more
often than engineersin other engineeringdesigndisciplines. This causessoftware
designersto extrapolatebeyond their technical knowledge,to work beyond their level
of expertiseand results in poor quality systems- systemsthat are over budget / late /
don't meet user requirements.(Randell, Ringland, and Wulf, 1994).Randell argues
that in software engineeringthere is a cumulative increasein innovation and
complexity across a series of successive projects to an extent not experienced in other

engineeringdisciplines, although this is not the casein the packagedindustry. He asks
do more software projects fail becauseof this than other engineeringapplications?
(Randell et al, 1994:420) Comparisonsare most often madewith civil engineering
design and bridge building continuesto be cited as both a metaphorand an exemplar
of software designpractice (seefor exampleVan Vilet, 1993).

According to this view, level of context complexity increaseswith size of project in a
linear direction until at somepoint (labelled the complexity barrier or threshold)
increasesin complexity becomeexponential to increasesin size. At this point the
level of integration (number of components),or the difficulty of problems
experiencedor the volatility of the environment (or somecombination thereof)
becomesuch that existing design strategiesprove inadequateor inappropriate.The
budget
is
design
deteriorates,
the
the
the
schedule
slips,
or
exceeded,or
or
quality of
its
intensity
Moreover,
three.
the
the
the
experienced
of
complexity
rate
all
of
and
increasemake current explanationsand future predictions more difficult.
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Intervening conditions are also at work. Theseinclude education"needsto be better,
longer, more settled"; process "need for people to work systematically design
methodologies "poor"; analysis "analytical aspects of SE not well understood";

standards"lack of real standardseven in well understoodareas".There are also
commercial / businesspressurespushing designersinto complexitY "over ambitious
goals" most notably feature and functionality battles betweenrival software producers
/ products (Randell el al, 1994:413-419)

Evidence of a complexity barrier or threshold can be found in the generalliterature.
Brooks (1986) refers explicitly to such an arrangement
"a scaling up of a software entity is not merely a repetition of the sameelementsin a larger
C,
size; it is necessarilyan increasein the number of different elements.In most cases,the
elementsinteract with eachother in somenon-linear fashion, and the complexity of the whole
increasesmuch more than linearly." (1986:183)

He statesthat "many of the classicalproblems of developing software products derive
from this essentialcomplexity and its nonlinear increaseswith size" (1986: 183). As
noted earlier, theseproblems include technical problems (including what he refers to
as conceptualintegrity problems or problems with the coherenceand consistencyof
the design itself and managerialor systemsproblems (which can indirectly impair
conceptualcomplexity). Earlier, drawing upon the work of Lehman and Belady
(1971) he alludes to a similar effect: although the total number of modules increases
linearly with the releasenumber of a large operating system(OS/360) the number of
modules affected increasesexponentially (Brooks, 1975:122).

Evidence for or againstthe existenceof a context-complexity barrier increasesour
design
impact
in
the
of context
and
of
role and
understandingof complexity software
in determining design strategiesand consequences.It also informs interventions to
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improve the software design process. If a complexity barrier is found to exist, if it can

be defined and measuredin terms of its propertiesand their dimensional values, then
it is Possibleto observetheseover a period of time and to better predict behaviour
before, during and after the occurrenceof the phenomenon.Alternatively if no
evidenceof a complexity barrier or thresholdcan be found and the relationship
betweenlevel of context-complexity and level of interaction remainsuniformly linear
then, by definition, it should be easierto managecomplexity and to predict its
consequences.

By definition the complexity barrier or threshold occurs soonerand more often in
larger projects. Theseare the design projects referred to by Randal,Belady and others
where there is "integration of a staggeringnumberof components","over-ambition of
application" and "extrapolation beyond the technical knowledge base" (Randell et al,
1994:419-421). In small and medium sized projects a complexity barrier may still be
encounteredbut less frequently and with lessseverity. A lack of evidenceof a
complexity threshold in Data-setA is unsurprising.The age and size of organisations,
the size of the projects, and the experiencelevels of individual designerssuggeststhat
such a barrier is unlikely to be encountered.Moreover whilst there is support in the
literature for the concept of a complexity threshold this is invariably referring to
software complexity which is here only one aspect of context complexity. Further

evidenceof a complexity threshold was found in Data-setB and this is reported in the
next chapter.
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6.8 Chapter conclusion

In this chapterthe model of software designpresentedin ChapterFive has been
further developedthrough the setting out of a story-line, the identification and
developmentof a core category,the developmentof a theoretical framework and the
specification of one aspectof this using the Conditional matrix. In responseto the
questionsposedat the beginning of the Chapterit is contendedthat (a) a meansto
identify the occurrenceof design breakdownshas beenpresented(the theoretical
framework) and (b) a meansto examine how and why such breakdownsoccur (further
analysisof design scenariosusing the conditional matrix).
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Chapter Seven: Further validation

of the model and theory

"Learn from small experimentsrather than large ones" [soffivare encyineer]

7.1 Introduction
In Chapter Four the casefor internal and externalvalidation of researchfindings was
set out (4.4). Although the groundedtheory method is inherently self-regulatory through for example,the constantcomparisonof data and the grounding of
hypotheses- further tests on the accuracyand reliability of the analysis are
appropriate.This chapterintroducesthree such tests.The first test seeksto "ground"
the categoriesgeneratedfrom Data-setA in the technical literature using a secondary
analysis of eighteentextbooks. The secondtest is a quantitative analysis of the same
categoriesand is thereforeone validation of the inductive model. The third test usesa
secondempirical data set - Data-setB, introduced in ChapterFour (4.2.3), to both
validate the original categoriesand to extendthe model and theory to another software
design domain. It is therefore both a test of internal validity and of external validity or
reliability. The testsemploy a mixture of parametricand non-parametricstatistical
techniquesalongsidefurther qualitative analysis.Togetherthey may be seenas further
triangulation of the original data (Cresswell, 1994).

7.2 Test One: Using the technical literature
The choice of literature for analysis at this juncture in the researchproject was guided
by theoretical sensitivity and sampling basedon relevanceand purpose.It was also
influenced by the expedientsof availability, accessand cost. The author was already
familiar with two thesesin the areasof software engineeringand graphic design. On
re-readingtheseit becameclear that a direct comparisoncould be madebetweenthe
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outcomesof this researchand the results reportedin thesethesesand that such a
comparisonwould be valuable.

The two sourcesselectedfor comparisonjointly provide accessto the analysis of
eighteentextbooks pertaining to the field of software design. Wernick (1995) and
Gallagher (1998) set out to identify paradigmsor communities of software
engineering(Wernick and Gallagher) and graphic design (Gallagher); Wernick in the
field he termed Computer BasedSystemsDevelopment(CBSD) and Gallagher in the
field of Digital Interactive Multimedia (DIMM). Both employedThomas Kuhn's
philosophy of scienceas a method for identifying the paradigms(indeed Gallagher's
is
work very much an extensionof Wernick's, which itself has parallels in other areas
of information systemsresearch,seefor examplevan Gigsch and Pipino (1986),
Farhoomand(1987) and Banville and Landry, (1989).

It is neither appropriatenor necessaryto detail the researchreportedin thesetheses.
(The interestedreaderis referred to the unpublishedthesesor to the published papers
which emanatedfrom the same,or cognate,research- Wernick and Winder, 1994;
Winder and Wernick, 1994; Wemick and Winder, 1996; Gallagher and Webb, 1997;
Gallagher and Webb, 2000). However, for the purposesof this chapter, it is necessary
to provide somebackgroundto Wernick's and Gallagher'sdata.

Wernick (1995) selectedeight software engineeringtextbooks (without stating the
basis on which they were selected- though one may infer that he consideredthem to
be representativeof the field). Thesewere
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"
"
"
"

Birrell and Ould: A Practical Handbook
for Software Development(1985)
Sommerville: Software Engineering
(1992) (Fourth Edition)
Downs et al. SSADM- Design and
Context (1992)
Licker: Fundamentalsof SystemsAnalysis
with Application Design (1987)

Van Vilet: Software Engineering:
Principles and Practice(1993)
Jackson:SystemDevelopment (1993)
Schach:Software Engineering (1993)
cp
Carmichael:Object Development
Methods (1994)

Gallagher selectedfour software engineeringtexts (since he claimed Wernick had
already producedevidencethat a community of software engineeringdid in fact exist)
and eight graphic design texts. Two of the software engineeringtexts had also been
selectedby Wernick. Gallagher was more specific on the basisof his selection
(Gallagher, 1999:99). His selectedtexts were
Schach (1993) 'Software Engineering', 2nd
edition
Sommerville (1995) 'Software Engineering',
5th edition
Pressman (1994) 'Software Engineering: A
Practitioner's Approach', 3rd edition
Budgen (1994) 'Software Design'
White (1988) 'Graphic Design for the
Electronic Age'. '
Muller-Brockmarm (1964) 'The Graphic Artist
and his Design Problems'.

Hamilton (1970) 'Graphic Design for the
Computer Age'.
Labuz (199 1) 'Contemporary Graphic Design'.
Cheathamet al (1983) 'Design Concepts and
Applications'.
Marcus (1992) 'Graphic Design for Electronic
Documentsand User Interfaces'
Rand (1985) 'A Designer's Art'
Swann(1991) 'Graphic Design School'

In the interestsof parsimony and efficiency it was decidedto match the elementsfound in
the literature sourcesto the categoriesof the inductive model rather than vice versa.(The
alternative would have meant listing all elementsof Wernick's and Gallagher'sparadigms
and then for eachelementdetermining the degreeof support in the inductive model. An
initial attempt at this showedthat this approachwould have resultedin a listing of many
elementsthat were unsupportedor only weakly supported).Besides,the objective of this
33
inductive
is
Wernick's
Gallagher's
to
the
verify
chapter
model not
and
paradigms .
33Although the term'paradigm' is sharedbetweenthis study and Wernick's
and Gallagher'sresearch,it
meansvery different things in eachcase.Wer-nickand Gallagher were concernedto identify Kuhnian
paradigmsor communities in the disciplines of software engineeringand graphic design. They refer to this
paradigm as a Disciplinary Matrix. This researchseeksto produce a descriptive model of software design
using a researchtool developedby Straussand Corbin that they so happenedto call a paradigm model.
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Each output table listing the elementsof the respectiveDisciplinary Matrices (or
paradigms)was read through and taggedwith the relevant categorycode (or codes).A
statementmay be taggedwith more than one categorycode as it may support more than
one elementof the inductive model. Where a statementwas found that directly refuted a
category of the inductive model (or a sub-categoryor property of this) this was included
and indicated by placing a negative sign (-) in front of the refuted category.

In some casesthe match is obvious. The statementis at a sufficiently high level to
indicate an immediatematch with one categoryof the model. In other casesthe match is
less obvious. The statementis at a lower, more detailed level, and the match hasbeen
made on the basisof a correspondenceto somesub-categoryor property of the category
indicated. This is not evident from the table but may be traced through the category and
concepts(which are surnmarisedin the appendices).

The "weight" attachedto eachstatementrefers to the number of texts that included
support for this statement.It is therefore a measureof the support for the statementin the
original sourcesand not a measureof the level of support for the matching of the
statementto a category of the inductive model. It is included here merely to give some
indication of the importance of the original statementand, by inference,the significance
of correspondencein the model.
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Category Code(s)

Supporting DM Statement

Structure;
Functionality
Approach; Method
User-requirements
Problem
Solving/Framing
Iteration;
Refinement
Notations;
Communication
Communication;
Collaboration
Abstraction; Good
Design
Refinement;
Iteration
Decomposition;
Abstraction
Decomposition

Design describeshow a product is to do what it is supposedto do

Re-use;Influences
Contextcomplexity
Problem Solving/
Framing
Good Design Bad
Design
Refinement;
Complexity
Designer
Influences
Abstraction;
Separation
Iteration; Users;
Prototypes
Desi-nerinfluences;
Motivations.
Design-Constraints
Prototyping
Complexity
Complexity
Motivation; Pulls
Re-use

The software design processrequiresthorough planning
Software design servesto satisfy user'sneeds
Design involves more than the application of technical skills- sound
managementis also desirable
Design is an iterative processwhich adds greaterformality and
detail as the designdevelops
Notations/Models (flowcharts) aid the designerin visualising,
organism and communicatingdesign concepts
A compromisemust be madebetweenconflicting priorities during
systemdesign- trade-offs are inevitable
Abstraction is an essentialfeatureof good software engineering
design
Testing is an integral aspectof designand as such it should be
performed continually
Design usually progressesfrom higher levels (architectural design)
C,
00
towards lower levels (detailed design)
Decompositionand stepwiserefinement are valuable design
techniques
Domain knowledge and/or prior experienceenhancesa designer's
ability to design a solution
Choice of design
Zý
gy dependson the nature of the
method/strateg
product application as well as the designer
Design is a creative problem-solving activity
There is no generally acceptednotion of what exactly constitutes
good software design
By its very naturethe design processis difficult to formalise and
refine
Design dependson the knowledge, intuition and skill of the
designer
It is generally good designpractice to separate(as far as is possible)
, interface from
the user
the data processingfunctions
User interface designshould be an iterative user centred process
involving usersand prototyping
Design is open to interpretationwith different designersdeveloping
different solutions to the sameproblem
Awarenessof practical constraints
Prototyping is a valuable designtool that permits the designerto
evaluateproposedsolutions
Modularity reducescomplexity
Designersshould try and hide as much info as possible
Eleganceof code
Re-useof code and designplans

Weight
(Max 4)
2.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
.
2.0
4.0
2.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0

Table 13: Evidence found in Software Engineering - textbook trawls (Gallagher, 1999)
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Category Code(s)

DNI Statement

Communication;
Collaboration
Re-use
User-requirements
Influences
Influences
Influences;
Motivation;
Constraints
Problem
Solving/Framing
Presentation;
Functionality
Decomposition;
Complexity
Functionality
Functionality

Compromise (with other designers, managers and clients) is
inevitable
No hard and fast rules just the advise of experience
Adopt the users perspective when designing
Influence of a designers personality affects the outcome of design
Influences of fashion
Design is a question of interpretation based on preference,

Functionality
Problem Solving
Framing
Communication;
Collaboration
Problem Solvina
Framing
Abstraction;
Decomposition
Constraints
Iteration;
Prototyping;
Storyboarding
Prototyping
Constraints
User-requirements
Refinement;
Iteration
Functionality
Contextcomplexity
Functionality
Functionality
Pragmatism
Re-use

Weight
(Max 8)
1.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

understanding, objectives and materials
Design is a creative problem solving activity

5.0

Graphic design is not merely a matter of aesthetics - designers must
be aware of the practicality and functionality of the proposed design
Decomposition provides a useful mechanism by which deshoners
0
can manage large complex problems
Fitness for purpose
Everything which is designed must be justified or have a reason for
being

5.0
6.0

1
2.0
.0
3.0

Designersmust have a clear understandingof purpose
Design requiresthe designerto generatealternativesand to choose
the one that makesthe best sense
There is greaterpower in a solution reachedby common effort

3.0

Designing is a planning activity, design requiresa clear plan

4.0

Use of abstraction- designmoves from the abstract(logical) to the
detailed (physical)
Designersmust be awareof existing technology
Visual/verbal exploration of ideasis a useful techniqueto help
clarify and develop ideas

3.0

Prototyping is a useful designtool that helps explore and evaluate
design ideas
Awarenessof practical constraints- context and environment
Some level of user/client involvement in the design processis
required
Testing is an integral aspectof designing
A designedartefact must fulfil the intendedfunction
Choice of design dependson the natureof the problem/proposed
product
Fitnessfor purpose
Functionalism -a design must work
Pra-matism
Reuse

20
3.0

3.0
2.0

3.0
4.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

Table 14: Evidence found in Graphic Design- textbook trawls (Gallagher, 1999)
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Category Code(s)

DM Statement

Communication;
Compromise
Abstraction
Re-use
Decomposition
Users
Influences; Pulls
Decomposition

A compromisemust be madebetweenconflicting priorities

Presentation;
Influences
Notations
Balancing
Balancing;
Constraints
Good Design
Good Design,
Motivation
Contextcomplexity
(-) Contextcomplexity

Weight
(Max 8)
6.0

Abstraction as a featureof design is a good thing
Design for re-use
Benefits of de-composition/compositionoutweigh disadvantages
Userscannot be treatedas objects or reducedto roles
Following fashion (a specific example is given)
Solutions can be better generatedby a processof breaking the
completeprocessinto smaller bits
Considerationof aesthetics

6.0
4.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
2.0

There are good examplesfor the number of elementsin a diagram
Controlling the software processproducesa better product
Controlling the software processproducesbenefits that outweigh
the costs
Eff iciency
Elegance
The software developmentprocessis capableof being managed

2.0
6.0
5.0
3.0
5.0
1;
6.0

The cost and timescaleof a computer systemdevelopmentcan be
estimatedin advancewith a reasonabledegreeof accuracy

Table 15: Evidence found in Software Engineering- textbook trawls (Wernick, 1995)

That less support for the model was obtainedfrom Wernick's thesis may be explained by
the extent and direction of his research.Firstly he conductedlesstextbook trawls than
Gallagher (eight rather than twelve). Secondly Wernick's focus was on quality whilst
Gallagher'sfocus was on design.Although there is a fair degreeof overlap betweenthese
two conceptsclearly there is greatercommonality betweenthis study and Gallagher's.
Thirdly, Wernick studied only software engineering,Gallagher studied both software
found
in
design.
Finally,
support of the model were
statements
and
graphic
engineering
derived from Wernick's listing of common elements(elementswhich united the discipline
in a single Disciplinary Matrix) only. No attempt was madeto searchfor supporting
he
discipline
list
divided
longer)
in
(much
the
that,
the
claimed,
of elements
statements
into competing schools.Therefore the set of data searchedfor supporting evidencewas
smaller in Wernick's case.
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The final two paradigmaticelementsidentified by Wernick are at odds with the
design
in
degree
identified
"Estimation
this
context
study.
with
a
predominant
reasonable
of accuracy" and "managementof the process"are statementsthat do not sit well with a
design context describedas complex, volatile and uncertain. However they do comply
with the description of the "Contra context" which is lesscomplex, more stable and
certain. In such a context estimation, planning and monitoring is easier,and in tenns of
this analysis,closer to textbook theory.

Overall, greatestsupport was found for strategies- particularly cognitive and interactive
strategies,context - particularly the importanceof constraints on design, and definition
and description - through the identification of functionality, structure and prcsentation
elements.However there was little or no support for the relationshipsbetweenthese
elementsor for thoseunconsciousor semi-consciousfactors that 'pull' a designerinto
doing a design.This is unsurprising. The paradigmaticelementsidentified by Wernick
and Gallagher are statementsof beliefs and valuesand not of observedaction and process.
There is therefore little scopefor theseto include transactionalcauseand effect
relationships. It is also unsurprising that textbooks on software engineeringor graphic
design do not include referencesto subtle interactionsbetweencontext and designer.
Thesethemselvesare controversial and not usually consideredin discipline specific
textbooks. Indeed,the identification and developmentof theserelationships may be
considereda contribution of this work. Table 16 summarisesthe findings of the
comparison.
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Category
Functionality
Structure
Presentation
Entropy
Problem Solving /Framing
User-requirements
Designer-Motivations
Designer-Influences
Design-Pulls
Context-complexity
Notations
Prototypes
Abstraction
Separation
Decomposition
Refinement
Re-use
Storyboards
Iteration
Pragmatism
Communication
Collaboration
Balancing
Good Design
Bad Design
Design-constraints
Methods

SE (1999)
1
1

GD (1999)
7
1

SE (1995)

I
2
2
2
3
5
1
2
3
I
2
4
1

4
2
1
3

2
2
1
2
3
2
I
3
I

1
1
2
2
2(-)
1
1
2
1

1
1

_2
2

2
1
1

3

1
1
I
1
1
2

42(18)
66.7%

21 (16)
59.25%

Totals
8
2
I
4
4
4
6
5
2
9
2
5
5
I
6
7
4
I
6
I
4
_4
I
3
2
6

-1
Total (categories)
PercentageA reement

40(21)
77.8%

113

Table 16: Summary of comparison with two sources of technical literature

Percentageagreementis a measureof consistencybetweentwo or more coders.Here it is
used to measurethe consistencybetweenthe findings of this study and the findings of two
cognatestudiesconductedby two different researchers.Boyatzis (1998: 154) statesthat
percentageagreementis most appropriatewhen the unit of coding and the unit of analysis
are the sameand when the themesbeing codedcall for yes/no or presence/absence
judgements by the coder. In this case,the percentageagreementis the number of
categoriesin common betweenthe original study and the comparisonstudies expressedas
a function of the total number of categoriesin the original study. Thus
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Percentage agreement = no. of categories ofData-set A identified in the Wernick or it? the
Gallagher study (excluding duplicates) /total number ofcategories in Data-set A (X 100)

The levels of agreementbetweenData-setA and the comparisonstudiesare high and this
is encouraging,suggestingsupport in the technical literature for the outcomesof this
study

7.3 Test Two: Using Data-set A

It is possible to use the samedata to validate the outcomesof the study. Here the final set
of thematic categoriesis analysedusing somesimple statistical techniques.The purpose
of this test is to establishfurther support for individual categoriesand to investigatethe
level of support within eachdiscipline. An early and significant assumptionmade in this
study was that both software engineersand graphic designerscould be regardedas
software designers.If this is so then we would expect to seea common set of core
categoriesacrossthe disciplines and a low level of variance betweenthe disciplines. Yet
some varianceis to be expectedotherwise there would not be distinct disciplines. What is
common and what is distinct among the disciplines? What doesthis tell us about software
design and eachdiscipline's approachto it? What are the most explanatory categoriesand
do thesematch the qualitative analysis?Table 17 comparesSoftware Engineering and
Graphic Design within Data-setA.
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I
Functionality
1
Structure
Presentation
1
Entropy
Problem Solving
User-requirements
Designer-motivation
Designer-influences
Designer-pulls
Context-complexity
Notations =
Prototypes
Abstraction
Separation 1
Decomposition
Refinement
Re-use
Storyboards
1
Iteration
Pragmatism
Communication
Collaboration
Balancing
Good design
Bad design
Design -constraints
Methods
Total
Average
Variance

Gl) Total Mean
6
10
8.00
16
6
6.50
7
13
5
16
21 10.50
2
5
3.50
,7
8
14
22 11.00
9
11
20 10.00
11
2
13
6.50
14
4
18
9.00
9
16
8.00
10
3
13
6.50
11
6
17
8.50
7 14
11
5.50
5 11
6
3.00
5
1
6
3.00
0
3
3
1.50
10
5
15
7.50
3
8
11
5.50,
2
3,
51 2.50
4
3
71 3.50
2
2
2.00
4
6_ 13
19
9.50
3
5
8
4.00
5
9
14
7.00
17
13
30 15.00
8
7
15
7.50
17
11
28 14.00
8
101
181 9.00

SE

Var
2.83
0.71
7.78
2.12
4.24
1.41
6.36
7.07
1.41
4.95
3.54
2.121
2.83
2.83
2.12
3.54
3.54
0.71
0.71
0.00
4.95
1.41
2.83
2.83
0.71
4.24
1.411

180 196
376
6.67 7.26 13.93
4.10 4.49
6.97

X2
1.60
0.17
7.56
1.80
2.57
0.36
7.36
7.14
0.44
16.33
4.17
2.2
16.00
16.00
3.00
5.00
8.33
0.50
0.33
0.00
3.77
0.80
1.78
1.23
0.13
3.27
0.50

112.41

Table 17: A quantitative analysis of Data-set A

The low level of variance betweenthe disciplines (as indicated by the parametrictests)
appearsto support the hypothesisthat there is a common core of software design
(conceptsare similarly distributed acrosscategorieswithin eachdiscipline). This is
important to both the outcomesof this researchstudy and to an early assumptionthat
(4.2.2)
both
in
Chapter
Four
its
that
where
made
software engineers
shaped executionand graphic designerswere equally held to be software designers.
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What of the differencesbetweendisciplines?Thesehave already beendiscussedin the
main analysisbut require further commenthere. A significant assumptionupon which
is
deviation)
based
(such
that the
and
standard
are
parametric measures
as mean
distribution is normal. However this is not the casewhen consideringthe loading of
conceptsonto categoriesin Data-setA. Since both the identification of conceptsfrom
transcript sourcesand the aggregationof theseselectedconceptsinto thematic categories
was driven by theoretical sampling (ChapterFour, 4.3.2.1 - 4.3.2.2) the distribution is in
fact closer to the binomial or the Chi-squareddistribution.

Relaxing this assumption(the distribution is not normal or, at the very least, is unknown)
through the introduction of the non parametricChi Squaretest producesa very different
disciplines
between
is much greater(X2= 112.41) and the
Here
(X2).
the
variance
picture
34
is
its
X2
value of
sufficiently outside rangeof critical values to suggestacceptingthe
null hypothesisthat there is not a common core of software design (the categoriesare not
similarly distributed betweenthe two disciplines). What are we to make of thesetwo
apparentlycontradictory outcomes?

One possibility is error in the calculation of X2. This test should not be used if more than
twenty percent of the expected frequencies have a value less than five. The values for the

be
Design)
in
(Graphic
frequencies
this
to
the case- nine
this
shows
clearly
case
expected
five.
less
Moreover common sensesuggests
have
(33%)
than
twenty
a value
seven
out of
that the two disciplines are not significantly different. The maximum difference between
is
but
frequencies
(Graphic
Design)
Engineering)
(Software
eleven
and
expected
observed

3' At n-I degreeof freedom (26) critical valuesare 38.9 at 5% and 45.6 at 1%
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nineteen(70.3%) of the recordeddifferencesbetweenthe disciplines have values of five
or less".

One solution to this problem is to combine thosecategoriesthat (a) are conceptually close
to each other and (b) currently have expectedfrequencyvalues (individually) of less than
five. This produceda truncatedTable 17 wherein the number of categoriesis reduced
from twenty sevento twenty-two through the following amalgamations- Abstraction
Separation + Decomposition; Prototypes + Storyboards; Refinement + Iteration; Reuse + Pragmatism. This producesone rather than nine, expectedfrequency valuesof less
than five (or 4.5%) and a Chi-squaredvalue of X2 = 73.8. This is much more reflective of
a simple reading of the table and of the parametrictest scoresbut is still well outside its
36
acceptablerangeof critical values . Again, on the basisof this data we are inclined to
acceptthe null hypothesisthat there is not a common core of software design (the
categoriesare not similarly distributed betweenthe two disciplines).

In fact we want to acceptboth hypotheses.The qualitative analysisof data showsthat
software design can be conceivedas consisting of a common core of categories,sharedby
the two disciplines, but that it also consistsof categoriesthat are unique to eachdiscipline,
or at least that have greateremphasisin one discipline than in the other. This is what a
simple reading of Table 17 suggestsand is confirmed by parametrictests of variance.It is
also consistentwith Gallagher's (1999) analysisof paradigmsin the field. Yet non
parametric tests(Chi-squared)suggestthat there is no such common core, or at least that
such a common core cannot be proved statistically.

35It is important to point out that not all conceptswere assignedto thesethematic categoriesand that one
concept could be assignedto more than one cate-ory - in fact the avera-e is two.
36At dfý-21, theseare 33.9 for 5% and 48.3 at 1%
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However statistically, we cannotacceptboth hypotheses.Pragmatically we must neither
acceptnor reject the hypotheseson the basisof this data but reservejudgement pending
further and more detailed statistical analysis37 This analysis is not included here but is
.
further discussedin Section 7.5 of this Chapterand in ChapterEight, under further
research(8.6.2).

7.4 Test Three: Using Data-set B
In Chapter Four a seconddata set was introducedderived from interviews with software
designerspublished by Lammersin 1989.This data set (Data-setB) will now be usedto
validate the original analysis. Would the same analysis produce consistent results in

anotherdataset(internal validation)? Would the outcomesof the main study translateto
anotherdesign domain, from design-in-the-smallto design-in-the-large(external
validation, reliability or generali sabiIity)?

Appendix 6 lists the conceptsgeneratedfrom the open coding of Data-setB. As explained
in ChapterFour thesewere the outcome of a coding processdriven by theoretical
sampling - at this juncture in the study further evidencewas soughton contextcomplexity. Neverthelessa rangeof conceptswas identified. Although the coding process
at this point did not extend to axial coding and the developmentof categoriesit has been
(and
to
through
associatedmemo
each
concept
record
possible, subsequently, read
derived
from
Data-set
A.
the
thematic
to
these
to
of
categories
set
records) and match
Table 18 showsthe outcomesof this process.

37At least this "sitting on the fence" avoids the possibility of Type I or Type 11errors rejecting a
hypothesiswhen it should be acceptedor acceptinga hypothesiswhen it should be rejected.
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I
Functionality
1
Structure
Presentation
1
Entropy
Problem Solving
User-requirements
Designer-motivation
Designer-influences
Designer-pulls
Context-complexity
Notations
Prototypes
Abstraction
Separation
Decomposition
Refinement
Re-uiie __ _F_
Storyboards
1
Iteration
Pragmatism
Communication
Collaboration
BaIanE;i_n-g-T_
Good design
Bad design
Design-constraints
Methods
Total
Mean
Variance

A
16
13
21
7
22
20
13
18
16
13
17
11
6
5
3
15
11
5
7
4
19
8
14,
301
15
28
18

1Mean
0 1 8.00
0 1 6.50
0 10.50
0
3.50
11 16.50
0 10.00
9 11.00
19 18.50
14 15.00
19 16.00
5 11.00
4
7.50
11
8.50
0
2.50
7.00
11
10 12.50
20 15.50
0
2.50
5.00
3
1 2.50
0
9.50
0
4.00,
0 1 7.00
1 15.50
2
8.50
1 14.50
9.50
1

8

75 142
13.89 5.26
7.01 6.72

Var I
11.311
9.19 1
14.85 1
4.95 1
7.78
14.14
2.83
0.71
1.41
4.24
8.49
4.95
3.54
3.54
5.66
3.54
6.36
3.54
2.83
2.12
13.44
5.66
9.90
20.511
9.19
19.09
12.02

I
161
13.00
21.00
7.00
5.50
20.00
1.23
0.06
0.25
2.77
8.47
4.45
4.17
5.00
21.33
1.67
7.36
5.00
2.29
2.25
19.00
8.00
14.00
28.03
11.27
26.04
16.06

X2

271.188

Table 18: Statistical comparison of Data-set A and Data-set B

In this analysisboth the results of parametricand non parametrictests for variance are
greaterthan thosereported for Data-setA in Table 17. In fact X2 (at 271.188) is almost
two and one half times greaterthan X2 for Data-setA. This is as one would expect.A
differences
domains.
between
Table
the
the
two
glance at
shows significant and repeated
This is highlighted in Table 19 below
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Concepts in
range
Data-set A
Data-set B

1-5
4
18

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

4
2

8
4

7
3

2
0

2
0

Table 19: Distribution of concepts by discipline

Many of thesedifferencescan be quickly discountedas the consequenceof the natureof
the data collection and analysisconductedfor Data-setB. The focus at this stageof the
researchwas on complexity and data was sampledand analysedbasedon this construct.
No attempt was made for example to look for evidenceof good and bad design or to
detennine a definition of software design. Where such evidenceemergedit was recorded
but this was not the focus of the analysis.

In Data-setB there was little evidencein support for interaction strategies(save for a few
isolated referencesto teams).This is explainedby the nature of the designersand the
projects on which they worked. Lammers (1989:3) choseher subjectsbecausethey were
"pioneers who shapedthe software industry" and like most pioneersthey are (or were)
essentially loners. Almost all worked on their own, ran their own company or both. Many
have unconventionalbackgrounds,few have ever had to work routinely as part of a design
team. The contrastwith Data-setA is marked.

Data-setB was analysedto gain further insight into the core categoryof contextcomplexity - action/interaction. Since we may expect complexity to be greaterin bigger
in
identified
Data-setA. This was the
projects we may expect a calibration of responses
in
decomposition,
The
re-use
were
much
refinement and
case.
strategiesof abstraction,
evidence.However an additional level of responseat a higher level of abstraction,not
identified in Data-setA (ChapterFive, 5.5), emerged.
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In this data set responses to complexity were identified as either avoidance strategies or

engagementstrategies. Facedwith complexity the designermay be reducedto a'fight or
flight' instinct.
"Then you havetwo choices,either back off to some other problem you do understand,or think
harder"[SE2-3]

Avoidance strategiescan be further subdivided into thosethat seekpermanent avoidance
and those that seekonly temporary avoidance. Permanentavoidancestrategiesinclude
"backing off' to anotherproblem one that is easieror otherwisemore amenableto
solution by the designer.Temporary avoidancestrategiesinclude doing somethingelse
first, (for exampledoing a simpler task or taking a holiday, holding off, not committing to
a solution too early, tackling the simple stuff first). Each strategyhas the sameobjective to avoid complexity - but whereasthe former seeksto do this indefinitely, the latter seeks
definition
in
delay
By
to
the
temporary
engagement.
avoidance
only
will result
engagementbut temporary avoidancemay becomepermanentavoidancewhen a designer,
having initially postponedtackling complexity, eventually confronts it and finds it too
difficult. On the other hand, a strategyto walk away from complexity (permanent
has
been
be
confidence
gained on other
avoidance)may revoked after experienceand
tasks.

Holding off as long as possible avoids a "corpus of code building up" and makesit easier
to changedirection as the design evolves but this implies additional cognitive effort and
the designercannothold a design in his headforever. [SE12-2] However, as the program
is developed,this becomesdifficult "At somepoints the code gets explosive and I have
be
[SE4-5].
Holding
brain
inside
time"
to
the
can
on a mental model
one
my
at
everything
it
but
loose
it
in
"you've
"once
to
the
work
on
quite a
got
and
your
grove"
very efficient
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while to get back in." [SE6-12] Moreover "any time there'sa flaw in this great mental
simulation, it turns into a bug in the program"[GD2- I]. When this occurs the programmer
can "feel pretty bad" because"once your mental simulation is imperfect, there might be
thousandsof bugs in the program" [SE5-6]

Some designerswill then postpone confronting complexity, choosing to tackle the
easiestunits first (here, an avoidancestrategyis nestedwithin an engagementstrategy).
Some however prefer to confront complexity early. This is a consciousdecision by
designersto confront the most complex aspectof the design first, in the belief that unless
this part of the design can be completed,or at least assuranceobtainedthat it can be
completed,then there is little point in proceedingwith the rest of the design. "You start at
the point where you think it's too hard to solve, and then you break it down into smaller
pieces."[SE4-1]. This strategycomeswith experienceand confidenceand less
experienceddesignersprefer a more cautiousapproach.

Sometimesa lack of experiencecan lead a designerto fall into a "do
something/anything approach". Here the pressureto get "something done" panicsthe
designerto rush in, to commit to somethingtoo early. [SE6-13] Thus, engagementmay
mask superficial or surface approachesto problem solving. Combined with the lack of
experiencethat initiates such action, this strategyis nearly always doomed to failure. A
related problem is when a designerdoesnot understanda design but attemptsto modify it,
causing multiple additional problems [SE5-3].

As in Data-setA, decomposition is often accompaniedby, or closely followed by
refinement. This often involves prototypes - either build one to throw away [SE3-4] or
incremental development [SE4-2]. Get somethingworking very quickly, learn form small
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experimentsrather than large ones [SE3-4] write small piecesof code and " improve and
monitor it along the way" [SE4-2] " get the program up so that it just begins to work, and

then add featuresto it" [SE9-61.This processis often, but not necessarily,sequential.
" When I'm trying to solve a problem that hasa seriesof steps,I take them in order, one at a time step A, step B, step C. I've tried but I just can't work on C until B has beencompleted." [SE4-5]
"I try to do the minimum that will get me one step further. Within a goal, within a step, I take the
minimum subset." [SE7-1]

Refinement involves "building a skeleton", starting out with a basic framework and
if
features
it
[SE9-6]
different
to
trying
them
approaches,
need
adding
out
and re-working
be, growing the program [SES-4], design by "successiveapproximation" [SE10-2]. One
programmermadean analogy betweenwriting code and sculpting a clay figure. You start
with a lump of clay, shapeit, add more clay, shapeit and so on. Sometimesa chunk of
clay is-tom off and discarded.There is a high degreeof interaction between artist and
material, betweenprogrammerand code [SE7-3].

Re-use, an important design strategyidentified in Data-setA, is also a meansof engaging
complexity. Designersreadily acknowledgedthe extent to which they drew upon their
own experienceand the experienceof others in writing code. In part, this practice is
under-pinnedby a belief that design is design. For example,all programming is
essentially the same,involving a few basic algorithms, loops and conditions [SE9-5] and
it
is
[SE5-9].
In
a pragmatic recognition that success
part
all programmersare very alike
improving
[SE9from
doing
thing
the
with
each
attempt
same
over and over again,
comes
5], that one keepsrunning into the samekinds of problems [SE5-9] and that most
products are designedby successiveapproximation and refinement by a number of people
[SE10-2].
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The many types of re-useare again highlighted. Re-useis madeof models [SE24],
algorithms [SE3-3], languagestructures[SE3-1], tools [SE4-4] code [SE9-3; SE12-3]
processesand procedures,products [SE6-10] other people'sproblem solving approaches
[SE4-4], ideas [SE9-3, SE5-3] and tricks [SE9-7]. Outside personalexperience,sourcesof
re-useinclude project reviews [SE5-3], conversationswith other programmers,examining
program listing and reading the relevant literature [SE9-7]. Someprogrammersdo not like
to use tools or programswritten by others [SE12-7]. The potential for component,
modular, off-the-shelf software is recognised[SE12-7]
"One sign of very good pro-rams is that even internally they follow that philosophy of simplicity.
If they want to do somethingcomplex, they call the code with simple operations internally, rather
than doing the complex operation from scratch". [SE5-8]

Another response, or strategy for dealing with complexity, is to hide it. This is regarded

as a real challengefor software engineers- designing somethingthat is complex on the
inside but simple on the outside. End usersappreciatethis (though the industry may not as
products that flaunt complexity often get favourablereviews) because
"as they becomemore awareof what the computercan do for them, their demandsincreasebut
their desire for complexity doesn't.They want the new programsto do more but stay simple".
[SE6-4].

The samedesignerclaimed writing a complicatedprogram is easierto write than
straightforward program, in the sameway automatictransmissionsare easierto design
than manual transmissionsbecause"you reflect the complexity back to the user"[SE6-1].
In order to achievesimplicity you 'have to mastercomplexity' [SE2-3] but the 'cult of
simplicity' is 'highly suspect'and it is only through the understandingof complexity (such
as is occurring in Mathematics)that real advancescan be made [SE 1-2].

In Data-setB we can also identify a number of design pulls, primarily but not exclusively
as the pull of complexity. Hiding complexity is aTascinating challenge' [SE6-3] and a
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source of enjoyment. "Programmers love to tame complexity" [SE6-1 I], get "a kick out of

solving somethingthat looks hard, and making it look easy"[SE3-4] and "feel great" when
they figure out how to make a complicatedprocesssimpler [SE5-4]
"If I can solve it, I can do somethingeveryonethought was impossible.That gets my adrenalin
going and my heart rate up. I just love it. I get like a dog with a bone-I will not put it down. I
think about it driving around, swimming up and down and in the shower. I just teasethe problem to
deathuntil I find someway of solving it using sometechniquethat nobody'sthought of. " [SE6-13]
0

A well written program,just like a well built car, a well built bridge, or a well built
building, from an engineeringpoint of view, is "very elegant;it sings"[SE7-2].
Programming is the ultimate field for someonewho likes to tinker [SE 10-5] and "one
especially neat feature of programming is that its very clear when you do it well"[SE II1]. "When you program, you fall in love with the fact that you can handle all of these
complex abstractelements.You think that this hasto be that way" [GD.3-3].

Therein lies the danger.A programmermay be seduced by complexity and quickly get
out of his or her depth [SE8-4]. When a programmerdoesnot understandcomplexity and
doesnot benefit from the experienceof others, "then they too will get burned" [SE2-3].
Modem computing environmentsincreaserather than diminish the danger.
"The computer is a very alluring machine, it always tempts you to do one more thing. If you're
word processing,you want to get every last typo correct; if you are programming, you want to put
every last feature in. It's good to know when to stop".[GDI--')]

The tools are better, the programming environment is better and the languagesare more
expressivebut this createsmore opportunities for more mistakes [SE3-2]. There is a
dangerthat programmersthink they can do anything, thereforethey overreachthemselves
and fail [SE2-5].
Design is also an intuitive exercise."The best software comesfrom the realm of intuition"
[SE12-6] and requiressome curiosity [SE8-5]. "Once you get to certain level of
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experience,you go from the idea to the program without ever thinking about all the
inten-nediatesteps;the processbecomesautomatic" [SE9-3].
"The actual coding processhas always beena little scary for me, becauseI don't know if I am
writing the right code, nor do I know what I'll write next. It just seemsto come out. SometimesI
realisethe code is not exactly right but I also realise intuitively that it will relate to somethingelse it will factor out and becomeright even if I don't know exactly how at the time I am writing it. "
[SE4-3].

This is a reminder that it would be wrong to make too much of consciousor explicit
strategiesand that experienceddesignersas well as inexperiencedones have difficulty in
accounting for their actions. The designermay apply an overt strategyfor dealing with
complexity but may also have covert or hidden strategies.For example he may changehis
work routine or simply complain to someoneelse.Thesetoo are valid strategiesfor
coping with complexity.

Finally, suggestionsof a (technical) complexity threshold can be found in referencesto
abstractionand cognitive overload.
"At somepoints the code gets explosive and I have everything inside my brain at the one time; all
the variable namesand how they relate to one another,where the pointers start and where they end,
disk access,et cetera.All sorts of things go on in my brain that I can't put on paper simply because
I'm always changing them." [SE4-5].

Here the designeris describing a complexity.threshold.There is a perceptible difference
betweenthe situation before this point (when the code explodes)and the situation
afterwards.
when the code explodes it becomestough becauseI'm working under pressureto get the code
back to-ether. When you've got code all ripped apart, it's like a car that's all disassembled.You've
got all the parts lying all over the garageand you have to replacethe broken part of the car or the
back to the baselineagain" [SE4-6]
car will never run. It's not fun until the code gets
C,

How doesthis changedcontext affect strategy?There is no evidencethat new strategies
are adopted.Ratherexisting strategiesare calibratedto take accountof the new
conditions. The designertries harder,the cognitive effort becomesmore intense,iterations
because
failure
frequency.
increase
in
The
higher
interactions
and
amount and
stakesare
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at this level is more costly and visible but the generalproblem solving approachremains
the same. Managing complexity often comes down to hard work "you always get an

answerif you work hard enoughat it" [SE7-5] and learning from experience
"A lot of people don't understandwhat the consequencesof complexity are, and without that
understandin9 they are likely to get burned. If they are not willing41to take the word of someone
who has gotten burned, then the only way they are going to find out is to try it and get burned
themselves"[SE2-3).

Sometimeshowever,the designershave to acceptthat what they are trying to do is just
too hard [SE2-5].

7.5 Discussion
Straussand Corbin (1990:191) caution that, whilst the combination of quantitative and
qualitative methodsis perfectly sound,
"unless the quantified findings are integratedinto the theory, madepart of the theory itself through
the paradigm,they will be merely an aside".

In this chapter,further evidencein support of the theory, from the sameand a different
data set, has beenpresentedat the levels of open coding (identified common concepts),
axial coding (causalrelationships) and selectivecoding (the core category of contextcomplexity). As a result of this analysis a number of observationscan be made on the
applicability of the model and theory presentedin ChaptersFive and Six.
1. Design strategiesremain the samedespitean increasein size and complexity of
project. The samebasic strategieswere identified in Data-setB as in Data-setA. What
seemsto be different is the way in which those strategiesare employed (strategiesare
calibrated to the prevailing context).
2. Yet a further categorisationof (the same)strategies,at a higher level of abstraction,
was identified. Theseare "avoidance" and "engagement"strategies,"holding off',
"confronting it early", "do something/ anything approach".
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3. Of all the existing strategiesidentified in Data-setA, re-usewas the most prevalent in
Data-setB and the rangeand depth of the category is considerablyextendedas a
result. Of particular interest is the high level of personaland design re-use identified
in Data-setB.
4. Finally, the categoryof design-pulls was corroboratedand extendedin the seconddata
set, primarily because of the increased influence of complexity at this level.

All thesefinding have implications for the developmentof methodsand tools. In addition,
the higher order categories(2) may prove valuable in any further organisation and
understandingof design practice.

7.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapterthree tests of the analysispresentedin the previous chaptershave been
applied. Theseinvolved a mixture of quantitative and qualitative analysis,parametricand
non parametric statistical techniques. From these we may conclude that (a) there is

support in the technical literature for the categoriesof the inductive model (b) a common
core of software has been identified along with significant differencesbetween
disciplines, however this has not beenproven satisfactorily in the statistics presented,(c)
significant differencesbetweenData-setA and Data-setB, design-in-the-small and
design-in-the-largehave beenidentified but a common approachis also evident. This has
beenidentified in generic design strategiessuch as abstraction,decomposition,and
prototyping. In addition in Data-setBa number of higher order design strategieshave
been identified, together with a wider rangeof re-useand greaterdepth to the pull of
complexity.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusions and recommendations for further research.
"that's the trouble Nvithdesign everyonehasgot an opinion, everyoneis a bloody critic" [graphic
designer]

8.1 Introduction

The researchquestionsfirst posedin ChapterOne that have inspired and guided this
researchare returnedto in the final chapterto structureits conclusions.The third research
question-how may such knowledge [of software design] inform interventions to improve
design practice?- is a challengeof relevanceand precedesa discussionof thesis
contributions. Firstly however, thesis outcomesare "grounded" in existing theoriesand
models of design through a review of related literature. Following a discussionof thesis
contributions the researchis evaluatedusing criteria set out by Straussand Corbin
(1990:252-257). Arising out of earlier discussionsand this evaluation are some
recommendationsfor further research.The chapter(and the thesis) concludeson a
philosophical note - and a final contribution is suggested.

8.2 Thesis conclusions
The three researchquestionsfirst posedin ChapterOne are usedto structure the thesis
conclusions.Each question is addressedusing empirical data and the general literature.
Where possiblethe literature informs further developmentof the researchoutcomes.At
the end of this section, the conclusionsare surnmarisedin advanceof a discussionof
thesis contributions.

8.2.1 [RQII What is soft-%vare
design?
A practical difficulty with the definition of software design developedin this thesis is that
its distinctivenesscriteria are non-deterministic.That is, it is not possible to delineateits
boundaries,to say what is specific and what is not specific to itself. Such criteria as
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function
solving,
problem
presentation, structure and
are not specific to design but may be
commonly found in definitions and descriptions of other phenomena. Therefore defining
software design by the existence or absence of such criteria is not a powerful definition.
There is no differentia speci/Ica of the phenomenon presented in this thesis. Nevertheless,

a contribution to the definition of software designmay be claimed. Nachmias and
Nachmias (1976:17) point out
"definitions that describeconceptsusing other conceptsare conceptualdefinitions-the significance
of this observationis that a conceptualdefinition is neither true nor false"

They arguethat conceptualdefinitions needto be turned into operational definitions, that
is to give conceptualdefinitions specificity through dimensionsof time and space.This
bridges the gap betweenthe theoretical - conceptuallevel and the empirical
observationallevel3'.Nachmias and Nachimas define an operdtionaldefinition as
"a seriesof instructions describing the operationsthat the researchermust carry out in order to
demonstratethe existence,or the degreeof existence,of an empirical occurrencerepresentedby a
concept" ( 1976:17)

In this thesis,such an operational definition has beengiven. Although each category is a
"concept" describedusing other concepts,eachis given specificity through its properties
and dimensions.Thus software design is defined by the dimensional values of its
properties- structure,function and presentation.Moreover the way in which the analysis
and each code is set out (describedin Ch 4, listed in Appendix 5, according to Boyatzis'
criteria for good code) goessomeway to meet the requirementsset out by Nachmias and
Nachmias.

381am indebtedto Bride Mallon for this insight
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8.2.2 [RQ21 How do software designer's design? (What do software designer's do
when they design and why? )
An apparent paradox in this study was the fact that whilst designers defined design as a
problem solving process, their descriptions of that process suggested something more.
Evidence that designers believe design to be a problem solving process can be found in
comments such as "in practice design comes down to solving problems and this is what
designers should be taught (along with communication skills)", "failure to solve problems
is a failure to design"and "the designer has been likened to a technician, following a series
of logical steps to solve a problem, someone who knows that doing x will work under
certain circumstances "39. Evidence that design is something other than simple problem
solving can be found in the frequency and significance of design iterations, the nature of
the design context (uncertain, volatile and complex) and in the difficulty in scoping
design. Much of what designers do, in particular their efforts to define and specify the
problem, could be described as problem framing rather than problem solving.

If software designersactually do believe design to be a rational problem solving process,
whether or not their descriptionsof their actionswhen designing suggestsomethingmuch
more complex, this would, according to Winograd and Flores (1987), be an
"impoverished view" leading to "impoverished design". The implications for the use of
methods,languageand tools to support the processwould also be disturbing. If a
traditional problem solving approachto software design is being followed (even though
rational decision making is boundedby the constraintsassociatedwith any design), with
attendantuse of methodstools and languagesto support that approach,there is at least a

39In the literature there are many referencesto software engineeringas a problem
solving. For example,
Glass (1996) gives a spirited if somewhatoverstatedcasefor the software life cycle as a generalproblem
solving model.
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suggestionthat processand problem may be incompatible. Butterfield (1998) in an
exploratory study, suggeststhat analystsdo not conceptualizecomplex systemsprojects
using the traditional problem solving model (the IPO model on which, he argues,many
methodssuch as JAD, RAD and OOD are based)but insteaduse a range, of much less
formal, approaches.In ChapterSix (6.4.2,6.4.3) it was suggestedthat (such) mismatches
betweendesign context and design strategiesconstitute a design breakdown. This is
further explored later in this chapter (8.3.3).

Design is by its very nature processural(Budgen, 1994).The processof design is
commonly describedin the literature as a seriesof stepsRequirements- Build - Test Implement (seefor example, Sommerville, 1992)and in this study by designers.However
evidenceof the activity of design (how designersactually design) suggestthat design is
not linear and progressivebut rather a pattern of responsesto prevailing conditions. It is
purposeful and non purposeful, characterisedby flexibility, expediencyand opportunistic
behaviour.

Straussand Corbin (1990:152) refer to such a phenomenonas "non-progressive
movement" and "purposeful altercationsor changesin action / interaction in responsesin
conditions, but movementthat doesnot necessarilyoccur in stagesor phases".They give
as an example,chronic illness. An individual doesnot necessarilyor ordinarily move
betweenphasesof the illness but will seekto manageit by keeping it as stable as possible,
or even reversing it. So too for example,with the conceptof balancing identified in this
study. The objective of the designeris not necessarilyor ordinarily to move through the
stagesof design but to managethe complexity of the design by balancing competing
constraints.At various times this balancing may meanstopping progression,or
acceleratingit or simply treading water until a more favourable set of conditions pertain.
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Such observedbehaviour is at odds with descriptionsof design as a problem solving
process.Design consistsof both progressiveand non progressivemovement but the
significance of the latter is often overlooked.

8.2.3 [RQ31 How does such knowledge inform interventions to improve soft-warc
design practice?

Some implications arising out of researchquestionsone and two have been highlighted. A
numter of others are now discussed.This is by no meansexhaustivebut includes those
with (a) clear relevanceto the phenomenonunder study and (b) strong support in the
data.

8.2.3.1 In softivare design there is no clear distinction between definition
development

and

According to Pressman(1982:35) definition is the'what', developmentis the'how'.
Development includes software design which "translatesthe requirementsfor the software
into a set of representationsthat describedata structure,architecture,interface etc". A
specification sayswhat is to be done and a design sayshow to do it and servesas a
precisemedium of communication betweenmembersof a developmentteam working on
a large system.Sommerville (1992:180) rejects such a distinction as ambiguousand
meaningless.

In this study a distinction is made betweenthe separationof definition and development
as a design goal, and the situation as it prevails in practice. Most, if not all, software
implementation.
functionality
A text editing
the
and
engineersadvocate separationof
facility
illustrate
This
to
to
this
the
systemwas used
separationof concerns.
will require
delete text (a functional requirement)and this requirementmay be implemented using a
keyboard, a mouseor a combination of both, but the implementation should not be
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designers
fear
functionality.
Software
that
to
the
graphic
engineers
physically rendered

too often do not seemto appreciatethe significance of this separation.Yet they also
harder
implementation
is
becoming
functionality
to
that
the
and
separationof
recognised
preservein practice.The interface is becomingmuch richer and more complex and the
traditional boundarybetweenpresentationand functionality (well defined in conventional
blurred.
Of
is
becoming
increasingly
course,the more complex the systemthe
software)
more important is the separation.

This has implications for the support environment.If the separationof functionality and
implementation is important to communication (as somesoftware engineersmaintain)
then any blurring of the boundariesmay lead to communicationdifficulties. Also since
the purposeof languageis to describethe specification, where the specification is not
clear or becomesmergedwith implementation issues,a languagemay prove inadequate.
One consequenceof the merging of design stageshas already beennoted in this study - it
is difficult to scoPea design and estimationsare difficult.

8.2.3.2 Software design is a process of refinement
Programminghas long since beendescribedas a processof refinement (Wirth, 1971,
Dahl, Dijkstra and Hoare, 1972)and refinement continuesto be the paradigm
Here
the original specification
today's
methods.
programming
most
popular
underpinning
describedin abstractconceptsis transformedinto a working programmethrough a
This
Agresti
steps.
process'(what
concrete
more
refined
and
successively
sequenceof
(1986) calls transformational implementation) is representedby the following notation
S(pecification) -> P(rogram)
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In this study software design has beendescribedas a processof refinement. This includes
programming but also those activities that take place pre specification - primarily

requirementsgathering and analysis.This expandedprocessis representedthus
A ffistraction) -> S(pecification)
k

P(rogram)
->

Here refinement describesthose stepsprior to the developmentof the specification (what
Agresti (1986) calls the operationalspecification) to those stepsinvolved in the
developmentof the specification and to thosestepsthat follow it. In practice it is difficult
to distinguish eachphaseprecisely becauseof the number of iterations involved.
Significantly, refinement in software design doesnot end with the program or shipped
product but continuesto describethe relationship of designerand artefact in use.Thus the
designeris involved in enhancementsand maintenancelong after the design has been
officially designed.This is illustrated in commentssuch as "design is ongoing" and - in
design
is
Web
"design
to
relation
re-design".
-

This processdescription has implications for the wider software development
environment. Methods must include guidanceon those crucial activities pre specification
describe
languages
functionality
in
that
requirements
gathering
and
analysis,
must
a
way
both designersand usersunderstand,and tools must support the communication between
designerand user.Moreover, methodsmust supportthose activities post shipmentthat
cover the design in use. In truth we are well awareof thesecriteria for they have
repeatedlyappearedin evaluationsof software developmentmethods.Of interest here is
the application of thesecriteria to multimedia developmentmethodstoo many of which
are basedon engineeringtype processes(seeChapterTwo, 2.4)
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8.2.3.3 Software Design relies on the extensive use of prototypes
Agresti (1986:99) defines a prototype as "a simulation or model generatingfunctional
behaviour early in the design processbut not efficiently, expressedin a languageor form
that allows it to be evaluatedor interpretedto show systemsbehaviour". It acts as a
Two
for
discuss
intended
behaviour
designers
the
to
the
of
system.
medium
usersand
issuesidentified in this study have wider significance in this respect.Firstly prototyping
has beendefined to include story-boardyingand the importanceof the storyboarding
processto user-designerand designer-designercommunicationhas beenrecognised.
Although originating within and usedextensively throughout the graphic design
rN

community, storybdardyingis increasingly recognisedas a valuable approachby software
engineers.In particular its role in determining user requirementshas been stressed.

Secondly,prototypesare rarely thrown away but incorporatedinto the design cycle
beginning at the requirementsphase(there was no evidencethat prototypes were being
developedseparatelyby end users).According to Carey and Mason, (1985) this has three
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8.2.3.4 Re-use is an important

design strategy

Brooks (1995:223-224) identifies re-useas an important "attack on the essenceof
building software. " He draws an example from mathematics to suggest that the amount of

re-usewill be determinedby the operation of simple cost/benefit logic - if a piece of
software costsmore to build than to re-useit will be re-used,if not it won't. However poor
descriptionsof existing modules and a lack of a standardnomenclature(unlike in
mathematics)raisesthe cost of re-useas greatereffort must be madeto discover what has
beendone and how, than to start afresh. He goeson to refer to a number of studieson reuse but concludesthat there "is not nearly so much of it as we had expectedby now." In
contrastto the pessimismof Brooks (and of DeMarco 1990) in this respect,Poulin
(1999:100) arguesthat re-useis widespreadin practice and that there are many success
has
Re-use
stories.
made considerableprogressin recent yearsand many of the major
obstacleshave beenovercome(he cites library re-use,domain analysis,metrics and
organisationalre-use). He concludesthat re-use"will significantly contribute to our
ability to meet our society's voracious appetitefor software".

None of thesecontributions are concernedspecifically with design re-use. Yeh (1990:13)
identifies three types of re-usein software development.There is the re-use of Program
parts and "a piece of software is re-usablewhen it is interpretable,incorporable and
portable". There is re-useof systemsand there is re-useof design. Software and systems
are componentsthat can be re-usedduring run time but the re-useof design involves the
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high
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design commitments.In addition the importanceof personalre-use(ideas,plans,
influences) has beenhighlighted - particularly in Data-setB- and the need for
productivity tools to support such re-usemust now be noted.

8.2.3.5 Software design is a social activity

The importanceof interaction in the form of communication and collaboration, between
designersand usersand betweendesignersand designers,has been identified in this
study. This has significant processimplications, well documentedin the literature (from
Brook's (1975) Tower of Babel analogy to Myers' (1999) call for early and better
communication betweendesignersand users).Winograd and Flores (1987) identified the
importance of communication in software design and developeda specific tool - Coordinator - and method - Action Workflow -to addressthis deficiency. Efforts to improve
communication in software developmentcan also be found in brainstorming or
argumentativeapproachesto design,seefor example,Rittel and Weber (1973) and more
in
recently CSCW and Groupwarestudies(Greenberg,1991). It is noted that in this
researchstudy a number of designerscomplainedabout the lack of education and training
in
intervention
devoted
design
An
this areamay prove
to
these
skills.
critical
resources
valuable over the long term.

8.2.3.6 Summary
In responseto the three researchquestionsposedin ChapterOne a number of conclusions
(and contributions) have been identified. Notwithstanding the difficulty in giving a truly
distinctive definition of software design, an operationaldefinition has been given that
makesit easierfor other researchersto understandand to apply it to their own work
(8.2.2). A discrepancybetweenin vivo definitions of design as a problem solving process
framing
design
descriptions
to
akin
processwas noted, as
as
something
a
problem
of
and
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were some implications for the support environment (8.2.3). Moreover, it was observed

that software design sometimesconsistsof non progressivemovementand that such
activity needsalso to be supportedby methods(8.2.2). There then followed a number of
unsurprising but significant observations (8.2.3.1 - 8.2.3.5). In software design there is no
clear distinction between definition and development, software design is a process of
refinement, it relies on the extensive use of Prototypes, re-use is an important design
strategy and software design is a:social activity. Each of these has implications for
practice and these were commented upon.

Section 8.4 setsout the major claimed contributions of this thesis.But first outcomesof
the researchare "grounded" in existing theoriesand models of design using a selectionof
related literature.
8.3 Grounding thesis outcomes in existing theories and models of design and
problem solving
It is possible, and productive, to map existing theoriesand models of design directly to the
theoretical framework presentedin ChapterSix. The processis recursive. An outcomeof
the researchis re-usedto "ground" the empirical data in the literature and the literature is
used(where appropriate)to reflect back upon the theoretical framework.

8.3.1 Scenario 1: the "problem solving" context (low context-complexity
interaction)

low
-

This context is most easily identified with Newell and Simon's (1972) theory of general
problem solving. The design context can be said to exhibit a high degreeof structure.
Structure is the amount and quality of information in the task environment that can be
usedto guide the problem-solver. This information covers the problem initial state,the
final or goal stateand the operationsnecessaryto get from one to the other. In this context
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(for example, in puzzle solving, EOQ's or "back end" engineeringdesign) the structureof
the task is well defined at the outset, problem solving is goal oriented and proceeds
sequentially as a search through the problem space. However, since the problem space is

an abstractionof the task environment it will not contain all the structure (information)
avaiIable.(Newell and Simon, 1972:823-825). In addition, information may exist in the
task environment (or indeed in the problem-solver) but may not be accessedin the right
place at the right time. Therefore, a problem spacemay contain more or less structurethan
the environment it represents.

Hinrich (1992) provides a taxonomy of problem solving approacheswithin which he
distinguishesbetweendesign as a task, design as a processand design as cognitive
activity. Design as a task is predicatedon the view that design is a routine, completely
defined, hierarchically structuredproblem spacesearchableby algorithms and heuristics
(he cites as one instantiation of such assumptions,McDermot, 1980). Design as a process
includes synthesis,hierarchical refinement and transformation approachesand each
assumesthat the problem spaceis basically a graph and solutions can be found by
searchingthrough (and'pruning') the graph (e.g. Williams, 1990).Cognitive models of
design (e.g. Goel and Pirolli, 1989)are constructedbottom up basedon the invariants of
human information processingor top down basedon the propertiesof the task and on
observablebehavioursof designers.The latter "is how most cognitive models of design
are derived" (Henrich, 1992:6) and include the analytical tools of task analysis,
complexity analysisand protocol analysis.

Support in this data for the traditional problem solving approachto design was initially
designers
defined
is
design in terms of problem
high.
That
all
almost
and superficially
design
in
descriptions
the
their
of
solving and many
processusedterms entirely
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compatible with the rational decision making model. However, as already remarkedupon,
there soon appeareda crucial distinction betweenwhat designer's said they did and what
they actually did basedupon further analysisof (their) processdescriptions.The
implications of such a discrepancyhave already beendiscussed.A net outcome of the
analysis was that most designers do not occupy this context when they design.

8.3.2 Scenario 2: the "problem framing"
interaction)

context (high context-complexity

high
-

Newel and Simon'stheory of problem solving is predicatedon significant assumptions
about the nature of the process.It is clear (from the literature and from the data analysed
in this study) that theseassumptionsdo not hold for many, or even the majority, of design
problems. In fairnessto Newel and Simon, they readily acknowledgedthat their theory,
derived from a small set of studiesin cryptarithmetic, logic and chess,would not apply to
all problem environmentsand in earlier and later work addressedthe question of less
structuredproblems (Newel, 1969,Simon, 1969,Simon 1973).Moreover they admit that
not all behaviour relevant to problem solving is a searchthrough a problem spaceand that
problem spacescan be changedand modified during the courseof solving (1972:809).

Newell (1969) arguedthat ill defined or ill structuredproblems are simply problems for
which no strong problem solving techniquesexist. In such cases,he advocatedthe
application of so called weak searchmethods,such as generateand test. Simon (1973)
viewed an ill-structured problem as one yet to be formalized by the problem-solver
(whereuponit becamea well-structured problem). He pointed out that problems can be
well structuredin the small but ill-structured in the large. Earlier in another seminal work
('The Sciencesof the Artificial', 1969),he suggestedthat the assumptionsunder
Information ProcessingTheory (IPT) worked would not be rigid. Design problems did not
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lend themselvesto an optimal solution and the designermust be preparedto sub-optimise
or satisfice in the searchfor a solution.

It is this modified form of Newel and Simon's problem spacehypothesisthat can be
found to underpin cognitive models of designsuch as that put forward by Malhotra,
Thomas, Carroll and Miller, (1980), the Task EpisodeAccumulation (TEA) model
advancedby Ullman, Dietterich, and Stauffer (1988) and the theory of generic design put
forward by Goel and Pirolli (1989). In addition, Simon'sconceptof satisficing has
encouragedthe developmentof a number of constraint basedproblem solving theories
with direct application to the field of design (for example,Sussmanand Steele, 1980;
Stefik, 1981; Fox, 1983).

In fact, ill structuredproblems had beendescribedmuch earlier by Reitman (1964). He
defined theseas problems for which the initial state,the goal stateor the operatorsare
unspecified or only partially specified. He arguedthat existing models of problem solving
assumedthat problems were well structuredwhereasthe difficult part of problem solving
was not the searchbutformulating the problem.

In this design context a high level of interaction is indicative of attemptsto frame or
bound the problem. This can be seenin the emphasison prototypes/ storyboards,the
frequent design iterations, the level of communicationsbetweendesignerand clients and
betweendesignersand other designers/ developers. It cannotbe seen,at least on any
superficial reading, in the commentsof the designersthemselves.Elsewherein the
literature, can be found referencesto the importanceof interaction in framing or bounding
the problem. Runco (1994) for example,doesso in a discussionof problem finding,
which includes identification, definition andposing.
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8.3.3 Scenario 3 and Scenario 4: the "breakdown"

contexts (high context complexity

low
interaction
low
high
interaction)
or
context
complexity
-

One explanation of breakdownsmay lie in inflexibility or an inability to adapt to
changing circumstances.Elsewherein the literature, in addition to Blum (1996), adaptive
models of design are increasingly prevalent.A feature of such approachesis a desireto
in
flexibility
retain maximum
responseto the prevailing environment by meansof
contingency (Flynn, 1992); cognitive fit (Verney and Glass, 1994); morphology
(Lawrence, 1981),design rationales(Carroll et al, 1994) and,ýgile Software
Development(Aoyana, 1998).The model of design presentedin this thesis stands
squarely in this tradition, predicatedas it is upon the importanceof design context and
responsesto that context. However two important and inter-relatedquestionsremain to be
addressed(a) what is the nature of the breakdownsreported?(b) how can the model and
theory explain such breakdowns?

As in any analysisusing the Conditional Matrix, the phenomenonmay be discussed
breakdowns
in
level
description
design
its
Firstly,
this
the
to
type.
given
according
and
of
thesis applies to both interactions with others and to interaction with the materials of
design. Although the analysis of breakdownspresentedhas emphasisedbreakdownsin
for
designers
/
(with
Mini
the
case
users)
see
example
and or with
communication
other
between
breakdowns
in
Six
Chapter
(6.5.1)
context and strategy may equally
presented
occur with the materials of design, analogousto Schon's (1983) concept of self reflection.
Thus the scenariotaken from Data-setB to illustrate a complexity threshold (Chapter
Seven,7.4) can be seenalso as a breakdown in the individual designer's communication
with the design.
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Secondly, the type of design breakdown has been, at least implicitly, negative. Whether a

breakdown in communicationwith others or a breakdownwith the design itself the
imperative has beento "repair", "recover" or "get back" to the situation before the
breakdown, which is consideredthe normal state. Yet is clear from the literature that
design breakdowns can also be positive, even primarily positive. Schon and Bennet

(1996: 173) observethat breakdownsoccasionreflection in action "thinking about what
she is doing while doing it, in such a way as to influence further doing" or reflection on
action "pausing to think back over what shehas done in a project, exploring the
understandingthat she has brought to the handling of the task".

Winograd and Flores (1987) also draw upon the philosophy of Martin Heideggerand
apply his conceptsof "being-in-the-world", "throwness", "present-at-hand"and
"readiness-at-hand"to the design of computing systems.Breakdownsare fundamentalin
shaping the design context and outcomes
"Breakdowns serve an extremely important cognitive function, revealing to us the natureof our
practicesand equipment,making them 'present-to-hand'to us, perhapsfor the first time. In this
sensethey function in a positive rather than a negativeway" (1986:78)
"A breakdown is not a negativesituation to be avoided, but a situation of non obviousness,in
which recognition that something is missing leadsto unconcealing(generatingthrough
declarations)someaspectof the network of tools that we are engagedin using. A breakdown
revealsthe nexusof relations necessaryfor us to accomplishour task. This createsa clear objective
for design- to anticipatethe forms of breakdownand provide a spaceof possibilities for action
when they occur." (1986: 165)

Thus, the breakdownsidentified in this thesis may be positive as well as negative and
apply to interaction ivith the materials of design as well as to interaction ivith others.

The secondquestion- how can the model / theory explain such breakdowns?- may be
addressedthrough referenceto the paradigm model and conditional matrix, the two
inherent
features
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research
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it.
four
framework
identifies
design scenariosor contexts two of which
The
theoretical
of
are labelled "breakdown" contexts.For eachof thesecontextsit is possible to use Strauss
and Corbin's (1990) paradigm model to investigatethe causes,conditions and
consequencesof such breakdowns.Furthermorethe Conditional Matrix may be usedto
impact
including
levels
breakdown
this
to
that
the
analysis
extend
multiple
upon
dual,
sub-organisational/group,organisational,supra-organisational.A
personal/indivi
conditional path can be traced for specific eventsor incidents, such as that outlined in
Chapter Six (6.5.1.2) or suggestedin ChapterSeven(7.4).

Clearly the outcomesof this researchare similar in many ways to the conclusionsreached
by Schon (1983) and Winograd and Flores (1987). The rational decision making model
has beenrejected,the role of context in determining action is emphasised,action /
interaction is at the centre of the design process(for Winograd and Flores theseare
"speechacts") and design is explained using -at least in part- the concept of
"breakdowns". One point of departureis the different interpretationsof the context breakdown relationship. For Winograd and Flores (and to a lesserextent Schon)
breakdowns 4 context. In the model / theory developedin this thesis context 4
breakdowns.

In this researchthe emphasishas beenon developing, from first order concepts,a holistic
picture of software design (within which breakdownsare one, albeit important, feature)
rather than on developing existing theories.The "grounding of outcomes" in existing
theory, although legitimate and necessary,should not obscurethe inductive nature of the
researchreportedhere and the advantagesof such an approach.
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8.3.4 Summary

Figure II surnmarisesthe positions developedin the precedingdiscussion.
Scenario 3
(Problem solving)

Scenario I
Problem Solving

Scenario 2
Problem Framing

Scenario 4
(Problem framing)

Figure H: The Theoretical Framework re-stated

The theoretical framework provides examplesof problem solving and problem framing in
action. Each context determinesa dominant approach.In two of the four contextsthe
approachis compatible with context (scenariosI and 2). In the other two scenariosit is
not, a problem solving approachis usedwhen the context demandproblem framing (3) or
vice versa, a problem framing approachis usedwhen the context demandsproblem
solving (4). The intention is not to createa dichotomy betweenthe approaches.Each
approachis valid in its own context and a designerwill move betweenapproachesas
context changes.Where a designerfails to make such an adjustmenta design breakdown
will occur. The predominantapproachobservedin this study was more akin to problem
framing than to problem solving. There was little empirical evidence in support of

Scenario4.

8.4 Thesis contributions
8.4.1 A nicans to identify, explain and predict design breakdowns

The Theoretical Framework is presentedas a meansto identify and explain design
breakdowns.Here a design breakdown is defined as a mismatch or lack of fit between
phenomenonand responseto the phenomenon,betweendesign context and strategies
taken to managethat context (action/interaction).The framework identifies four "types"
of context - responseand for each,use of the conditional matrix and the tracing of
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conditional pathsprovides a meansto analysecauses,conditions and consequences,at
various levels of observation. Through identification and explanation of existing

breakdowns,and in particular through an understandingof the causalrelationship
action/interaction

future
[modified
by
intervening
conditions],
-> consequences

design breakdownsmay be better predicted.

8.4.2 An inductive model of software design

The inductive model developedin this thesispresentsa rich, holistic picture of software
design. It considersa wide range of factors that act and interact upon the design process
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is explicitly stated,through explication of the Meta-process.

8.4.3 An explication of the Meta-process.

A statedobjective of this thesis is to set out the processthrough which the data was
has
developed.
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theory
the
through
were
and
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model
collected and analysedand
been done most obviously in ChapterFour (ResearchDesign) but also throughout the
"results" chapters (ChaptersFive and Six). The purposeof such explication is that other
researchersmay understandhow the outcomesof this groundedtheory study were
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study,
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able replicate
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40.
elsewhere The successor otherwise of this feature of the thesis is evaluatedin the next
section.

8.5 Evaluation of the work
Strauss and Corbin (1990: 252-257) lay out two sets of criteria for judging a grounded

theory study. The first set (of sevencriteria) relatesto the researchprocess,the secondset
(also of sevencriteria) relatesto "the empirical grounding of the study". The purposeof
thesecriteria is to allow readersand other researchersto assessthe adequacyof the
researchbut they also permit some degreeof self-evaluationand it is very much with this
in mind that they are presentedhere. To avoid duplication, and to savespace,eachset of
criteria is presentedas a table wherein eachcriterion is statedas a question or a seriesof
questionsand then a responseis made basedupon relevant work carried out in this
research.After the tables have beenpresenteda retrospectiveon the overall thesisprocess
and outcomesis given.

40Since completing this researchI have becomeawareof more, and better, groundedtheory studies in the
field of IS (for example Pandit, 1996;and in particular the work of Cathy Urquhart (Urquhart, 1996,1997)
within which the groundedtheory gencrationprocessis more explicitly set out.
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8.5.1 Evaluation of the research process
Criterion 1: How was the original sample
selected?What grounds?

Interviews basedon purposive/judgement/
snowballing sampling [Data-set A-4.2.2] and
theoretical sampling [Data-set B-4.2.31
Criterion 2: What major categoriesemerged?
6 metacategoriesderived from 27 thematic
categories,derived from 160 concepts[4.3.14.3.3, Appendix 51
Criterion 3: What were someof the events,
Too numerousto identify here but processset out
incidents,actions,and so on (as indicators) that
in 4.3.2,4.3.3 and 4.3.4 and discussedin Ch 5 and
Ch 6.
pointed to someof thesemajor categories?
Criterion 4: On the basisof what categoriesdid
As describedabove for Data-setA [4.2.3] and
theoretical sampling proceed?How did theoretical Data-setB [4.3.2] but also theoretical sensitivity
formulations guide someof the data collection?
in analysisof Data-setA [4.3.2.1
After the theoretical sampling was done, how
representativedid thesecategoriesprove to be?
Criterion 5: What were someof the hypotheses
Major relationship was context complexity (level)
(level)
[4.3.4
Ch
6].
pertaining to conceptualrelations (among
action/interaction
and
Formulatedusing literature then validated in the
categories),and on what grounds were they
formulated and tested?
data, including seconddata set (Data-setB).
Criterion 6: Were there instanceswhen
Negative datadid not autornatically invalidate a
hypothesesdid not hold up againstwhat was
hypothesis,but may have addedrichnessand
depth to it. However weak evidencein the data
actually seen?How were thesediscrepancies
lead to reject of hypothesisor qualification of it.
accountedfor? How did they effect the
hypotheses?
[4.3.3 and 4.3.41
Criterion 7: How and why was the core category
See4.3.4 and Ch 6 but also 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 and
Ch 5. Thus decision was not sudden.However
selected?Was this collection, suddenor gradual,
difficult or easy?On what grounds were the final
was difficult due to number of candidate
analytical decisionsmade?
categories.Decision made on best fit
explanatory basis.
Table 20: Evaluation of the research process

8.5.2 Evaluation of the empirical grounding of the research
Criterion 1: Are conceptsgenerated?

Criterion 2: Are the conceptssystematically
related?
Criterion 3: Are there many conceptuallinkages
and are the categorieswell developed?Do they
have conceptualdensity?
Criterion 4: Is much variation built into the
theory?
Criterion 5: Are the broaderconditions that effect
the phenomenonunder study built into its
explanation?
Criterion 6: Has processbeentaken into account?
Criterion 7: Do the theoretical findings seem
significant and to what extent?

Yes [Appendices3,6,7,8] from transcript
sources.Mostly technical (in vivo) codesbut
somecommon senseconceptssubsequently
groundedin data
Yes, as per procedurein Ch4, and woven into
main text (Ch5 and Ch6). Categoriesvalidated in
Ch7(but not relationships)
Yes, through useof paradigm model, theoretical
framework and conditional matrix [Ch 5, Ch6]
Yes, Examplesgiven in Ch4 where categories
amendedto tolerate variation or process
Yes, but in a specific context where impact is
directly observablerather than as a general
0
discussionof backgroundfactors [Ch6j
Yes, for exampleaction-->interaction,
causes-->
context-complexity.
Inductive model as rich description of
phenomenoninforming practice. Theoretical
framework as meansto identify and explain
designbreakdowns

Table 21: Evaluation of the empirical grounding of the research
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8.5.3 Evaluation of the Meta-process

In relation to the last criterion in Table 21, Straussand Corbin (1990:257) point out that it
is possible to have a good process but a poor outcome, as in design itself This was

recognisedearly in this thesis, indeed it was one of the motivating influences that
informed the research(ChapterOne, 1.4.3; 1.6).No particular claim was madeto have
explicated the Meta-processbetter than other researchers(Chapter2,2.3) but rather a
more limited objective was set. A contribution to the literature was claimed in making this
in
for
the
the success or otherwise of the
an explicit goal, at
outset, and accounting

attempt at the conclusion of the thesis.This has beendone (8.4.3) but ultimately its value
must bejudged by others.Returning to Straussand Corbin's point on the balanceof
outcomesand process,it is arguedthat this thesis doesnot "pay lip service" to grounded
theory, nor is the method usedas a "bumper sticker" of convenience,nor is the
presentationof the method "imprecise" (Bryman and Burgess, 1994:6). Again this is left
to the judgement of others.An outstandingconcernis the extent to which meeting this
objective has impactedupon the rangeand quality of the outcomespresented.

8.6 Recommendations for further research
These are organisedinto three categories,eachprogressivelymore distant from the
evaluation that hasjust beenpresented.Firstly those recommendationsthat derive directly
from limitations in this researchare presented.Then, somerecommendationsare made
that would enhancesuch a study, were it to be repeated,or a study similar to it
internal
first
The
two
and primarily concerned
undertaken.
setsof recommendationsare
with process.The third set of recommendationsis externally and outcomesfocused,
suggestingthe application of this researchto other design domains,and the forward
integration of the work into the domain of methods.
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8.6.1 Further development of the model and theory using qualitative methods

This thesis gives a broad description of the software design process,its scopereflecting
the nature of the phenomenonand of the method.(Actually it is a reflection of the
interaction of phenomenonand method and a variety of other factors including the
researcher'sprior knowledge of software design,his experiencein the use of the method
and time available.) Whilst it has beenarguedthat such an approachis valuable, neither
phenomenonnor methodology (nor the interpretationof this thesis)precludesmore
focusedstudies.On the contrary, the phenomenonand the methodology invite such
studiesand the thesis facilitates further researchby providing foundation and direction
Any of the major categoriesidentified and discussedin this thesisadmits further
investigation. For example,the developmentof the categoriesof Balancing and DesignPulls promisesfurther insights into designpractice.

One way in which the existing model and theory may be corroboratedis through the use
of Multidimensional Scaling. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) was developedin the
behavioural and social sciencesto study the mental model peopleuse to understand
objects and people and is used in education,geographyand marketing
(Butterfield, 1998:35). MDS identifies similarities and differencesbetweenvarious entities
and can calculate and display the psychological distancebetweenthem. Thus it can make
visible the constructs/ dimensionsthat individuals use to understandparticular entities.
The method proceedsas follows
(a) a list of common elementsis derived from the textbooks
(b) the list is examinedandjudgements of similarity and differencesmade (each element
is comparedto all the others)
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(c) a set of paired comparisonsof eachcombination of elementsis generatedand listed in
random order.
(d) the list is then distributed to subjectsto grade
(e) responsesare averagedfor eachcomparison
(f) a similarity matrix is produced

(e) the data is analysedin two, three and four dimensions(using Kruskal method)

Use of such a techniquewould address,in one way, a significant shortcoming of the work
presentedhere- validation of the theory and model by practitioners.Notwithstanding the
evaluation reportedin section 8.5 of this chapter,the important distinction to be made
betweentheory developmentand theory testing, and the practical constraintsattendant
upon any researcheffort, this remainsa fruitful avenueof further research.

8.6.2 Further development of the model and theory using quantitative analysis
ChapterFour (4.4.2.1.2) suggestedthat the clustering of conceptsand categoriesinherent
in a groundedtheory study facilitated further quantitative as well as qualitative analysis.
In Chapter Sevensome limited quantitative analysisof the data was presented.In the
context of mixed methodsapproachesadvocatedby Cresswell (1994) Boyatzis (1998) and
others, other researchersmay proceedto perform more sophisticatednon-parametrictests
on this, or similar data, using for example factor and cluster analysis.Those wishing to
carry out such testson data arising from their own researchwould do well to design this
in at the beginning, since the applicability and value of such testsare crucially dependent
upon the rangeand quality of data collected.
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8.6.3 Inter-disciplinary

comparisons

Inter or cross-disciplinarycomparisonscould be madeusing the model developedin this
thesis as a template. Comparing software design with other design disciplines should tell

us somethingabout the current stateof software developmentand highlight areasfor
further research. When one discipline is held as a paradigm to another, we may expect

weaknessesin the subject discipline to be exposed.This was the case,for example,when
VLSI was comparedwith manufacturing engineering.Mechanical and electrical
mechanicalengineeringwas found to lack sufficient abstractionand formalism to permit
successfultechnology transfer. Specific weaknesseswere identified and targetedas
researchrecommendations".
The choice of a comparatordiscipline is clearly significant tothe outcomes.Boehm
(1979) compared software engineeringwith hardwareengineeringand concludedthat it
was in "a very primitive state" and that "one can seriously question whether our current
techniquesdeserveto be called software engineering". A comparisonwith other types of
engineering- mechanicaland electro-mechanicalfor example-may have been,and may
still be, kinder. Engineering is not a monolith, nor is design; within eachthere are a
number of paradigmsin operation at any one time. For example,mechanicalengineering
deals with a very wide range of products (from paper clips to aeroplanes)and design
methods,design techniquesand fabrication methodsvary enormously. How much more
varied are the methodsand techniquesusedacrossa range of engineeringor design
disciplines?

41seethe proceedingsof the workshop on New Paradigmsfor Manufacturing, Arlington, Virginia, May 2-4
1994,sponsoredby The National ScienceFoundation.
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In this regard someilluminating comparisonsof software design with other design
disciplines have beenconducted,for exampleVertelney, Arent, Liberian (199 1) with
graphicdesign; Lootsma and Rijken (1998) and Rijken (1999) with architecture.A small
but related piece of work arising out of the researchreportedin this thesis, compared
software design with civil engineering, specifically on the core category of context-

complexity - action/interaction, and suggestedsignificant differencesin approach,
determinedby context".

8.6.4 Method evaluation
A number of authorshave identified the value of models to facilitate method evaluation
and / or integration (Jayaratna,1994,Brinkkemper, 1996; Punter and Lernmen, 1996;
Kitchenham and Jones, 1997; Saeki, 1998). A contribution to'method evaluation may be
made by listing important elements of the inductive model - communication,

action/interaction, context influences- and then comparing a method, or number of
methodsagainstthis list. By determining the level of support offered in a particular
method for software design as practised,rather than as theorised,a managermay be better
able to discriminate betweenmethodsand to make an appropriateselection. Moreover a
method developermay be better informed of those crucial "features" to include in any
proposednew method for this domain. A fuller discussionof method evaluation and
integration, in the context of Multimedia design,can be found in Gallagher and Webb,
(2000)

42This researchwas conductedearly in the project lifecycle and also actedas a pilot for the main study (see
Chapter Four, 4.4.1.6)
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8.7 Conclusion
A difficulty with the theory, and the underpinning paradigm model, is that deterministic
accounts of complex phenomenon are notoriously difficult to present. Any such account is

of coursea model, a simplification of what is, or may be, happeningin the real world. It is
difficult to unravel causeand effect and to accountfor this empirically. Facedwith the
enormity of the task in the study of a phenomenonof any size, the researcheris forced to
select one task over another.The arrangementof conceptsand categoriesin transactional
relationships presentedin this thesis is thus one particular interpretation of the data.The
essentialdifficulty of reduction is common to all deterministic theory. It is not that there
is no answer,rather there are too many answersand we are forced to choosebetween
them. In retrospecta final contribution of this thesis may be as a reminder, in the manner
of good historical accounts,that reality is always much more complex than any single
representationof it.
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Appendix 1: Glossary

Action / Interaction: Strategiesdevisedto manage,handle, carry out, respondto a
phenomenonunder a specific set of perceivedconditions.
Axial coding: A set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after
open coding, by making connections between categories. This is done by utilising a
coding paradigm involving conditions, context, action/ interactional strategies and
consequences.

Category: A classification of concepts.This classification is discoveredwhen concepts
are comparedone againstanotherand appearto pertain to a similar phenomenon.Thus
the conceptsare groundedunder a higher order, more abstractconceptscalled a category.
Causal Conditions: Events, incidents, happeningsthat lead to the occurrenceor
developmentof a phenomenon.
Code Notes: Memos containing the actual productsof the three types of coding, such as
conceptuallabels, paradigm features,and indications of process.
Coding: The processof analysingdata.
Concepts: Conceptuallabels placed on discretehappenings,events,and other instancesof
phenomena.
Conditional Matrix: An analytical aid, a diagram,useful for considering the wide range
of conditions and consequencesrelated to the phenomenonunder study. The matrix
enablesthe analyst to both distinguish and link levels of conditions and consequences.
Conditional Path: The tracking of an event, incident or happeningfrom action /
interaction through the various conditional and consequentiallevels, and vice versa,in
order to directly link them to a phenomenon.
Consequences:Outcomesor results of action and interaction.
Context: The specific set of propertiesthat pertain to a phenomenon;that is, the locations
of eventsor incidents pertaining to the phenomenonalong a dimensional range. Context
representsthe particular set of conditions within which the action / interactional strategies
are taken.
Core Category: The central phenomenonaround which all the other categoriesare
integrated.
Dimensionalising: The processof breaking a property down into its dimensions.
Dimensions: Location of properties along a continuum.
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Sampling: Associated with selective coding. Its aim is to maximise
opportunities for verifying the story line and relationships between categories and filling
in poorly developed categories.
Discriminate

Interaction: Peopledoing things together or with respectto one another- and the
accompanyingaction, talk and thought processes.
Intervening conditions: The structural conditions bearing on action / interactional
strategiesthat pertain to a phenomenon.They facilitate or constrainthe strategiestaken
within a specific context.
Memos: Written recordsof analysis relatedto the formulation of theory.
Open coding: The process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptualising,
and categorising data.

Operational notes: memos containing directions to yourself and team membersregarding
leads
follow
forth.
to
comparisons,
on,
sampling, questions,possible
up
and so
Phenomenon: The central idea, event, happening,incident about which a set of actions or
interactions are directed at managing,handling, or to which the set of actions is related.
Process:the linking of action / interaction sequences
Properties: Attributes or characteristics pertaining to a category

Selective coding: The processof selecting the core category, systematically relating it to
filling
in
further
those
that
categories,
and
categories
need
other
validating
relationships,
refinement and development.
Story Line: The conceptualisationof the story: This is the core category
Story: A descriptive narrative about the central phenomenonof the study
Theoretical Notes: Theoretically sensitisingand summarisingmemos.These contain the
products of inductive or deductive thinking about relevant and potentially relevant
categories,their properties,dimensions,relationships,variations, processes,and
conditional matrix.
Theoretical Sampling: Sampling on the basisof conceptsthat haveproven theoretical
indicates
Where
that
to
the
theory.
theoretical
relevance
evolving
proven
relevance
conceptsare deemedto be significant becausethey are repeatedlypresentor notably
absentwhen comparing incident after incident, and are of sufficient importance to be give
the statusof categories.
System: A system of analysis that examines action / interaction in
relationship to their conditions and consequences.

Transaction
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Appendix 2: Data Management Structure
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Appendix 3: Concepts by source (Data-set A)
Source / Line

Concept Name

Keyword 1

Keyword 2

Keyword 3

SE1-1

91

livingwithtechconstraints

processor

user

implementation

SE1-2

92

constraintawareness

technology

management

keyskills

SEI-3

682

balancingdesign

prioritise

separation

correctness

SE1-4

672

baddesign

seduction

usability

barrier

SE1-5

?

elegancein design

elegance

understandability

balancing

SE1-6

657

designgoals

updatable

maintainable

portable

SEI-7

589

designlocation

requirements

implementation chunkin themiddle

SEII-8

562

designdeadline

blursboundaries

initialdesign

SE1-9

566

algorithms

aesthetics

engineering

SEl-10 552

deigndefinition

meetinguserreq.

a balancingact iterativeprocess

SEII-1111554

balance

SEI-12 546

designdefinition

SEI-13 52
SEl-14

spillover
implementation

time

interest

fit

technology

constraints

designprocess

separation

abstraction

specification

respectfor complexity

seduction

arbitrary

screen-full

space

time

power

SEI-16 511

designconstraints
.
overcoming
constraints

memory

chance

SEl-17 407

separationof concerns

abstraction

state

complexity

SEl-18

re-use

haphazard

informal

mental

SEl-19 24

functionandimplementation

functionality

whatit does

SEl-20 214

interfacecomplexity

richer

interaction

separation

SEI-21 116

complexity

abstraction

appreciation

confidence

SEl-22 328

keydesignskills

generalisation

thoroughness

debugging

GD1-1

471

evaluatingdesign

subjective
good

objectivegood

function

GDII-2

510

graphicv softwaredesign

visualengineering prejudices

GD1-3

274

designapproach

backof envelope

informal

doodling

GD1-4

417

designcommunication

aesthetics

publishing

balancing

GD1-5

328

gooddesigncanbe subtle

obvious

non-obvious

crucial

GD1-6

579

baddesign

badaesthetics

badfunctionality

badnavigation

GD11-7 616

prototypes

in thesmall

in the large

advanced

GD1-8

603

gooddesign

doesit tookgood?

doesit interest?

doesit work?

GDI-9

212

designapproach

usercentred

communicate

co-operation

133

SEl-15 508

336

cost

processor

nothowit works

stimuli
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Keyword 3

Source / Line

Concept Name

Keyword I

Keyword 2

GD1-10 258

designconstraints

dilution

budget

GOI-11 301

designentropy

individualchanges

infoexchange

GDI-12 534

designentropy

newentrants

computergames

graphics

SE2-1

226

physicaldesign

platforms

problems

multi-tasking

SE2-2

695

baddesign

non-intuitive

clutter

SE2-3

679

gooddesign

simplicity

elegance

innovation

SE2-4

600

importance
of design

innovation

simplesolution

critical

SE2-5

590

designdefinition

shape

how

representation

SE2-6

582

designdefinition

development

management

marriage

SE2-7

538

designprocess

pragmatism

practice

whatworks

SE2-8

343

basicdesignprocess

specification

design

implementation

SE2-9

197

designprocess

Yourdon

outlinedesign

fourstages,

SE2-10 355

approach
semi-formal

00 diagrams

structureviews

pseudocode

GD2-11 268

designinfluences

self-knowing

travel

interaction

GD2-2

108

roleof designer

communicator

facilitator

sub-contractor

GD2-3

520

designdefinition

HerbertSimon

painfulprocess

medicalanalog

GD24

581

baddesign

notfunctional

ineffective

uncommunicative

GD2-5

573

designanalogy

drivinga car

answertheprob.

withinresources

GD2-6

560

gooddesign

sustainable

be selfcritical

be sociallyaware

GD2-7

209

designeras individual

artist

agent

problemsolver

GD2-8

540

designdefinition

designfor use

for users

social-functional

GD2-9

158

definitionof graphicdesign

>aesthetics

>typography

GD2-10 508

designconstraints

size

users

GD2-11 473

graphicdesignersrole

aesthetics

content

GD2-12 409

morethanproblemsolving

impress

marketing

repeatbusiness

GD2-13 403

designessentials(nothingkey)

clientsatisfaction

attentionto detail

timemanagement

GD2-14 394

designconstraints

deadlines

resources

clientconfidence

GD2-15 337

clientsatisfaction

data

interpretation

solution

GD2-16 339

the client
understand

wants

needs

taskanalysis

GD2-17 334

justdo it (pragmatism)

theory

instinctive

clued-in

GD2-118?

comparison
withbookdesign

co-dependence

stages

teamwork

GD2-19 320

designstages

research

development

production

GD2-20 308

problemsolving

noeureka

wrestlewithit

knowthatis right

GD2-211182

definitionof graphicdesign

visualcomm.

infosculptor

notself-indulgent

technical
mutualawareness

overtcomplexity

visualliteracy
resources(budget)
finedetail
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Keyword 3

Concept Name

Keyword I

GD2-22 555

design intent

text

reading

method

GD2-23 364

user centreddesign

involvement

agreement

insurance

SE3-1

539

design is not delivery

delivery

coding

drawing

SE3-2

580

Engineeringdesign

time

cost

constraints

SE3-3

572

Development

design

refinement

iterations

SE3-4

564

Designscope

prototyping

iterations

customer

SE3-5

586

Managingdesign

prototypes

customerlock-in

sign-off

SE3-6

546

over the wall design

pre-conditions

post-conditions

code solution

SE3-7

630

time constraint

time to sell

time to build

SE3-8

552

hybriddesign

structure

algorithm

graphicdesign

SE3-9

598

Good design

accountability

usability

refinement.

SE3-10

288

ConstraintDrivendesign

re-design

constraintunaware phy constraints

SE3-11

598

notationsas communication

specifications

models

agreement

SE3-12

618

Bad design

ad-hoc

non-repeatable

untraceable

SE3-13

288

Constraintdriven design

constraintsfirst

engineeringview

graphicdesign

GD3-1

341

notations

paperless

cognitive

prototypes

GD3-2

369

bad visual design

unconnected

divergent

pointless

GD3-3

307

bad design

dad can't use

navigation

doesn't sell

GD3-4

353

design definition

personal

subjective

no rules

GD3-5

165

difficultto changedesign

ownership

appreciation

attachment

GD3-6

176

cognitivedesign

mentalmodel

not storyboard

modular

GD3-7

224

design motivation

stuck

boring

process

GD3-8
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design strategy

get down to it

get on with it

do it again

GD3-9

161

compromise

creativefreedom

how it looks

GD3-10

156

design process

identification

planning

execution

GD3-11 133

graphicdesign

constraints

aesthetics

awareness

GD3-12 327

design definitionas a process

identification

solving

execution

GD3-13 247

design process

architectural

detailed

structure

GD3-14 ?

design goals

inform

access

ease-of-use

GD3-15 66

lack of integration

structure

presentation

integration

GD3-16 ?

bad design

obvious

clutter

illegible

GD3-17 393

design influences

market

user

resources

GD3-18 399

good design

coherent

solid

innovative

GD3-19 405

compromise

function

form

structure

Source

Line

Keyword 2

time to convince

not how it works
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Source / Line

Concept Name

Keyword I

Keyword 2

Keyword 3

GD3-20 ?

designgoals

inform

orient

SE4-1

692

bad design

cuttingcorners

unnatural

not relatedto tasks

SE4-2

640

design importance

multimedia

software

hardware

SE4-3

614

designdefinition

user-centred

fine art

usability

SE4-4

632

design tools

CASE

self-help

support

SE4-5

643

black box design (process)

isolate

delegate

automate

SE4-6

655

design notations

diagrams

visualisation

re-use

SE4-7

?

design goals

ease of use

happy customer

interest

SE4-8

678

good design

usability

subjective

doesn't suck

SE4-9

577

estimation

time

effort

doodling

SE4-10

714

design principles

efficiency

ease of dev

ease of maint.

SE4-11

719

designgoals

simplicity

quality

elegance

SE4-12

625

designdefinition

humanfactors

task analysis

close to user

SE4-13

708

design principles

user centred

easier

nicer

GD4-11 483

design experience

personality

blueprints

diversify

GD4-2

27

design as problemsolving

graphicdesign

structure

visual com.

GD4-3

55

design as problemsolving

decomposition

information

hierarchy

GD4-4

84

design as problemsolving

navigation

text

media

GD4-5

414

design processof refinement

elimination

gestation

refinement

GD4-6

455

design as functionalism

aesthetics

ergonomics

constraints

GD4-7

480

originality

non-mechanistic

thinkinglaterally

what-if factor

GD4-8

520

influenceson design

personality

time

money

GD4-9

442

design is everything

fit for purpose

aesthetics

ergonomics

GD4-10 535

design quality

communicate

help

happiness

GD4-11 466

good design

fit for purpose

design intention

Soho analogy

visual appeal

SE5-1

370

design definition

start with nothing

iterations

customer

SE5-2

450

good design

solid

useable

easy to learn

SE5-3

382

scope of design

volatile

uncertain

prototype

SE54

437

design goals

works

solid

innovative

SE5-5

421

design notations

pseudocode

flowcharts

drawingboxes

SE5-6

4

design process

chaotic

in-flux

GD5-1

375

design constraints

rigid

accountancy

battery hen

GD5-2

499

design presentation

access

palatable

general

GD5-3

468

design constraints

the client

critique

spannerin works

lack of awareness
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Source

Line

Concept Name

Keyword I

Keyword 2

Keyword 3

GD5-4

358

design inputs

softwareengineer

fine artist

GD5-5

100

de-motivation

frustrated

not in charge

GD5-6

34

good design

concrete

purpose

not airy-fairy

GD5-7

530

design influences

everything

cinema

travel

GD5-8

477

design definition

a science

a technician

problemsolving

SE6-1

59

in-housemethodology

pragmatic

informal

consistent

SE6-2

492

design as problemsolving

problem-solving

communication

understanding

SE6-3

76

designprocess

prototyping

informal

iterative

SE64

142

functionalityfirst

functionality

user-interface

presentation

SE6-5

692

good design documentation

simplicity

concise

unambiguous

SE6-6

679

design process

specification

prototyping

reviews

SE6-7

660

good design (activity)

careful

thorough

consultation

SE6-8

635

notations

doodling

pseudo-code

specification

SE6-9

565

design as planning

link

storyboard

definition

SE6-10

545

design as a roadmap

plan

approach

detail

GD6-1

173

design intent

desire

end-user

want

GD6-2

179

design influences

trends

fashion

inspiration

GD6-3

165

design is everything

multimedia

development

look&feel

SE7-1

170

design definition

structure

pathways

platforms

GD7-1

310

design as navigation

storyboarding

routing

linking

GD7-2

342

need for design language

multimedia

crashingalong

fast pace

G137-3

387

good design as purpose

brief

obvious

seamless

GD7-4

402

e0d user design

environment

presentation

SE8-1

694

re-use

code

library

object-oriented

SE8-2

672

design process

separation

notations

implementation

SEB-3

661

design scope

re-design

Internet

woolly

GD8-1

20

graphic design

visual com.

aestheticart

boundaries
pull the reigns in

know the end user

multidisciplinary
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Appendix 4: Sample Memos
MemolD
References

Memo Name

MemoType

Mo-0001-00

Design
Operational
contradiction?

Betweenthese codenotesquite
19/02/98
differentviewsondesignare
Whatis the explanation
expressed.
of this?Genuineconfusionon the
partof theinterviewee,
carelessness
on thepartof the
interviewer,
or myinterpretation?

Mo-0002-00

Designis not
delivery

Theoretical

Thisviewof designas everything
thatis notdeliveryis oneI have
firstcomeacrossfroman
interviewee
witha product
designer(KellyinWinogradSoftwareDesign),Yethereit is
beingexpressed
by some-one
interviewed
as software
engineer.

Mo-0003-00

Engineering
Design

Theoretical

Note,herehe is nottalkingabout
20/02/98
designperse butthe
engineering
importance
of havinga gooddesign
in allowingsoftwareto be
deliveredon timeandwithin
Really,he'ssaying
constraints.
designis all important

Mo-0004-00

designcontextconstraint

code

HeretheSE is constrained
by the
GDdesign.ThistheSE
acknowledges
asgoodbutit will
notlenditselfto efficientcodingtheGDdesignwon'tpermita grid
solutionandthereforetheSE's
abilityto delivera goodSEdesignis
curtailed.

Mo-0005-00

designstrategy code

TheSE'saimis to producean
20/04/98
efficientimplementation
of theGD
designbutthereareproblems(see
TheSEwantsto be
constraints).
ableto CUTIT DOWN,DIVIDEUP
THEELEMENTS
IT
andPROGRAM
BETTER.Butcannotdo thiswell
withoutthe GDchangingthedesign

Mo-0006-00

design
code
consequences

Therearea numberof
20/04/98
here.Firstthe SE
consequences
cannotproducean efficientASA
RESULTOFthe initialGDdesign.
Second,whenthe SEsuggeststhe
GDchangesthedesignthe GD
'goesspare'.Third,ratherthan
changetheoriginaldesignto
theSE'srequirement.
accommodate
TheGDthrowsouttheentire
designandstartsagain.

Mo-0007-00

designas
code
implementation

Here,in contrastto theearlier
SE(seeMO-0002-00)
designand
implementation
merge.Thissaidin
contextof Webdesign.Is it
generallytrue?ForSe's? for

20104/98

Mo-0008-00

designcontext

a formal(onpaper)specification
fromthecustomerwhichchanges

20/04/98

code

Memo Description

Date

20102/98

21/04198
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Appendix 5: Thematic and Meta categories (Data-set A)
5A: Thematic categories
Functionality: What the design does (or should do) ideally set out in a specification and agreedwith users
[SE6-I 01. Maps to criteria for good design [GD I-1; SE2-2]. More stressedby SEs feg. SE641 although also
by some GDs [eg. GD??]. Other refs [SEI- 19] Seealso STRUCTURE, PRESENTATION, SEPARATION,
ABSTRACTION, DE-COMPOSITION, BALANCE, CONSTRAINTS, ENTROPY
Structure: How the design works. For some purely an implementation issue(code and interface) [SE-19].
Also Informational structure [GD2-10], metaphorof magazine[GDI-7]; navigation [GD4-2];
storyboardying [GD2-10) Design is the shape[SE2-51Poor structure 4 bad design [GD2-31 However all
structure + poor presentation-> bad design [GD3-13]; Seealso FUNCTIONALITY, PRESENTATION,
SEPARATION, ABSTRACTION, DE-COMPOSITION, BALANCE, CONSTRAINTS, ENTROPY

Presentation: How the design looks (and feels) but more than aesthetics.Primarily a GD concern [e,c.
GD2-1 1; GD3-15; G135-2].Some SE - GDs are too concernedwith presentation,move to it too early and do
not sufficiently consider functionality [SEI-19; SE6-41.However becoming more difficult to separatethe
two due to complexity of interface [SEI-20]. Seealso STRUCTURE, PRESENTATION, SEPARATION,
ABSTRACTION, DE-COMPOSITION, BALANCE, CONSTRAINTS, ENTROPY. COMPLEXITY
Entropy: The namegiven to the phenomenonwhereby qualities and characteristicsassociatedwith one
discipline are passedon to, or acquiredby, the other. Most evidencefor this comesfrom one respondent
[GDI] but also found in GD3 and implicit in commentsby SE3 and SE4. One consequenceof such entropy
is that one discipline understandsand appreciatesmore what the other does.[GDI-5; GDI-I 1; GDI-12;
SE3-8; G133-11; SE4-12]
Problem Solving/Framing: (Problem Solving) -Frequently usedto describedesign process.Explicitly
[GD2-12; GD4-3; GD5-8; SE6-2] or implicitly [GD2-20; GD3-121.Designeris a problem solver [GD4-21
Seealso ABSTRACTION, SEPARATION, DE-COMPOSITION. (Problem Framing) - Composite
category used by researcherto captureobservednatureof design process.Characterisedby number and
frequency of ITERATIONS, level of interaction and COMMUNICATION, useof PROTOTYPES and
STORYBOARDS
User-requirements: Usersalso referred to as Clients and Customers.Evidencehere and elsewheresuggests
that the term Client is a more appropriatedescription. Main story is difficulties causedby usersnot knowing
what they want, or changing their minds and generally of ill defined and shifting requirements This
II
results in a complex and volatile design context in which outcomesare difficult to predict. Clients can also
be a design CONSTRAINT [GD2-23]. For user centredmethodssee[SE4-3; SE4-12; SE4-B; GD6-1;
GD7-I I Seealso PROTOTYPES, COMMUNICATION, ITERATION, METHODS
Designer-Motivatio n: That which leads to or causesa designerto undertakea design, and once
undertaken,to continue.to do it, and to do it well. The absenceor diminishment of which causesa design
not to be undertaken,to be abandonedonce undertaken,or to be done poorly. [eg GD5-1]. Motivations
include Technology [ ]; Aesthetics [ ]; Complexity [ ]; - note theseare also PULLS but here designeris pro[SE4-7].
having
done
Customer
includes
Fun
Getting
it
Happy
in
Also
Having
a
active engaLyement.
Seealso INFLUENCES. [GDI-4; GD2-12; SE4-7; GD6-1]
Designer-Influences: That which act to determineor shapethe natureof the design approachor its
but
desi.
include
factors
do
in
from
Differs
MOTIVATION
those
that
that
-n
they
a
cause
not
outcome.
The
Market,
Travel,
Include
Books,
Cinema,
in
impact
terms
of
on
outcomes.
some
overlap
obviously
Experience,Personality.[GD5-7; GD4-1; GD4-8, G132-1;G133-17;GD4-1; GD4-8; GD5-71
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Design-Pulls: Tenn usedto describeobservedphenomenonwhereby designers lulled into design
are
a
effort. Differs from MOTIVATION in that here not a consciousaction to engagea design but semi or
unconsciousaction driven by the design itset( 3 "pulls" identified - Technology, Complexity, Aesthetics.
Identified positive and negativeconsequencesof this. [SE 1-4; GD2-2 1; GD3-2] Seealso GOOD DESIGN,
BAD DESIGN, MOTIVATION, INFLUENCES.
Context -Complexity: Found at two levels (1) low level / explicit as it relatesto some specific aspectof
the design eg. Technical complexity, interface complexity (2) high level / implicit as a
Property of a generalcondition (causal,contextual, intervening) that makesthe design processmore
difficult eg. Requirements.Management.At both levels act to determineor influence design strategyand
outcomes.[SE I- 14; SEI- 17; SE1-20; SE2-2] "Contra-context" of much lower complexity also observed.
Notations: Generic term used to classify range of approachesto documentingand communicating a design.
0
Includes Doodling, Sketching, Howcharting. Wide rangeof approacheswithin and betweendisciplines
from "not writing anything down" [GD3-1] to writing a lot [GDI-3, SE4-6] to more formal approaches
[SE3-I 11
Prototypes: Identified both as an approachto design(prototyping) and as an artefact or tool usedin the
design process.Prototypesproducedat different levels dependingon nature of design problem / project
in-housepolicy) [GDI-7]. Prototypesare an important meansof communicating
environment (including
0
Z)
with clients [SE5-3] and of getting agreementon the design.Seealso ITERATION, STORYBOARDS.
Abstraction: Important cognitive / conceptualprocessidentified usually along with SEPARATION and
DE-COMPOSITION. Made more difficult by increasedcomplexity at interface.Need to move from
abstractlayer to "something concrete" as soon as possible [SE3-71Seealso REFINEMENT, PROBLEM
SOLVING. [SEI-13; SEI-21; GD3-6]
Separation: The separationof concernseg functionality from presentation,what from the how, design from
implementation,physical from logical design. Identified primarily by SEs as good practice. Made more
difficult (and more important) by complexity. Can be difficult but at low (interface) level can routine and
boring [GD3-8). SE claim better at this than GD [SE3-6] but also clear evidenceof GD doing this [GD2-I I
[SEI-13; SEI-17; SEI-19; SE2-8; GD2-1 1, SE3-6, GD3-8.SEI-3; SE2-1] Seealso ABSTRACTION,
REFINEMENT, PROBLEM SOLVING
Decomposition: Processof breaking down (problem/design)into more manageableunits. Differs from
SEPARATION in that it implies hierarchy (top down approach)but processis non linear - does not proceed
in even step mannerbut in practice involves ITERATIONS of de-compositionand re-composition.
Facilitates (and is facilitated by) informational and navigational STRUCTURE. Seealso REFINEMENT,
PROTOTYPING [SE 1-3; SEI- 13; GD2-1 I]
Refinement: aka Elimination, Gestation,Evolution [GD4-61- the process(strategy) of progressively
improving a design.Also known as Trial and Error. Should be limited [SE5-2] otherwise --> BAD
ZP
DESIGN. May result in difficulty in estimating time and costs [SE4-9]. Seealso ITERATION,
PROTOTYPING, PROBLEM SOLVING.
Re-use: Broad categoryused to define multiple types of re-use- code, notations,methods,tools,
(poor or low re-use 4 bad design).
techniques,the design itself. Identified as an indicator of good design
"1
10
However too much re-useis a bad thing. Amount of re-useis determinedby nature of problem and design
environment. [SEI-18; GD3-8; SE4-6; GD8-1; SE8-3; SE44] Seealso ITERATION, REFINEMENT,
PROTOTYPES
Storyboards: Traditionally usedby GDs (and much evidencehere) but also by SE's [eg SE2-8; SEM 1;
SE6-9; SE7-11.As with Prototypesimportant communicationaids, usedto presentideas,get commitments,
get agreement.Also as a meansof structuring information, linking everything together [SE6-61,as a
navigational tool [GD7-1] and a planning tool [GD.33-6]
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Iteration: Evidence of iteration within and between stages, between designers and users, between designer
and materials of design. Generally viewed as a positive but too much is seen as a si ,n of bad design "poor
impact
[SE5-21
on schedule and cost. See also PROTOTYPES, METHODS.
with
negative
communication"

_

Pragmatism: An approachto designcharacterisedby (inter alia) a desireto "get on with it" [] "Just get
down and do it" [GD2-18], a scepticalview of theory [GD2-17; SE6-21,rather "rely on what works" [SE27]. Also evidencedin commentsabout good and bad design- "concrete solid" [GD3-181; "does it work?"
[SE5-41;"concrete" [GD5-6]
Communication: Expressedas a purpose(or intendedoutcome) of designand as a design activity
(communicating with designersand users).Predominantlya concernOf GDs but also identified by SE's
[SE5-2; SE6-21.(Good, clear, unambiguous)communicationis a criterion of GOOD DESIGN. Seealso
BAD DESIGN, PRESENTATION. Importanceof ITERATION, PROTOTYPESAND STORYBOARDS
in facilitating communication. [GD 1-4; GD 1-6; GD 1-9; GD2-4; GD3-15, GD8- I]
Collaboration: subsumesNEGOTIATION and COMPROMISE as sub-categories.Closely allied to
COMMUNICATION [GD2-2; SE2-8; GD2-1 1]. Different types and levels. Explicit referenceto teams
[GD5-4; SE5-3]. Importanceto design outcomesemphasised[SE6-71
Balancing: Action taken to managedesign constraints.Recognisedas a key design skill. Antecedentor
function
[GD3-18],
form
design
itself
design.
Includes
and
time, cost, and elementsof
causeto good
functionality and interface [GD I- 12]. Also balancing managementand design [SE2-61.[SE 1-5; SEI- 10;
GDI-4; GDI-8] Also includes balancing different approaches(SE and GD). Seealso CONSTRAINTS,
FUNCTIONALITY, STRUCTURE, PRESENTATION, ENTROPY
Good Design: Qualitative descriptions(what it is). Applied to outcome(design artefact) or processof
design. Expressedas quality of good designer.Defined by discipline eg SE (robust, ); GD (user friendly) but
definition
but
lacks
Subjective
(functional).
many common recurring elements.
agreed
so
also agreement
II
GD
I-1;
design?
[SE
is
)
1
in
interview
(What
direct
in
Number of concepts this categoryreflects
question
-5;
1;
GD4-1
GD4-10;
SE4-8;
GD3-18;
SE3-9;
GD3-4;
GD2-8;
GD2-8;
SE3-9;
GD2-6;
SE2-3;
GDI-5; GDI-8;
SE5-2; GD5-6; SE6-7; GD7-31 Seealso CONSTRAINTS, BALANCING,
Bad Design: Defined largely as negativesof good design.Lack of direct conceptsreflect this and the
BALANCING
CONSTRAINTS,
See
GD3-13]
SE2-2;
GD3-2;
[SEI-4;
GDI-6;
also
question asked.
Design-Constraints: Those factors (technical and non technical, personal,organisational,social, cultural)
FUNCTIONALITY.
AND
PRESENTATION
STRUCTURE,
design.
Includes
to
that act constrain a
SE3G132-14;
G132-10;
GD2-7;
SEI-13;
SEI-16;
SEI-10;
[SEI-1;
SEI-2;
BALANCING
Closely allied to
2; GD3-1 1; GD3-17; SE4-9; GD4-6; GD5-1; GD5-3; GD54. Seealso BALANCING

Methods: Refersto overall approachto design rather than specific methods.Approachesrange from the
formal
[
],
[SE5-6],
"ad-hoc"
to
"chaotic"
[GD1,331,
approaches
more
informal
"back
the
envelope"
of
very
informal
be
however
Generally
to
SE6-3].
tend
[SE2-9,
Yourdon's
approaches
"based on
techniques"
See
Methods.
User
Includes
involved.
design
centred
the
organisations
effort and
reflectin- the nature of the
also Prototyping, Storyboarding
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5B Meta categories
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Figure 12: Meta Categories
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Appendix 6: Concepts by source (Data-set B)

Source / Line

Concept Name

Source / Line

Concept Name

SEI-I / 18

Complexity v experience

SE5-9 / 80

Re-use

SEI-2 / 20

greater theoretical
complexity

SE5-10

Common backgrounds

SE2-1 / 27

a shallow discipline

SE6-1 / 95

complexity

SE2-3 / 30

not understanding0

SE6-2 / 99

over / under structuring

complexity
SE24 / 31

Re-Useof code

SE6-3/ 100

hiding complexity

SE2-5 / 34

seducedby the computer

SE64 / 101

user driven complexity

SE3-1 44

Re-use

SE6-5/ 102

fascinationwith
complexity

SE3-2 46

better technical environment

SE6-6/ 102

hiding complexity form
end

SE3-3 47

Re-useof experience
SE6-7/ 103

the lure of complexity

SE34

52

approachto programming

SE3-5 52

De-composition

SE6-8/ 103)

simple programsare
harder

SE4-1 58

problem solving -

SE6-9/ 104

Re-useof company
products

SE4-2 59

approachto programming
/corn

SE6-10 104

comparisonwith other

SE6-11 106

taming complexity
flying anal

SE4-3 61

approachto programming

SE44

re-use

SE6-12 107

holding the abstraction

SE4-5 63

Approach to pro-ramming

SE6-13 108

approachto
ng

SE4-6 / 64

approachto programming
C

SE6-14 108

fools rush in

SE5-l / 73

approachto programming

SE6-15 108

approachto
rogramming

SE5-2 / 74

problem of maintenance

SE7-1/ 119

approachto ng

SE5-3 / 74

re-use : experience

SE7-2/ 120

joy of programming

SE54 / 75

complexity to simplicity

SE7-3/0

sculpting analogy

SE5-5 / 76

approachto programming

bridge building

SE5-6 / 77

approachto programming

SE74 / 125
_
SE7-5/ 129

detectiveanalogy

SE5-7 / 77

abstraction

SE8-1/ 157

breaking the rules

SE5-8 /0

simplicity

SE8-2/ 157

analogy with writing

SE8-3/ 158

approachto progg.

62
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SE8-4 / 158

greater complexity

SE8-5 / 160

understanding

SE9-1 / 167

bottom up programming

SE9-2 / 169

re-use

SE9-3/ 169

experience

SE9-4/ 170

Re-use

SE9-5 / 170

Re-use

SE9-6 / 171

Approach to computing

SE9-7 / 172

Re-use

SEIO-l

176

Approach to prog.

SE 10-2

176

Re-use

SE 10-3

177

Managing complexity

SE 10-4

178

Programmers profile

SEIO-5

188

profile

SEI 1-1

192

Prog. analogy

SEI 1-2 / 195

Approach to prog

SEI 1-3 / 196

memory

SE 11-4 / 202

Problem solving

SE 12-1 / 214

Approach to programming,

SE 12-2 / 214

simplicity

SE12-3 /215

Re-use

SE 12-4 / 217

Origin of techniques

SE12-5 1217

abstraction

SE12-6 / 218

Approach to prOg.

SE 12-7 / 223

Component re-use

SE12- 8/ 251

analogy

GDI-l

analogy

/280

GDI- 2/ 281

Pull of the computer

GDI-3 /284

Pull / abstraction

GD2-1 / 289

abstraction
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Appendix 7: Concepts by Category (Data-set A)
Functionality

ISEl-19
ISE3-6
SE6-1 0

JGD1-1
GD3-19
GD4-11

GD1-2
GD4-6

IGD2-4
GD4-9

IGD2-11
IGD5-6

JSE3-1
SE6-4

SE3-2
JGD1-4

Structure

SE1-6
GD3-19

SE2-5
GD4-3

GD2-11
SE6-10

SE3-8
SE7-1

GD3-13
SE2-1

GD3-15
SE6-4

GD3-18

Presentation

SEl-19
GD3-2
GD5-2

SEl-20
GD3-9
GD7-4

GD1-2
GD3-14
GD8-1

JGDI-8
JGD3-15
GD1-1

SE2-5
GD3-19
GD2-16

GD2-9
GD4-2
SE4-3

IGD2-11
JGD4-9
JSE6-3

Entropy

GD1-2

GD1-9

GD1-11

GD1-12

SE2-6

SE3-8

GD3-11

Problem Solving
Framing

SE1-7
GD2-7
GD4-4
SE4-4

SE1-8
GD2-12
GD4-5

SEl-18
GD2-15
GD5-8

SEl-22
GD2-20
SE6-2

SE2-6
GD3-10
GD12-2

SE2-9
GD3-12
GD3-8

GD2-5
GD4-2
GD2-20
I

User-requirements

SE14
GD2-16
SE4-12

SEl-10
GD2-23
GD4-1-

GD1-9
SE3-4
SE5-1

GD2-10
SE3-5
SE5-3

GD2-13
GD3-9
GD5-3

GD2-14
SE4-3
GD7-4

GD2-15
SE4-8

Designer-motivation

GD1-8
SE5-1

GD2-12
SE5-4

GD3-4
GD5-5

GD3-7
IGD6-1

GD4-1
GD5-1

GD4-7
GD2-7

GD4-8

Designer-influences

ISEl-16
GD2-21
GD5-7

GD2-1
GD3-5
GD54

GD2-3
GD3-17
GD6-2

IGD2-6
ISE4-3
ISE3-2

GD2-7
SE4-7

GD2-8
GD4-1

JGD2-12
GD4-8
I

Designer-pulls

SE1-9
SE4-3
SE2-2

SE14
GD4-6
GD2-7

SEl-14
SE2-2

JGD1-4
SE4-11

IGD2-9
GD3-2

GD2-21
GD2-10

GD3-11
GD6-13

Context-complexity

SEl-14
GD7-2

SEl-17
SE3-3

SEl-20
SE4-9

SEl-21
SEl-14

SE2-1
SEl-21

SE2-2
GD1-11

GD3-5

Notations

GD1-3
GD3-6
GD2-23

GD1-7
SE4-6
SEl-18

ISE2-10
JSE5-5
SE4-9

IGD2-22
ISE6-5
I

ISE3-1
ISE6-8

ISE3-11
SE8-1

GD3-1
SE8-2

Prototypes

SE3-4
GD74

ISE3-5
JSE6-6

GD3-1
GD2-23

JSE5-3
ISE3-4

SE6-3

SE6-6

GD1-7

Abstraction

SEl-12

SE1-IL

[ýý-17

IGD3-6

SE1-3

ISEl-20

SEl-22

ISE8-2

ISE3-3
1GD3-12

SE3-9
ISE7-1

_
Separation

SEl-12

SEl-13

SEl-17

Decomposition

6D3-13

GD4-3

GD3-7

Refinement

SEl-10
SE4-9
GD3-10

GD1-7
SE5-3

GD2-13
ISE8-3

I

GD4-5
ISE1-8

SE8-3
SE2-9

I
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Re-use

SEl-18
SE8-2

GD3.-8
SEl-22

_E4-10
SE4-6 ___FS
SE4-10
IGb-2-20
SE3-12

JGD4-1

Storyboards

SE3-11

GD3-6

SE6-9

GD7-1

SE7-1

Iteration

GD2-1

SE3-3

SE3-4__

GD3-5

SE5-1

Pragmatism

SE2-7

GD2-17

GID3-8

ISE6-1
I
IGD2-2
SE6-2
GD7-7

GD2-4
SE6-1
GD5-2

GD2-21
SE3-11

GD2-23
GD7-4

SE4-5

SE2-8

GD2-11

GD5-4

I
Communication

GD1-11
GD4-10
SE3-4

SE8-1

SE8-3

SE4-9

GD4-5

I

GD1-4
GD3-19
SE6-6

GD1-9
SE4-5
JGD2-23

Collaboration

GD2-2
SE6-7

GD2-18

Balancing

SE1-3
SEl-21

SEI-5
SE3-10

SEl-11
GD5-5

GD1-4
GD3-10

GD2-13
GD2-11

GD1-10
GD3-9

GD2-7
GD2-1 0

Good design

SEI-5
SE2-4
GD3-18
GD4-11
GD3-3

SEI-6
GD2-6
SE4-7
SE5-2
GD3-16

SEl-22
GD2-15
SE4-8
SE5-4

GD1-1
SE3-9
SE4-1 0
SE6-7

GD1-5
GD3-14
SE4-11
GD7-3

GDI-8
GD3-18
SE4-13
SE4-13

SE2-3
SE4-7
GD4-10
SE3-13

Bad design

SEl-14
GD3-2
GD6-13

GD1-2
GD3-3

GD1-6
GD3-16

SE2-2
GD3-19

G02-4
SE4-8

SE3-10
SE3-13

SE3-12
SE4-1

Design-constraints

SE1-1
SEl-15
SE3-2
GD4-6

SE1-2
SEl-16
SE3-7
GD5-7

SE1-3
GD1-10
SE3-10
GD5-3

SE1-5
SE2-1
SE3-13
SE4-9

SE1-8
GD2-5
GD3-11
GD1-3

SEl-10
GD2-1 0
GD3-17
SEl-21

SEl-11
GD2-14
SE4-9
GD5-1

Methods

SEl-18
GD2-22
SE5-6

GD1-3
SE3-6
SE6-1

SE2-7
GD3-4
GD7-2

SE2-9
GD3-10
JSE5-6

SE2-10
GD3-13

GD2-19
SE4-4

GD2-20
SE4-5

IGD3-19
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Appendix 8: Concepts by Category (Data-set B)
Problem Solving
Framing

SE2-5
SE6-12

SE3-4
SE6-13

SE4-1
SE11-1

ISE4-3
ISE11-4

ISE4-5
I

SE5-6

SE6-2

Designer-motivation
I

SE2-1
SE8-5

SEM
SE10-4

SE5-1

ISE5-4

JSE6-3
I

SE6-10

SE7-5

Designer-influences

SE2-1
SE6-1
SE1 1-4

SE2-3
SE6-10
SE12-4

SE3-3
SE6-15
SE12-6

SE4-4
SE8-5

SE5-3
SE9-7

SE5-10
SE10-4

Designer-pulls

SE2-5
SE6-15

SE3-5
SE7-2

SE4-6
SE84

SE3-5
SE8-1
SE12-8
I
ISE5-1
SE1 1-1

SE5-4
SE12-8

SE6-1
GD1-2

SE6-7
GDI-3

Context-complexity

SE1-1
SE4-6
SE6-6

SE1-2
SE5-2
SE6-7

SE2-1
SE5-8
SE6-11

SE2-3
SE6-1
SE10-3

SE2-5
SE6-3
GD1-3

SE3-5
SE64

SE4-5
SE6-5

Notations

SE4-2

SE4-3

SE5-5

ISE12-12

IGD1-1

Prototypes

SE3-4

SE7-3

SE8-3

SE9-1

Abstraction

S
- SE12-5

4-2
JGDI-I

SE5-1
GD2-1

SE5-7

SE5-8

SE6-12

SE74

Decomposition

SE34
SE6-13

SEM
SE7-1

ISE4-1
SE1 1-2

SE4-2
I
SE12-5

SE4-5

SE4-6

SE5-1

Refinement

SE24
SE9-6

SE34
SE1 1-2

SE7-3
SE1 1-4

SE7-5

SE8-3

SE9-1

SE9-4

Re-use

SE1-1
SE5-9
SE9-7

SE2-4
SE5-10
SE10-2

SE3-1
SE6-9
ISE1 1-3

ISEM
ISE6-10
ISE12-3

SE44
SE9-2
SE12-4

SE5-3
SE9-3
SE12-7

SE5-8
SE9-5

Iteration

SE4-2

JSE5-5

S 11-2

Pragmatism

SE1 1-4

Good design

SE5-10

Bad design

SE5-1 0

Design-constraints

SE3-2

IMethods

SE34

ISE5-5

ISE6-13

SE8-2

I

SE6-14

SE4-2

ISE4-3
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